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Abstract 

With the increase in availability and affordability of a range of mobile ser

vices, mobile devices are becoming an integral part of an individual. However, 

threats like location tracking and compn'hf'm,ivf' profiling, whf'fC' data about 

movement, usage, etc., of a subscriber is collected and linked to his/her identity 

to explore various attacks, have also emerged. Thus, identity privacy in mobile 

systems has become an important security issue. 

In today's context, when mobile operators strive to provide wider coverage, 

roaming agreements/pacts with third party operators to provide service in a loca

tion where an operator has not set up its own infrastructure is a common practice. 

Roaming allows a subscriber of one operator to use the access service of another 

operator when inside the latter's coverage area. 3GPP, which is a collaboration of 

reputed organisations having the credit of developing some popular and market 

winning mobile systems in recent times, has adopted a trust model for roaming 

that requires an operator and its subscribers to have full trust on the third party 

operators. As a consequence, the authentication-and-key-agreement protocols 

used for access security in mobile systems developed by 3G PP cannot guarantee 

identity privacy to its roaming subscribers from visited/serving networks that 

belong to third party operators. Moreover, this necessitates the operators to 

set up prior trust relationships through elaborate roaming agreements with the 

third party operators, for providing secured roaming services including identity 

privacy to the subscribers. This requirement limits the ease and span of extend

ing services beyond an operator's own circle/zone. Further, the need to trust 

the third party operators makes identity privacy of the subscriber vulnerable to 

eavesdroppers and fake serving networks. Thus, there is need for a paradigm 

shift, such that the requirement of trust on third party operators for roaming is 

relaxed or even entirely eliminated. 

The study reported in this thesis envisages improvement in identity privacy 

of the subscriber of a 3GPP specified mobile systf'm like UMTS, LTE, 3GPP

WLAN and Non3GPP-EPS while relaxing trust requirement for roaming between 

operators. Towards this, we propose a new trust model that eliminates the limi-



tations of the existing trust model and is more flexihle compared to the existing 

trust model. We also devise a security extension based on our proposed trust 

model that can be used to achieve relaxed trust requirement in mobile systems 

developed by 3GPP for improved subscriber identity privacy. Contrary to sev

eral recent proposals in this area, our solution can be adopted as an extension 

to the existing authentication-and-key-agreement protocols used in mobile sys

tems developed by 3GPP. Moreover, it can be implemented at the operator's 

level without needing any modification in the intermediary networks. The ro

bustness, correctness and effectiveness of the security extension are established 

using various methods like statistical analysis, formal analysis, computational 

cost analysis, complexity analysis, space overhead analysis, communication over

head analysis and security analysis. 

Keywords - trust, security, identity privacy, UMTS, LTE, EPS, authentica

tion, interworking, roaming 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Privacy has been a concern for people since the ancient times. Exposure of 

many of the activities such as movement, access to resources, usage behaviour, 

etc., of a person may lead to his/her risk of physical security as well as security 

of his/her resources. Ones activities may be revealed if his identity is known to 

the adversaries [1]. Hence, the confidentiality of ones identity is of paramount 

importance. 

According to a recent press release of The World Bank, around three-quarters 

of the World's inhabitants now have access to a mobile phone [2] and the number 

is increasing with every passing day. 

These days, a subscriber uses a mobile phone to access variety of services 

including voice, rich communication services, and value added services. These 

services are used for making important communications, accessing valuable re

sources, and for carrying out financial transactions, because of which a mobile 

phone is becoming an important tool for an individual's existence. Therefore, 

the need to protect an individual's identity that is used in a mobile system is as 

important as the need to protect other important personal identities like social 

security number and bank account numbers. 

A common practice among mobile operators to extend their services beyond 

their own service area is to establish roaming agreements with third party op

erators [3]. Roaming allows a subscriber of one operator to use the services 

of another operator when inside the latter's coverage area. The trust model 

1 
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IMSI (Maximum 15 digits) 

2 digits 213 digits 
I- ·1 I- -I 

Figure 1.1: Structure of the I~1SI. 

adopted for roaming in mobile systems developed by Third Generation Partner

ship Project (3GPP), a collaboration of reputed organisations that is responsible 

for developing some popular and market winning mobile systems, does not pro

tect the identity privacy of the subscribers from the visited/serving networks. In 

fact, the visited/serving networks that may often belong to third party opera

tors are required to be trusted with the identity of the subscribers. Such trust 

requirement makes roaming agreements between operators difficult as it requires 

elaborate trust agreement amongst them, thereby limiting the ease and span of 

extending an operator's services beyond its own circle or zone [4]. Moreover, it 

makes the identity privacy of the subscriber vulnerable to eavesdroppers (over an 

unencrypted wireless link) and fake serving networks. The study reported in this 

thesis, aims at improving identity privacy of the subscriber of a 3GPP mobile 

system while relaxing the trust requirement for roaming between operators. 

1.1 Subscriber Identity in Mobile Systems 

In mobile networks, each subscriber is registered with a home network. During 

registration, the subscriber is assigned a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) that 

contains a unique and a permanent identity called the International Mobile Sub

scriber Identity (I M S I) that identifies the subscriber. The 1M S I is a number 

(Figure 1.1) that constitutes of a maximum of 15 decimal digits [5]. The first 

3 digits are the Mobile Country Code (M GG), which is followed by the Mo

bile Network Code (M NG) (either 2 digits, in case of European standard or 3 

digits, in case of North American standard). The length of the M NG depends 

on the value of the MGG. The remaining digits are the Mobile Subscription 

2 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

Identification Number (M 51 N) [6]. Thus, 

IM51 = MGGIIM NCiIAfSIN (1.1.1) 

where, 'II' denotes concatenation. The I !If 5 I is used by the home network to 

uniquely identify each and every subscriber for authentication, authorisation and 

billing purposes. The MGG identifies the country of domicile of the mobile sub

scriber, whereas the M NG identifies the home network of the mobile subscriber. 

The M 51 N is used to uniquely identify a subscriber within the subscriber's home 

network. 

1.2 Subscriber Identity Privacy in Mobile Sys

tems 

Identity Privacy is considered a standard security requirement in any mobile 

telecommunication system [7][8][9]. The identity privacy of a subscriber is com

promised if his/her permanent identity (i.e., the 1M 51) is exposed to an ad

versary. Knowledge of the 1M 51 may allow an adversary to track and amass 

comprehensive profiles about individuals - where, data about movement, usage, 

etc., of a subscriber is collected over a period of time and linked with his/her 

1 M 51. Such profiling may expose an individual to various kind of unanticipated 

risks and above all will deprive an individual of his privacy_ Thus, with more and 

more people accessing voice, Internet, rich communication services, value added 

services, mobile banking, mobile commerce, etc., through mobile networks, the 

importance of identity privacy cannot be underestimated. 

1.3 3GPP Mobile Systems: An Overview 

3GPP is a collaboration of six influential telecommunications standard develop

ment organisations worldwide (ARIB of Japan, ATIS of USA, CCSA of China, 

ETSI of France, TTA of korea and TTC of Japan). The original scope of 3GPP 

was to produce Technical Specifications (TSs) and Technical Reports (TRs) for 

3 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

a third generation (3G) mobile system that is based on a second generation (2G) 

mobile telecommunication system called the Global System for Mobile Com

munication (GSM). The scope was subsequently amended to include the main

tenance and development of TSs and TRs for GSM and evolved radio access 

technologies (e.g., General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and Enhanced Data 

rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE)). The technologies standardised by 3GPP are 

constantly evolving through generations of mobile systems. Since the completion 

of the first Long Term Evolution (LTE) specification, 3GPP has become the fer 

cal point for mobile systems beyond 3G. In this section, we present an overview 

of some prominent mobile systems developed by 3GPP, viz.: Universal Mobile 

Telecommunication System (UMTS), LTE, interworking between 3GPP System 

and WLAN (3GPP-WLAN) and Non 3GPP Access to the EPS (Non3GPP-EPS). 

1.3.1 UMTS 

UMTS is a 3G mobile system developed and maintained by 3G PP. It has evolved 

from the GSM standard and therefore borrows heavily from the established net

work architecture of GSM. In fact, many of the network elements used in GSM 

are reused (with some enhancements) in UMTS. The radio access network, how

ever, in UMTS is significantly different from that of GSM, GPRS, and EDGE. 

In UMTS, the radio access network is known as the Universal Terrestrial Radio 

Access Network (UTRAN). The components that make up the UTRAN are sig

nificantly different from the corresponding elements in the GSM architecture. It 

supports both circuit switched and packet switched connections for real time and 

data communication services respectively [IOJ. It uses Wideband Code Division 

Multiple Access (W-CDMA) radio access technology to offer greater spectral ef

ficiency and bandwidth compared to its 2G counterpart (i.e., GSM). It includes 

two of the air interface proposals submitted to the International Telecommunica

tions Union (ITU) as proposed solutions to meet the requirements laid down for 

International Mobile Telephony 2000 (IMT-2000). One solution uses Frequency 

Division Duplex (FDD) and the other uses Time Division Duplex (TDD) [l1J. 

In the FDD option, paired 5-MHz carriers are used in the uplink and downlink 
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(1920 MHz to 1980 MHz for uplink and 2110 MHz to 2170 MHz for downlink). 

For the TDD option, a number of frequencies have been defined. including 1900 

MHz to 1920 MHz and 2010 MHz to 2025 MHz. 

1.3.2 LTE 

The increase in demand for higher data rates and quality of service due to emer

gence of applications such as MMOG (Multimedia Online Gaming), mobile TV, 

Web 2.0, etc., have inspired the 3GPP to work on the Long Term Evolution 

(LTE). LTE is the latest standard in the mobile network technology tree that 

previously realised the GSM/EDGE and UMTS network technologies [12]. LTE 

is designed to meet the continued demand for cost reduction and to ensure the 

continuity of competitiveness of the 3GPP systems for the future. 

LTE, whose radio access network is called Evolved Universal Terrestrial Ra

dio Access Network (E-UTRAN) [13], substantially improves end-user through

puts, sector capacity and reduces user plane latency, bringing significantly im

proved user experience with full mobility [14]. With the emergence of Internet 

Protocol (IP) as the protocol of choice for carrying all types of traffic, LTE pro

vides support for IP-based traffic with end-to-end Quality of service (QoS). Voice 

traffic is supported mainly as Voice over IP (VoIP) enabling better integration 

with other multimedia services. 

As a part of its System Architecture Evolution (SAE) initiative, 3GPP has 

specified a new flat IP based core network called the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) 

to support the E-UTRAN through a reduction in the number of network ele

ments, simpler functionality, improved redundancy and allowing connections to 

other fixed/wireless access technologies, giving the service providers the ability 

to deliver a seamless mobility experience 

LTE is designed to meet aggressive performance requirements that rely on 

physical layer technologies, such as, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

(OFDM), Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems and smart antennas 

to achieve these targets. The main objectives of LTE are to minimise the system 

and user equipment complexities, allow flexible spectrum deployment in existing 

5 
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or new frequency spectrum, and to enable co-existf'nce with other 3GPP radio 

access technologies. LTE supports scalable carrier bandwidths, from l.4 MHz to 

20 MHz and supports both FDD and TDD. With LTE, the highest theoretical 

data rate is 170 Mbps in uplink and with MIMO the rate can be as high as 300 

Mbps in the downlink. 

1.3.3 3GPP-WLAN 

Mobile telecommunication systems like EDG E and UMTS that are proposed 

by 3GPP are called 3GPP systems. 3GPP systems have large coverage, high 

speed mobility, efficient subscriber management, expertise in billing and nearly 

universal roaming. Whereas, WLAN provides hot-spot/limited coverage with a 

data rate much higher and cost which is much lesser than that of 3G PP systems. 

The combination of 3GPP systems and WLAN technologies offer the possibility 

of achieving any time, anywhere services, bringing benefits of both technologies 

to the end users and the service providers. Thus, with the intent to extend 3GPP 

services and functionality to the WLAN access environment, 3GPP has proposed 

specification for interworking between 3GPP system and WLAN [15]. 

1.3.4 Non3GPP-EPS 

As a part of the 3GPP's LTE/SAE initiative for the evolution of GSM, EDGE 

and UMTS architecture, a purely IP based system called the Evolved Packet Sys

tem (EPS) is standardised. E-UTRAN is the access part of the EPS whereas the 

EPC is its core network. In order to expand the reach of 3G PP services beyond 

3GPP defined accesses, viz., GSM EDGE Radio Access Network (GERAN) of 

GSM/EDGE, UTRAN of UMTS, E-UTRAN of LTE, etc., 3GPP has proposed 

the technical specification for interworking between the EPS and accesses that 

were not defined by 3GPP (Non-3GPP accesses) [16]. This specification provides 

description for providing IP connectivity using Non-3GPP accesses, viz., World

wide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), Code Division Multiple 

Access 2000 (CDMA2000), WLAN, etc., to the EPC. 
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1.4 Subscriber Identity Privacy in 3GPP Mo

bile Systems 

For access security in mobile systems developed by 3GPP, an Authentication 

and Key Agreement (AKA) protocol is performed between the subscriber's user 

equipment and the subscriber's home network. During this procedure, both 

the user equipment and the home network mutually authenticate each other. To 

initiate the AKA procedure during roaming, the subscriber is required to present 

its identity to the visited/serving network through the wireless link between 

them, for onward transmission to the home network. Since, identity presentation 

during an AKA precedes all other security, a challenging task at this stage, is to 

protect the identity privacy of the subscriber from the visited/serving network 

and from eavesdroppers in the vulnerable wireless link. 

In order to provide identity privacy to the subscribers in mobile systems de

veloped by 3GPP, the permanent identity (Le., the I MSI) of the subscriber is 

replaced by temporary identities and pseudonyms. Instead of the 1M S I, short 

lived temporary identities/pseudonyms are used for identity presentation. In case 

of mobile systems like UMTS and LTE, temporary identities are allotted to the 

user equipment by the visited/serving network. Whereas, in case of mobile sys

tems like 3GPP-WLAN and Non3GPP-EPS, pseudonyms are allotted to the user 

equipment by the home network. A mapping between the temporary identities 

and the corresponding 1M SI s are also maintained by serving network (in case of 

UMTS and LTE) or the home network (in case of 3GPP-WLAN and Non3GPP

EPS), so that the serving/home network can resolve them back to corresponding 

I MS[ when required. While generating temporary identities/pseudonyms, the 

following is ensured: 

• A temporary identity/pseudonym should not have any correlation with any 

previously generated temporary identity jpseudonym . 

• It should not be possible for anyone except the visited network (in case 

of UMTS and LTE) or the home network (in case of 3GPP-WLAN and 

Non3GPP-EPS) to resolve the corresponding 1M SI from a given tempo-
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rary identity/pseudonym. 

1.5 Motivation of the Thesis 

In this section, we discuss the vulnerabilities related with identity privacy in mo

bile systems developed by 3GPP. These vulnerabilities provide scope for further 

improvement and are the motivating factors behind the work presented in this 

thesis. 

The trust model adopted by 3GPP for roaming requires an operator and its 

subscribers to have full trust on the visited/serving networks (that may even 

belong to third party operators). The existing mechanism for identity privacy in 

the AKA protocols used in 3GPP mobile systems (Section 1.4) is based on this 

trust requirement. As a result, the mobile systems developed by 3GPP have the 

following limitations: 

1. In situations when the visited/serving network cannot resolve a presented 

temporary identity/pseudonym to its corresponding l M S l, there is a backup 

mechanism under which the visited/serving network has a provision to re

quest the subscriber for its permanent identity. A subscriber has to oblige 

such a request by transmitting its 1M S I in clear text through the radio 

path. Such a provision makes the subscriber vulnerable to the following 

types of adversaries: 

• Eavesdroppers: An eavesdropper listening to the radio link will be 

able see the 1M S I being transmitted in clear text. 

• Impersonators/Man-in-the-middle: A man-in-the-middle can imper

sonate as a genuine network and after drowning the signals of the 

actual network with its own signals, can send a request for permanent 

identity to the subscriber. A response will contain the 1M S I in clear 

text. 

• Corrupt visited/serving network: Because of the above provision, a 

roaming subscriber will have to trust a serving network with its 1M SI, 
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even if the serving network does not belong to the same mobile oper

ator as the home network. A corrupt serving network operator may 

take advantage of this situation by compromising the identity related 

information to a malicious third party. 

2. To Provide secured roaming services including identity privacy to the sub

scribers, the operators are required to set up prior trust relationships 

through elaborate roaming agreements with the third party operators. 

However, such roaming agreements limit the ease and span of extending 

services beyond an operator's own circle/zone. 

Hence, there is need that the requirement of trust on third party operators for 

roaming is relaxed or even entirely eliminated. 

1.6 Contributions of the Thesis 

The contribution of the work reported in this thesis can be summarised as follows: 

1. In order to relax trust requirement for roaming, a new trust model which 

is more flexible compared to the existing trust model is proposed. In this 

trust model, the need to trust the visited/serving network is relaxed with 

respect to identity of the subscriber. 

2. A security extension for the AKA protocols used in 3GPP mobile systems 

is developed to implement the proposed trust model. In this extension, 

the permanent identity of the subscriber is restricted to the subscriber's 

mobile device and the home network. Hence, we call it End to End User 

Identity Confidentiality (E2EUIC). In situations when the visited/serving 

network cannot resolve a presented temporary identity/pseudonym to its 

corresponding !MS!, in E2EUIC a dynamic identity whose value keeps 

changing after every successful AKA is transmitted instead of the perma

nent identity. Advantages of E2EUIC are the following: 

• There is no need to trust the serving network for identity privacy of 

the subscriber. 
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• Contrary to several recent proposals in t his area, E2EUIC can be 

adopted as an extension to the existing AKA protocols used in 3GPP 

mobile systems . 

• E2EUIC can be implemented at the operator's level without needing 

any modification in the intermediary networks. 

3. Adoptions of this extension are developed for 3G PP mobile systems like 

UMTS, LTE, 3GPP-WLAN and Non3GPP-EPS. 

4. Various analyses like statistical analysis, formal analysis, computational 

cost analysis, complexity analysis, space overhead analysis, communica

tion overhead analysis and security analysis of E2EUIC are performed that 

establishes its robustness, correctness and effectiveness. 

5. A comprehensive review of the literature has been carried out which pro

vides an insight into the existing methodology used for identity privacy in 

3GPP mobile systems and the proposed alternatives. It also helped us in 

formulating an approach that is different from the solutions already pro

posed in the literature and we believe, is more suitable for mobile systems 

developed by 3GPP. 

1.7 Organisation of the Thesis 

The thesis is organised as follows: 

• In Chapter 2, the existing trust model used for roaming in 3GPP mobile 

systems is discussed. A new trust model that overcomes the limitations of 

the existing trust model is proposed in this chapter. 

• In Chapter 3, a security extension called E2EUIC for the AKA protocol 

used in UMTS is proposed. 

• In Chapter 4, the adoption of E2EUIC to the AKA protocol used in LTE 

is presented. 
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• In Chapter 5, the adoption of E2EUIC to the AKA protocol used in inter

working systems proposed by 3GPP, viz., 3GPP-WLAN and ;\lon3GPP

EPS, are presented. 

• In Chapter 6, various analyses like formal analysis, computational cost 

analysis, complexity analysis, space overhead analysis, communication over

head analysis and security analysis of E2EUIC are presented that estab

lishes its robustness, correctness and effectiveness. 

• In Chapter 7, a comprehensive review of the literature is performed and 

discussed with reference to E2EUIC. 

• In Chapter 8, concluding remarks are given and some of the future research 

directions are highlighted. 
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Chapter 2 

Trust Model 

As mobile systems evolved from the 1st generation of analog technologies to 

the recent 4th generation marked by advanced technologies like LTE, so has 

the subscriber's expectation. This has led to the demand of 'anywhere' ser

vice, immaterial of the location of the subscriber or the coverage area of the 

mobile operator. Due to the existing trust model adopted for roaming by the 

mobile systems, such services necessitates the mobile operators to set up elabo

rate prior trust relationships and agreements between themselves. This however 

limits the ease and span of extending the services by an operator across a wider 

geographical area. Moreover, it does not do any good to the subscriber's identity 

privacy. In this chapter, we look into the existing trust model adopted in the 

mobile systems developed by 3GPP. We also look into the weaknesses of this 

model. We then propose a new trust model that can enhance identity privacy of 

the subscribers and has the potential to reduce trust requirements (needed for 

establishing roaming agreements) between mobile operators. 

2.1 Introduction 

Across all the generations of mobile systems developed by 3GPP, be it GSM, 

a popular 2G standard or be it LTE, an upcoming 4G standard, a common 

architectural framework for roaming is used. In this framework, three parties 

are involved, viz., the User Equipment (UE), the Home Network (HN) and the 
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Figure 2.1: Basic architecture of a Illobile system. 

Visited/Serving Network (SN) (Figure 2.1). The CE that a subscriber owns is 

registered with a HN. The association between the UE and the HN is created 

from the moment the subscriber procures a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) 

from the HN and installs it into his/her UE. The HN offers roaming services 

to its registered UEs through SNs that are located outside its own service area. 

Communication between the UE and the SN happens through radio link, whereas 

communication between the SN and the HN happens through wired medium. 

The radio link is vulnerable to various kinds of attacks by adversaries as it is 

too open by nature, whereas the wired link is considered to be secured [17J. The 

secure nature of the wired link is a result of trust relationship that exists between 

the SN and the HN. 

In the existing security architecture adopted by 3GPP (for the mobile systems 

developed by it), an effort is made to protect identity privacy of the subscriber 

by limiting the transmission of ] M S] over the radio link through the use of 

temporary identities [18][19][20]. After every successful mutual authentication 

between the UE and the SN, a temporary identity is allocated to the UE by the 

SN through a secured channel. The association between a temporary identity 

and the corresponding] M S] is maintained in the SNs local database. To have 

access to a particular service, an UE has to send a service request along with its 

temporary identity to the SN. The SN, in turn presents the corresponding 1M S I 

to the HN - in order to obtain relevant authentication data for the UE. It then 

uses this authentication data in a challenge response mechanism to authenticate 

the requesting UE [21]. 

To ensure safety of the] M SI while it is stored at the SNs local database, 

adequate trust relationship needs to be established between the SN and the 

HN through negotiations and agreements. While this might not be an issue for 

SNs owned by the same mobile operator as the HN, elaborate agreements are 

necessary if that is not the case. With the demand for anywhere service, it is not 
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Figure 2.2: Existing trust model. 

possible to always ensure that the SNs providing the support belong to the same 

home mobile operator. Thus, an operator will require roaming agreements with 

third party mobile operators to ensure the necessary level of trust amongst them. 

This, being a prior requirement, will limit the extent of serviceable geography. In 

the following sections, we look at the existing trust model adopted for roaming 

in the mobile systems developed by 3GPP. We then look into the limitations of 

this model, and finally we propose a new trust model. The new trust model can 

strengthen identity privacy of the subscribers while relaxing trust relationship 

requirement for roaming between mobile operators. 

2.2 Existing Trust Model 

In the existing trust model used for roaming in 3GPP mobile systems, the follow

ing trust requirements with reference to the permanent identity of a subscriber 

exist (Figure 2.2): 

1. DE -+ HN: As the UE is registered to, and has a direct service agreement 

with the HN, it trusts the HN with its 1M S I. 

2. HN -+ SN: Since the HN serves its roaming subscribers through SNs, the 

HN confers full trust in the SN with regards to the 1M S I of the subscriber. 

As a result, for authentication, authorisation and billing purposes, the 

1M SI is exchanged unabated between the HN and the SN. 

3. DE -+ SN: This trust relation is a transitive outcome of the previous two 
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trust relations, because of which, the VE has to trust the SN with its I AI S I 

and it transmits the 1M S I immediately upon request from the SN. 

2.3 Limitations of the Existing Trust Model 

The following vulnerabilities/limitations exist in the above model: 

• To fulfil the second trust requirement in the model (i.e., HN ---+ SN), prior 

agreements needs to be set up. Thus, this trust requirement may deprive a 

roaming subscriber from services in a location where there is no SN having 

a prior agreement with the subscriber's HN operator. 

• Due to the third trust requirement (Le., UE ---+ SN), the UE has to trans

mit its 1M S I in clear text through the radio link any time when the SN 

requests for it. The SN has provision to make such a request when it can

not map the received temporary identity of an UE with the corresponding 

1M S I. Such a provision makes identity privacy of the subscriber vulner

able to eavesdroppers [7], man-in-the-middle (fake serving networks) [22J 

and corrupt serving networks [21J. 

• During the very first connection, there is no temporary identity by which 

the UE can be identified by the SN [23J. In such a situation, making use of 

the third trust requirement in the model (Le., UE ---+ SN), the SN requests 

the UE for its 1M SI; in response to which the UE has to transmit its 

1MS1 in clear text. 

Roaming agreements with third party mobile operators to provide service in 

a location where an operator has not set up its own infrastructure is a common 

practice. The trust model adopted for roaming in 3GPP mobile systems call for 

unconditional trust requirement on part of the subscribers. In today's context 

when multiple operators collaborate with each other to extend their services 

across a wider geographical area, such trust relationship requirement imposes 

restriction and brings in overheads towards providing 'anywhere' service to the 
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Figure 2.3: Proposed trust model. 

subscriber. Thus, there is need for a paradigm shift such that the requirement 

of trust on third party SNs is relaxed or even entirely eliminated. 

2.4 Proposed Trust Model 

In this section, we propose a new trust model [24] for roaming in 3GPP mobile 

systems that is based on the following observations: 

• To overcome the vulnerabilities discussed in Section 2.3, the HN IUE should 

not have the need to trust the SN with the 1M S I of the UE. 

• Due to low power and low computational capability of an UE, public key 

based solutions are not feasible for mobile networks [25]. 

• With an alternate mechanism of identity presentation sans 1M S I, the 

HN -+ SN trust relationship can be considerably relaxed. 

The proposed trust model is more flexible than the existing model. It has only 

one trust requirement (Figure 2.3), which is as follows: 

1. UE -+ HN: The UE should trust only the HN with which it is registered 

and no one else. The 1M S I should not be shared with any third party and 

under no circumstance should leave the UE or the HN. 

2.5 Implementing the Proposed Trust Model 

In this section, we present a scheme that can be used for successful implemen

tation of our proposed trust model (Section 2.4). We formulate this mechanism 

to work as an extension on top of the existing AKA protocols used for access 

security in mobile systems proposed by 3G PP. In this mechanism, a second set 
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of temporary identities (say T I HN ), over and above those that are already being 

used between the DE and the SN (say T I sN ), are to be used between the DE 

and the HN, and these are to be generated and distributed by the HN. These 

temporary identities (i.e., T I HN ) should be transmitted by the CE to the SN, for 

identity presentation, in situations that otherwise needs transmitting the 1M 5 I. 

Where as, the role of the T I SN remains the same. T I H N distribution mechanism 

should ideally be integrated with the AKA procedure, to avoid extra commu

nication latency. Towards this, the HN may include T I H N in that part of the 

authentication data, which reaches the DE as a challenge via the SN (of course, 

in an encrypted form which can only be decrypted by the DE). A T I H N should 

be such that when presented by the DE, should reveal the owner HN identity to 

the SN, so that the latter can approach the corresponding HN for authentication 

data. A mapping between T I H N and the 1M 5 I should be maintained at the HN. 

Such a mapping would help the HN to easily identify the corresponding 1M 5 I 

when a T IHN is presented to it. For convenience of identity presentation during 

the very first connection in the life time of a SIM, the HN should embed a TIHN 

into the SIM's memory. This embedding should be done before SIM distribu

tion. During successive connections, if a presented T ISN cannot identify the DE, 

a TIHN (that is received by the DE from the HN during the previous successful 

authentication) is used for identity presentation instead of the 1M 5 I. The DE 

can use the same T IHN more than once for identity presentation, as long as it 

does not receive the next TIHN from the HN. Like other sensitive information 

viz., the subscriber's security credentials, billing details, etc., the T I H N to 1M 5 I 

mappings should be robust against database failures. 

2.6 Advantages of the Proposed Trust Model 

With our proposed trust model, the need for the DE to transmit its 1M 5 I to the 

SN is completely eliminated. Thereby, securing identity privacy of the subscriber 

from eavesdroppers, man-in-the-middle and corrupt serving networks. With this 

trust model, there will no longer be a requirement for prior trust agreement be

tween the HN operator and the SN operator with respect to the subscriber's 
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identity privacy. This opens up an opportunity to have on-demandjon-the-fty 

roaming agreements between mobile operators, instead of the current prior agree

ments. Through such agreements, any SN available in the serving area will be 

able to serve the DE. This might also allow for auctioning of service (includ

ing QoS) by various SNs serving a given area based on their current load. The 

involvement of the HN in generation of temporary identities and its ability to 

associate a temporary identity with the corresponding 1M S I would ensure a 

process for billing of the services provided by the SN. In addition to improved 

identity privacy, subscribers who wish to protect their data from being inter

preted by the SNs may use end to end application layer based ciphering and 

integrity protection solutions [26][27]. Moreover, mobile networks are gradually 

moving towards all-IP packet switched mode, where end to end Internet Protocol 

Security (IPsec) based solutions can be used to protect the IP packets [28][29]. 

2.7 Summary 

In this chapter, the existing trust model used for roaming in 3GPP mobile sys

tems is analysed. It is found that if the requirement of having to trust the SNs is 

relaxed from the existing trust model, it then opens up an opportunity to have 

on-demand/on-the-fly roaming agreements between mobile operators, instead of 

the current prior agreements. This would ensure that a subscriber will be service

able in any location as long as there is at least one network serving that location. 

With more and more mobile operators taking a plunge into the competitive cel

lular market, collaborations through roaming agreements amongst them is a key 

issue. Thus, the benefits of a relaxed UE/HN -+ SN trust requirement would be 

difficult to ignore in the foreseeable future. Hence, a new trust model is proposed, 

which is more flexible compared to the existing trust model. In this trust model, 

the need for the DE/HN to trust the SN is relaxed. A scheme to implement 

this trust model with reference to the identity privacy of the subscriber is also 

proposed. In this scheme, the knowledge of the [M S [ is restricted to the UE 

and the HN, where the need for the DE to transmit the 1111 S I is eliminated. 
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Relaxing Trust Requirement in 

UMTS 

Identity Privacy is considered a standard security feature in any mobile telecom

munication system. UMTS is no exception and this requirement is clearly spelt 

out in 3GPP TS 33.102 [19]. However, there is a security vulnerability in UMTS, 

due to which the identity privacy of a subscriber gets compromised. In addition, 

in UMTS it is assumed that there is no threat from the SN s, even if they belong 

to third party operators. All of this may be attributed to the existing trust model 

adopted in UMTS. 

In this chapter, we propose a new security extension called End to End 

User Identity Confidentiality (E2EUIC) for the AKA protocol used in UMTS. 

The extension is based on our proposed trust model (Chapter 2, Section 2.4), 

and has the potential to improve the subscriber's identity privacy while relaxing 

trust requirement for roaming between mobile operators. While designing the 

extension, we question the trustworthiness of the SNs themselves, on which the 

existing mechanism to protect identity privacy is based. Our extension relaxes 

HN to SN and hence, UE to SN trust relationship requirement with respect to the 

subscriber's identity privacy. We propose to replace the transmission of 1 M S 1 

with a Dynamic Mobile Subscriber Identity (DM S1). Unlike 1M SI, the value 

of D M S [ is not static, thus enhancing identity privacy I confidentiality. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Like all other mobile systems proposed by 3G PP, a unique I AI S I is assigned 

to identify the subscriber in UMTS. The identity privacy of the subscriber gets 

compromised if his/her 1M S I gets exposed. Towards this end, 3G PP endeavours 

to limit the transmission of 1M S I to the wired part of the network, as the wireless 

link is too open for various kinds of attacks [17][23]. 

In order to limit transmission of 1M Slover t he wireless link, the SN as

signs a local temporary identity called Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity 

(T M S I) to the UE through a ciphered channel. The value of this temporary 

identity is short lived and is refreshed frequently by the SN. The SN keeps the 

association between a T M S I and its corresponding 1M S I in its local database. 

Whenever the UE needs to present its identity, it transmits the T M S I instead of 

its 1M S I. The SN can easily correlate this T M S I to the corresponding 1M S I 

through the T M S I to 1M S I mapping maintained in its local database. If the 

subscriber roams into a new SN and it produces a T M S J obtained from the old 

SN, the association between the produced T M S I and the corresponding 1M S I 

is obtained by the new SN from the old SN. 

In UMTS, there are circumstances when a T M S I fails to identify the UE, 

forcing transmission of 1M S I in clear-text over the wireless link. Such situa

tions make identity privacy of the subscriber vulnerable [30]. Moreover, there 

is full trust relationship among the agents in the wired network and the 1M S I 

is exchanged freely among them. Such trust requirement limits interoperability 

between mobile operators as it complicates roaming agreements. 

3.2 Security Architecture of UMTS 

The security architecture of UMTS (Figure 3.1) involves three primary partic

ipants, namely: the UE, the SN and the HN [31]. The UE is any device that 

is used by the subscriber to communicate. It can be a hand-held telephone, a 

laptop computer, or any other device that is fitted with a Universal Subscriber 

Identity Module (USIM) [32]. Every UE has to be registered with a HN (with 
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Figure 3.1: Security architecture of UMTS. 

their security credentials stored at the HN's database). The HN contains key 

security elements like the Home Location Register (HLR) and the Authenti

cation Centre (AuC). The HLR stores permanent sensitive information of the 

subscribers such as identity, service profile, activity status, etc., whereas the 

AuC is a protected database that stores association between subscriber identi

ties and long-term keys. The HN extends its services to its roaming subscribers 

through the SNs. The SN contains elements like the Visitor Location Register 

(VLR) and the Mobile Switching Center (MSC). The VLR stores temporary 

information about the subscribers visiting the SN and maintains temporary to 

permanent identity associations, whereas the MSC offer circuit-switching domain 

services. The UE directly communicates with a Base Transceiver Station (BTS) 

or NodeB (through the Uu reference point/interface). One or more NodeBs are 

connected with a Radio Network Controller (RNC) (through the lubis reference 

point/interface). The RNC manages the radio resources and is the interface be

tween the UE and the core network (through the lues reference point/interface). 

Communication between the UE and the SN happens over radio link, whereas 

communication between the SN and the HN happens through wired link. While 

the radio link is considered to be vulnerable, it is assumed that the wired links 

are adequately secure. 
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3.3 UMTS-AKA 

UMTS-AKA is the AKA protocol used in UMTS for access security [19]. It is 

carried out in two stages [23][17], which are as follows: 

• In the first stage, the UE presents its idf'ntit.v to the SN. The SN, WIth tllf' 

help of this identity, obtains the security credentials of the UE in the form 

of a set of Authentication Vectors (AVs) from the HN . 

• In the second stage, the SN utilises one of these AV s to perform mutual 

authentication with the UE through a challenge response mechanism. In 

this phase, a Cipher Key (C K) and an Integrity Key (J K) are established 

between the UE and the SN, so that communication over the otherwise 

vulnerable radio link (between the UE and the SN) can happen in a secured 

and reliable way. 

In order to facilitate the authentication mechanism, each UE shares with its 

HN a long term secret key Ki and certain cryptographic algorithms, viz., 10, 

ft, 12, h, 14, 15, Is and 19. Where, 10 is the random challenge generating 

function, ft is the network authentication function, 12 is the user challenge re

sponse authentication function, h is the cipher key derivation function, 14 is the 

integrity key derivation function, 15 is the anonymity key derivation function, 

Is is the confidentiality key stream generating function and 19 is the integrity 

stamp generating function. A set of example algorithms for these functions called 

MILENAGE are proposed in [33]. In order to assure freshness of authentication 

data, two counters, viz., SQNUE and SQNHN are maintained at the UE and the 

HN respectively. Detailed functionality of both the stages of UMTS-AKA are 

described in the following two subsections: 

3.3.1 Distribution of Authentication Data 

1. The UE presents its identity to the SN by transmitting it through the radio 

channel. 

2. In case, the presented identity is a temporary identity, the SN locates the 
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Figure 3.2: Generation of AV. 

AK 

corresponding 1M S I using the T M S I-I M S I mapping maintained in its 

local database. If the SN already has unused authentication data stored in 

its local database against this IMSI, the remaining steps of this stage are 

skipped. Otherwise, the SN sends an authentication data request to the 

HN along with the UE's 1M S I. 

3. Upon receipt of the request, the HN generates an ordered array of M au

thentication vectors denoted by AV[1..MJ. Each AV is a quintet, consisting 

of five elements, viz.: a Random Number (RAN I)), an Expected Response 

(X RES), a Cipher Key (CK), an Integrity Key (I K), and an Authenti

cation Token (AUTN). An AV in AV[1..M] is generated according to the 

following steps (Figure 3.2): 

(a) The HN generates a Random Number RAND using the function 10, 

and a Sequence Number SQN from the counter SQNHN . 

(b) The HN then calculates the following values: 

XRES = hKt{RAND) 

CK = hKt{RAN D) 

I K = 14Kt{RAN D) 

AK = 15Kt{RAN D) 

MAC = hKt{SQNIIRANDIIAMF) 
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Figure 3.3: Content of AV. 

Where, AK: Anonymity Key, MAC: Message Authentication Code, 

AM F: Authentication and Key Management Field, and 'II' denote 

concatenation. AK is used to conceal the sequence number, as the 

later may expose the location of the user. If no concealment is needed, 

AK is set to zero. 

(c) After this, HN assembles the Authentication Token: 

AUTN = SQN EB AKIIAM FilM AC (3.3.6) 

and the Authentication Vector: 

AV = (RAND, XRES, CK, IK,AUTN) (3.3.7) 

where 'EB' is bit wise Exclusive OR operation (Figure 3.3). 

(d) The HN increments SQNHN by 1. 

4. Finally, the HN sends AV[l..M] back to the SN. 

3.3.2 Authentication and Key Agreement 

1. The SN selects the first unused AV from the received AV[l..M]. It then 

extracts RAND and AUT N from the selected A V and sends it to the UE 

as a challenge. 

2. Upon receipt of RAND and AUTN, the UE calculates AK using Equa

tion 3.3.4. Using the calculated AK, the sequence number SQN is then 
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Figure 3.4: UMTS authentication and key agreement. 

retrieved from AUTN (Equation 3.3.6) and compared with SQNUE in or

der to verify freshness of the challenge. The UE then computes MAC 

using Equation 3.3.5 and compares this value with the MAC included in 

AUT N (Equation 3.3.6). If they are different, the UE rejects the con

nection procedure, otherwise it accepts it. Finally, the UE computes the 

following: 

RES = hKi(RAND) (3.3.8) 

and sends RES back to the SN. 

3. Upon receipt of the RES, the SN compares it with X RES (X RES is a 

constituent of the selected AV, Equation 3.3.7). If these values match, the 

authentication process is considered successful. C K and I K, calculated at 

either end (using Equation 3.3.2 and Equation 3.3.3) are used to secure 

further communications between the SN and the UE. 

The UMTS-AKA procedure is schematically expressed in Figure 3.4. 

3.4 Identity Privacy in UMTS 

To achieve identity privacy in UMTS, temporary identities (Le., T M SIs) are 

used. A T M S I is assigned to the UE by the SN only after a secure channel 

is established between them. The channel has to be secured using C K and 

IK generated during the previous successful UMTS-AKA. The TMSI, when 
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available, is used instead of the / M S I to identifv the subscriber over the ra

dio access path, for paging requests, location update requests, attach requests, 

service requests, connection re-establishment requests and detach requests. A 

T M S I only has local significance in the location area or the routing area in 

which the user is roaming. Outside that area, it should be appended with an 

appropriate Location Area Identification (LAI) or Routing Area Identification 

(RAJ) in order to avoid ambiguities. The association between a T M S I and its 

I MSI is maintained at the SN. To avoid user traceability, which may lead to the 

compromise of identity privacy, the user should not be identified by means of the 

same T M S I for a long period. The allocation of a new T M S I is initiated by the 

SN. The SN generates a new TMSI (say TMSIn) and stores the association of 

TMSIn and the IMSI in its database. TMSln should be unpredictable. The 

SN then sends this new T M S In and (if necessary) the new location area identity 

(say LAIn) to the user through a ciphered channel. Upon receipt, the UE stores 

T M SIn and automatically removes the association with any previously allocated 

TMSI. The UE sends an acknowledgement back to the SN. Upon receipt of the 

acknowledgement, the SN removes the association (if there was any) between 

the old temporary identity T M SIo and the 1M S I from its database. If the SN 

does not receive an acknowledgement from the UE (informing it of the successful 

allocation of a temporary identity), the SN shall maintain both the T M SIn to 

IMSI and TMSIo to IMSI associations. 

When the subscriber roams into a new region, he/she presents his/her iden

tity to the new SN (say SN n) by transmitting the T M S I that was allocated to 

it by the old SN (say SNo ) along with the identity of SNo . SNn obtains the 

association between the TMSI and the IMS/ from SNo , and uses this IMSI 

to request necessary authentication data from the HN. 

3.5 Motivation 

In spite of the security mechanism used for identity privacy in UMTS (Section 

3.4), there are situations in UMTS-AKA when the identity privacy of a subscriber 
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Figure 3.5: Transmission of IMSI in clear text. 

becomes vulnerable. Such situations, which are also the motivation of the work 

behind this chapter, are as follows: 

• The UE is switched on for the first time and has not yet received a TMSI: 

In such a situation, the UE is forced to present its identity by transmitting 

its IMSl in clear-text through the radio link (Message 1, Figure 3.5). 

• The SN cannot map a presented T M S I to its corresponding 1M S I: In 

such a situation (that may arise due to reasons like database failure, etc.), 

the SN has a provision to request the UE for its 1 M S 1. Such a request 

requires the UE to transmit its 1M S I in clear-text through the radio link. 

• A new SN cannot contact the old SN for the T M S 1 -to-1 M S I mapping of 

a roaming subscriber: When a subscriber moves into the region of a new 

SN (say SN n), the UE will present its identity to SN n through the T M S 1 

allocated to it by the previous SN (say SNo) along with the LAI of SNo 

(Message 7, Figure 3.5). In order to request for a new set of AV from the 

HN, SNn will need to have knowledge of the I MS1. Normally, this will be 

obtained by presenting the TMSI to SNo. However, in case SNo cannot 

be contacted, SNn will be forced to ask the UE for its 1M S I. The later 
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will then have to be transmitted in clear-text over the radio link by the UE 

(Message 10, Figure 3.5). This vulnerability can in fact be exploited by an 

attacker who can masquerade as a new SN . 

• UMTS-AKA assumes full trust relationship within the wired intermediary 

service network components, and hence I AI S I is transmitted freely be

tween the SN and the HN. But, in practice the HN operator does not own 

all the SNs through which it provides services to its roaming subscribers, 

and as such trusting the SNs with the 1M S I may end up compromising 

the identity privacy of the subscriber. 

3.6 UMTS-AKA-with-E2EUIC 

In this section, we propose a new security extension called End to End User 

Identity Confidentiality (E2EUIC) [34]. This extension, which is based on our 

trust model proposed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4, when adopted to the AKA 

protocol used in a 3GPP mobile system, has the potential to enhance identity 

privacy and relax trust requirement for roaming. Here, we present this extension 

with reference to UMTS-AKA (the authentication and key agreement protocol 

used for access security in UMTS). E2EUIC not only takes care of identity privacy 

over the wireless network, but goes one step ahead to ensure the same over the 

wired part as well. It enables mutual authentication without requiring the SNs 

to have access to the 1M S I of the UE. This ensures that even hostile SNs that 

are placed in between the UE and the HN will not be able to compromise identity 

privacy, thereby relaxing the need for the HN to trust the SN with respect to 

identity privacy during roaming agreements, specially when the HN and the SN 

belongs to two different operators. Thus, we call the proposed extension as 

End to End User Identity Confidentiality. E2EUIC achieves enhanced identity 

privacy without forcing any change in the intermediary network. It does not 

require the UE to transmit its I MSI at any stage of the protocol flow. We 

propose to replace transmission of the 1M S I with a Dynamic Mobile Subscriber 

Identity (DMSI). A fresh DMSI is created as and when its need arises, and 
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its value is derived from the most recent random number received as a challenge 

during a successful UMTS-AKA procedure. As a result, transmission of a D M S I 

does not compromise the permanent identity of the user. The extension can be 

introduced in the existing system as an optional service, with the subscriber 

requiring to collect a new USIM in place of his/her existing USIM, or can be 

introduced on a rolling basis as new USIMs are issued. 

In order to enable the UE to create a D M S I, a new random number called 

Random number for Identity Confidentiality (RIC) is introduced in the security 

extension. The DMSI is a function of this RIC, details of which is explained 

later in this section. 

The HN maintains a pool of RICs in its local database (Le., HLR/ AuC), 

some of which are in-use (i.e., already assigned to different UEs) and some of 

which are not-in-use (unassigned) at an instant of time. During every successful 

run of the UMTS-AKA protocol, a not-in-use RIC, randomly selected from the 

pool, is securely transferred to the UE. The HN uses this RIC to uniquely identify 

the UE for an epoch (explained later in this section) of time. The selected RIC 

has to be sufficiently random, such that there is no correlation with a previously 

selected RIC. A mapping between the selected RIC and the I MSI of the UE is 

maintained at the HN's local database (HLR/ AuC), so that the HN can uniquely 

identify the subscriber/UE through this mapping at a later instant (for purposes 

like billing, generation of AVs, etc.). Thus, whenever the UE needs to present 

its permanent identity, it assembles a D M S I with the most recently received 

RIC and transmits it instead of the 1M SI. The HN in turn, extracts the RIC 

from the received DMSI and identifies the subscriber by referring to the RIC 

to 1M SI mapping maintained in its database (Le., HLR/ AuC). 

In some exceptional situations like failure of an ongoing UMTS-AKA or due 

to an active attack by an adversary, the UE may not receive the next RIC (from 

the HN) after it has already used the most recently received RIC to create 

and transmit a DMSI. In such a situation, if the need to transmit a DMSI 

arises again, the UE can reuse the most recently received RIC to create the next 

D M S I. This can continue, as long as the UE does not receive a fresh RIC from 
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the HN (during a successful UMTS-AKA). Even though such a mechanism, in the 

worst case, may allow an adversary to link two or more failed CMTS-AKA of the 

same UE, an adversary cannot gain anything from this in terms of compromised 

identity privacy. Moreover, it is a much better option than transmitting the 

I MSI itself. 

To securely transfer a not-in-use RIC to the DE during a run of the AKA 

protocol (Section 3.3), a fresh not-in-use RIC (RICFresh) is selected at the HN. 

RI C Fresh is then embedded into the RAND part of each A V in A V [1 .. M] (Equa

tion 3.3.7). For embedding, the long term secret key K 1 and an embedding al

gorithm are used. The resultant random number after embedding a RIC into 

a RAND is called an Embedded RAND (ERAN D). Thus, during a run of the 

UMTS-AKA protocol with E2EUIC extension, an E RAN D (which is of the same 

size as the RAND, i.e., 128 bit) is now send as a challenge to the UE instead of 

a RAND. The UE, having knowledge of the long term shared key Ki, can easily 

extract RICFresh from the received ERAN D. The rest of the AKA procedure 

continues in the same way as in UMTS-AKA, the solf' difff'rence being the use of 

ERAN D in all purposes where the RAND was used earlier. The intermediary 

networks does not have to bother about this difference, as the size of E RAN D 

and RAND are same, and they can continue to operate as before. 

The mechanism proposed in the above paragraph cannot provide a RIC 

to the UE that is required for identity presentation during the first UMTS

AKA-with-E2EUIC in the USIM's life time. This is because, the first identity 

presentation precedes all AKAs. Thus, an alternate mechanism is used for this 

purpose. This mechanism is carried out before distribution of the USIM, i.e., 

before a subscriber procures the USIM from the mobile operator. According to 

this mechanism, an ERAN D (Say ERAN DFtrst) that has a unique RIC (say 

RICFtrst) embedded into it is stored into the USIM's flash memory. RICFtrst is 

meant to be used only for the first successful authentication in the USIM's life 

time. 

We propose the size of RIC to be of 32 bits. Choice of 32 bits for RIC is 

inspired by the size of T M SI used in UMTS-AKA [5]. With this size, a SN is 
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Figure 3.6: Home network's database with RIC-Index. 

easily able to allocate unique T M B I s to all the UEs under its service area. A 

32 bit RIC provides a pool of 232 = 4.29 billion (approx) unique RIC values. 

However, size of the RIC may even be determined by the operator depending on 

the anticipated subscriber base of the HN (provided it is lesser than 128 bits). 

A RIC of size b bits, provide a pool of n unique RIC values. Where, 

(3.6.1) 

The HN needs to store in its local database multiple (m) RICs against the 

IMBI of a particular UE (Figure 3.6). Multiple RIGs are stored in order to 

deal with the following exceptional situations: 

• An AV or a sequence of AVs gets lost in transzt or does not get utilised: 

In such situations, the most recently selected RI C that is stored at the HN's 

local database against the 1M S I of the UE will not reach the UE. Due to 

which, the UE will continue to consider the RIC that it received during the 

last successful authentication as the current RIC, using which it may create 

and transmit the next D M S I. Thus, a history of m - 1 most recent RIC s 
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generated against the UE needs to be maintained against its 1M Slat the 

HN's database (in the fields say RIGNew , RICprev , RIGOld , etc.); the value 

of m is to be decided by the mobile operator depending on the probability 

of AV s getting lost in transition. This ensures t hat a mapping between the 

RI G that is currently stored at the UE and t he corresponding 1M S I is 

always maintained at the HN. However, like any other critical information 

such as the subscriber's security credentials, billing details, etc., in case of 

the RIGs maintained in the HN's database also, it is the responsibility of 

the operator to have a robust backup mechanism against database crash. 

Whenever a new RIG (Le., RIGFresh) is generated at the HN, the oldest 

RIG (i.e., RIG01d) is discarded (returned to the pool of not-in-use RIGs) 

and the values stored in the m-2 other RIC fiC'lds (i.e., RIGNew , RICPrev , 

etc.) are shifted to their next older fields (i.e., RIGprev is shifted to RIGOld , 

RIGNew is shifted to RIGpTev , etc.). These adjustments are done to make 

space for RIGFresh in the HN's local database . 

• The RIC contained in the DMSI that is being used by the SN to identify 

the UE gets deleted from the HN's database: 

When the subscriber enters the service area of a new SN, the very first 

identity that it uses to identify itself to this SN is a D M S I rather than a 

T M S I or the 1M S I. This D M S I is used by the SN to uniquely identify 

the UE for purposes like billing and collection of A V s. The SN uses this 

DMSI as long as it does not receive the next DMSI (during a successful 

authentication) from the UE or till the subscriber does not leave its service 

area - which ever happens earlier. When the next DMSI is received from 

the UE, the SN discards the previous D M S I and starts using the newly 

received D M S I to uniquely identify the UE. 

If a roaming subscriber continuously stays with the SN through several 

authentications (requiring the SN to collect more than m ordered array 

of AVs (Le., AV[1..M]) from the HN), a time will come when the RIG 

contained in the D M S I that is being used by the SN to uniquely identify 

the UE gets removed (returned to the pool of not-in-use RIGs) from the 
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HN's database. Thus, in order to deal with this situation, an additional 

field called RIGInUse is maintained at the H.\T·s database against the 1M S I 

of the UE. While the m - 1 other RIG values stored against the II\! S I in 

the fields: RIGNew , RIGpTev , RIGOld, etc., keeps changing, the RIG value 

stored against RI GInU se changes only when a new D I\! S I is selected by 

the SN to uniquely identify the UE. 

If s is the maximum number of subscribers that a mobile operator wants the 

proposed extension to handle, then 

s =n/m (3.6.2) 

where, n (Equation 3.6.1) is the total number of possible RIGs in the entire 

pool and m is the number of RIGs maintained against each 1M S I in the HN's 

database (Le., HLR/AuC). We propose the value of m to be 4. However, an 

operator may choose to have a different value for m depending on its anticipated 

subscriber base. With m = 4, a 32 bit RIG will enable the HSS to have at the 

most 230 = 1.073 billion (approx) subscribers, which is 5.73 times more than the 

187.302 million (approx) subscriber base of the largest mobile operator in India 

as of June, 2012 [35]). 

Before distribution of an USIM, it has to be initialised. During this, all the 

m RIC fields (maintained in the HN's database against the I MSI of the USIM) 

are assigned randomly selected not-in-use RIGs. Out of all the assigned RIG 

values, the value that is assigned against the RIGNew field is chosen as RIGFtTst 

and is later transferred to the UE as already explained earlier in this section. 

In order to verify the freshness of a received D M S I and to prevent replay at

tacks, the HSS maintains an additional field called SEQHN against every / MSI 

in its database. SEQHN is used to store the sequence number of the most recent 

DMSI received from the UE. 

In order to quickly locate a RIG in the HN's database, a database index 

called RIC-index is maintained at the HN (Figure 3.6). The RIC-Index contains 

all the n possible RIGs sorted according to their values. Each entry in the RIC

Index contains a pointer against it, which is called an IMSI-Pointer. This pointer 
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either points to an 1M S I in the HN's database or is null, depending all whether 

that particular RIG is allocated to an UE or is unallocated at a particular 

instance of time. The collection of all the RIGs in the RIC-Index having a null 

value against it, forms the pool of not-in-use RIGs, whereas the rest of the RIGs 

in the RI C-Index that points to some 1M S I, represents the RIC s that are in

use. The total number of entries in the RIC-Index is fixed at n, irrespective 

of the number of RIGs that are currently in-use in the HN's database. Even 

though such an index would require more disk space (Section 6.5), compared to 

an index whose size grows and shrinks according to the number of RIGs that 

are in-use at a particular instance in the HN's database, it relieves the HN of 

computational overhead involved during frequent insertions and deletions in the 

index. 

3.6.1 The Protocol Flow 

E2EUIC, is implemented in the USIM of the UE and in the HLRj AuC of the 

HN. In UMTS-AKA-with-E2EUIC, a DM SI is transmitted instead of the 1M SI 

(Figure 3.7). The role of the T M S I remains same as in the original UMTS-AKA. 

A fresh DMSI is created in the USIM only when its need arises, i.e., during the 

first AKA in the USIM's life time and when the UE receives a request for the 

permanent identity from the SN. The current value of the D M S I depends on 

the most recently received RIGby the UE. ADM S I is a concatenation of the 

Mobile Country Code (MGG), the Mobile Network Code (M NG), the most 

recent RIG received by the UE, and an Encrypted RIG called ERIG. Since 

DMSI is calculated using short-lived RIG values, knowledge of the former does 

not compromise the actual identity of the UE. The protocol flow during the first 

UMTS-AKA-with-E2EUIC in the life time of a USIM is as follows (a list of the 

notations used and their brief description are presented in Table 3.1). 
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FIgure 3.7: Protocol flow of UMTS-AI<A-wlth-E2EUIC. 

The First UMTS-AKA-with-E2EUIC 

(1.1) The RIC (Le., RICFtTst) stored in ERAN DFtTst is extracted using an 

operator specific function f ExtTact· 

(3.6.3) 

An example algorithm for fExtTact is presented in Section 3.7. For identity 

presentation, the UE creates a D M S J (say D M S II) using RJ C FtTst as 

follows: 

(3.6.4) 
, 

where, ERIC is created by encrypting a padded RIC (say RICpadd.ed) with 
I 

the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm, taking the long term 

secret key K~ as parameter. Thus, 

(3.6.5) 
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Table 3.1: Notations. 

A fresh not-in-use RIC. 

A not-in-use RIC embedded in the lJSHvl before the USIM is dis

tributed. 

A RIC maintained against the I MSI at the HN's database. 

A RIC maintained against the 1M Slat the HN's database. 

A RIC maintained against the 1M Slat the HN's database. 

A RIC maintained at the HN's databw;e against the 1M S I, a copy 

of which is currently being used at the SN to identify the UE. 

Value of a DM SI counter maintained at the UE. 

Sequence number maintained at the HN to check freshness of a 

received D M S I. 

128-(32+b) bit random number. 

RICIISEQuEIIR; where, II indicates concatenation. 

Variable maintained in the USIM's flash memory to store the most 

recently received ERAN D. 

Variable maintained in the SN to uniquely identify the UE as long 
, 

as it does not receive a new D M S I (during a successful AKA). 

Time to live for DMSI. 

Embeds a RIC into a RAND to find an ERAN D. 

Used to extract an embedded RIC from an ERAN D. 

An AES standard encryption algorithm that encrypts RICPadded to 

find an ERIC. 

An AES standard decryption algorithm that decrypts an ERIC to 

find RICPadded . 

A pseudorandom number generator. 

Total number of RICs maintained at the HN's database against a 

particular 1M S I. 

Number of bits in a RIC. 
, 

Total number of RICs in the pool of RICs maintained at the HN. 

Maximum number of subscribers that a mobile operator wants to 

accommodate. 
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where, 

(3.6.6) 

SEQUE is the value of a 32 bit counter that is maintained at the UE 

(USIM's flash memory); whenever a new 'OM SI is created for identity 

presentation, SEQUE'S value is incremented by one. R is a 128 - (32 + b) 

bit random number. The inclusion of SEQuE ensures freshness of the 

DMSIs, whereas the inclusion of R completes the block size of 128 bits 

that is necessary to be fed into the AES cipher. In addition, R introduces 

significant amount of randomness to harden cryptanalysis of the cipher 

text. 

Finally, DMSh is transmitted to the SN. 

In this step, we selected AES algorithm for the purpose of creating ERIC, 

due to the following reasons: 

• AES (originally called Rijndael) is fast in both software and hardware 

[36J 

• The example algorithm set presented by 3GPP ill [33] is based on 

Rijndael that eventually got selected as AES standard [37]; Rijndael 

as being then one of the five remain~ng AES candidates, 'was well 

studied. 

• Until May 2009, the only successful published attacks against the full 

AES were side-channel attacks on some specific implementations [38]. 

Depending on availability of better functions, this choice could be replaced 

by any suitable 128-bit keyed function employing a 128 bit key. 

(1.2) The SN temporarily stores DMSI1 in its loc'al database, as it would require 

this DMSI to uniquely identify the UE for a period of time (till it receives 
I 

the next DMSI from the UE during a successful UMTS-AKA) if this run 

of the UMTS-AKA eventually succeeds. The SN identifies the HN of the 
I 

UE by inspecting the MGG and M NG po~tion of DM SI1. A request for 

a fresh set of AV is then sent along with D'MS 11 to the HN. 
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(1.3) On receiving the request, the HN separates RfCF,rst from DMS/ j • It then 
I 

uses the RIC-Index to locate RICFirst and! hence the IMSI and the key 

Ki of the UE in the HN's database (Figure 3.6). After this, the ERIC 

part of the D M S I is decrypted using AES p-nd the key K i. Thus, 

(3.6.7) 

The RIC contained in RICPad.ded is then compared with the RIC part of 

DMSI1 (i.e., RICFirst); success of this comparison ensures that a mali

cious agent did not create DMSh. The SEQUE part of RICPad.ded is then 

compared with the value stored against SEQ H N field in the HN's database 

(HLR/ AuC). If SEQUE > SEQHN, the request is proven as fresh (not a 

replay of any previous request). Failure of any of these two comparisons, 

leads to rejection of the request. If the request for A V is found to be fresh 

and from a genuine source (from the above two comparisons), the following 

are performed: 

(a) SEQUE is assigned to SEQHN. 

SEQHN = SEQUE (3.6.8) 

(b) If RICFirst is stored in any of the RIC fields other than RIClnuse in 

the HN's/HSS's database, RICFirst is moved from its current location 

(say L) to RIClnUse and the RIC stored earlier against RIClnuse is 

moved to L. In other words, Land RIClnuse swaps their values. For 

example: if RICFirst is found in RICNew then: 

temp = RIClnuse 

RIClnUse = RfCNew 

RICNew = temp 

(3.6.9) 

(3.6.10) 

(3.6.11 ) 

This is done to ensure that a mapping between RICFirst and the 

1M SI of the UE is maintained in the HN's database, as long as 

D M SI1 is used by the SN to uniquely identify the subscriber; in 

other words, to ensure that RI C Ftrst doesn't get removed from the 
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HN's database, while DMSh is still being used by the SN to uniquely 

identify the subscriber. The value of RIClnuse does not change till a 

new genuine request for authentication'data along with a new DMSI 

(with a RIC value that is different from the one which is stored in 

RIClnUse) does not reach the HN. RIC values stored against all the 

m - 1 other RIC fields, viz., RICo/d , rUCprev , RICNew, etc., even

tually gets removed from the HN's database after generation of m 

AV[1..M]s. 

(c) A fresh array of AVs (say AVd1..M]) is generated using the procedure 

used in UMTS-AKA (Equation 3.3.7). 

After this, HN selects a fresh not-in-use RIC (say RICFresh) from the pool 

of RICs (RIC-Index). In order to select RICFresh, a b bit random number 

(say RN) is generated using a standard Pseudo Random Number Gener

ator (PRNG). For this, we propose to use National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST) recommended random number generator based on 

ANSI X9.31 Appendix A.2.4 Using AES [39], which appears in the list of 

approved random number generators for Federal Information Processing 

Standards Publication (FIPS PUB) 140-2 [40]. With a 128 bit key, this 

PRNG generates a 128 bit random number" the b most significant bits of 

which is selected as RN. 

RN = fpRNc(seed) (3.6.12) 

This RN is then searched for in the RIC-Index. If the IMSI-Pointer against 

RN in the RIC-Index is found to be null, RN is selected as RICFresh and 

the null value is replaced with the address of the record in the HSS's 

database where the 1M SI is stored. 

RICFresh = RN (3.6.13) 

RN.IMSI-Pointer = Address of TMSI (3.6.14) 

The oldest RIC value (i.e., RICo/d) stored against the IMSI is then re

turned to the pool of not-in-use RIC by searching for it in the RIC-Index 
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and by setting the IMSI-Pmnter against it to null. 

RI COld. 1M S 1- Pomter = null (3.6.15) 

In case the IMSI-Pointer against RN in the RIC-Index is not null, it may 

be inferred that there is a collision, and RN is currently in-use. For collision 

resolution, a b bit variable called Variable for Collision Resolution (VC R) 

is used (Figure 3.6). The VCR cont~ins a not-in-use RIC; an indic~tion of 

this fact is specified in the RIC-Index by setting the IMSI-Poznter against 

the value in VCR to the address of VCR. At the very outset, during 

initialisation of the HSS's database, a b bit random number (say RNo) is 

stored in the VCR and the IMSI-Pointer against it in the RIC-Index is 

set to the address of VCR. 

RNo = fpRNc(seed) 

VCR = RNo 

RNo·I MSI-Pointer = Address of VCR 

(3.6.16) 

(3.6.17) 

(3.6.18) 

Whenever there is a collision, the b bit value stored in the VCR is selected 

as RICFresh. VCR is then searched for in the RIC-Index and the IMSI

pointer against it in the RIC-Index is made to point to the record in the 

HSS's database where the 1M S I is stored. 

RICFresh = VCR (3.6.19) 

VCR.IMSI-Pointer = Address of IMSI (3.6.20) 

In order to replace the RIC stored in the VCR with a fresh RIC, the 

oldest RIC (Le., RI COld) stored against tl~e 1M S I is copied into VCR. 

RICOld is then searched for in the RIC-Index and the IMSI-poznter against 

it is set to the address of VCR. 

VCR = RICOld (3.6.21) 

RICOld.I MSI-Pointer = Address of VCR (3.6.22) 

Software heuristics for generating empirically strong random number se

quences rely on entropy gathering by measuring unpredictable external 
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events [41]. The above procedure used to refresh the V'C R introduces am

ple entropy to make the selection procedure of RIC sufficIently random, . 

because it is impossible to predict which 1M S J's RI COld value will refresh 

the VCR during the next AKA at the HN~ It solely depends on the call 

timing and usage pattern of all the active subscribers registered with the 

HN. 

RICFresh is then embedded into the RAND part of all the M AV s of 

A VI [1.. M] using an operator specific function J Embed. We propose an ex

ample algorithm for f Embed in Section 3.7. We call the resultant number 

after embedding RICFresh into a RAN D as an ERAN D. Thus, all the M 

ERAN Ds for AVd1..M] are derived as follows: 

(3.6.23) 

where, x = 1, 2, 3, .... M. Therefore, each AV quintet of AVI [1..M] will 

now have an E RAN D in it, instead of a RA NO. 

/ 

AVlx = {ERANDlx,XRESlx,CKlx,IKlx,AUTNlJ (3.6.24) 

where, x = 1, 2, 3, .... M. From now on, an ERAN D is used for all purposes 

where a RAND is used in UMTS-AKA (this will not have any impact 

on the protocol flow, as the size of RAND and ERAN D are same (128 

bit)). A copy of RICFresh is also stored at the HN's database against the 

1M S I of the subscriber. For this purpose, RI COld is replaced by RIC Pr:W, 

RICPre'IJ is replaced RICNew and so on. And finally, RICNew is replaced 

by RICFresh. An entry in the RIC-Index against the IMSI-Pointer of 

RICFresh is also made accordingly. Thus, 

RICOld = RfCprev 

RICNew = RICFresh 

RICFresh.I M SI-Pointer = address_oJ (I M Sf) 

Finally, HN sends AVd1..M] along with DMSh back to the SN. 
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(1.4) On receipt, SN continues the AKA procedure by extracting the ERAN D 

and AUTN part of the first unused AV of AVd1..M] (i.e., ERANDII and 

AUTNI1 ). ERANDII and AUTN11 are then transmitted as a challenge 

to the UE. 

(1.5) The UE and the SN completes the remaining part of the UMTS-AKA

with-E2EUIC extension, following the same steps as in UMTS-AKA. On 

successful completion of the mutual authentication process, the following 

additional steps are carried out by the UE and the SN: 

(a) The UE saves the recent ERAN D11 that it received from the SN in 

a field (say ERAN DUE) in the USIM's flash memory. 

(b) The SN stores D M S II in a variable say D M S I SN in its local database. 

The value of this variable does not change till the SN does not receive 

a new DMSI during a successful UMTS-AKA-with-E2EUIC. The SN 

uses DM SlsN = DM Sit to uniquely,identify the UE as long as it 

does not receive a new D M S I. The same field that the SN uses to 

store the 1M S I can be used as D M SIs N. 

(c) The remaining AVs in AVtfl..M] are stored against DMSIsN at SN's 

database for future authentications. 

(1.6) At the end of the AKA procedure, a pair' of Cipher Key (C K) and an 
I 

Integrity Key (I K) is established between the UE and the SN, following 

the same procedure as in UMTS-AKA (Equation 3.3.2 and Equation 3.3.3). 

A secure and reliable channel is then created between the UE and the SN 

using these two keys. After this, a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity 

(say TMS/1 ) generated by the SN is secutely communicated to the UE 

through this channel. The UE stores the received TMSIt in the USIM's 

flash memory (in a field say T M SlUE) for identity presentation during the , 

next authentication. A mapping between T M S It and D M S I SN is also 

maintained in the SN's local database. If the UE uses T M S It to identify 
I 
I 

itself in the next authentication, the T M S I .!to-D M S I SN mapping helps to 
! 

SN to locate/acquire an AV that is needed for the authentication. 
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Subsequent Authentications 

During all subsequent communications and the corresponding mutual authenti

cations involved therein, the UE may present its identity in two different ways. 

Both these ways are listed below in their order of preference: 

(i) By transmitting a TMS1 received in the prevzous AKA: 

In this method, the UE transmits the most recently received TMS1 (i.e., 

the TMSI stored in TMSluE). When the SN receives a TII1S', it locates 

the corresponding DMS1sN using the TMSI-to-DMSlsN mapping main

tained in its database. It then in.itiates the authentication procedure using 

an unused A V stored against D M SIs N in its local database (if there is 

any). If there is no unused AV, the SN will have to acquire a fresh set of 

AV (i.e., AV[1..M]) from the HN by presenting its DMSlsN . 

Out of the two methods, this is the preferred choice for the UE, because, it 

reduces communication latency during authentication. Specifically, when

ever there is an unused AV at the SN, the authentication happens lo

cally between the UE and the SN, without needing the SN to communicate 

with the HN. The protocol flow for s~bsequent authentications through the 

transmission of T M S I is as follows: 

(2.1) The UE extracts TMS1uE from its memory (USIM's flash memory) 

and transmits it to the SN. 

(2.2) Through this TMS1, the SN identifies the corresponding DMS1sN 

and hence the authentication vectors (i.e., AV[1..M]) that are stored 

against DMS1sN. If there is no unused AV in AV[1..MJ, SN sends a 

request for a fresh set of AV s along with the D M S I SN to the HN. In 

case there is an unused AV in AV[1..MJ, the next step (i.e., step 2.3) 

is skipped. 

(2.3) After receiving the request, the HN separates the RIC part of DM S1sN. 
I 

The 1MSI-Pointer against this RIC le~ds to the record in the HN's 

database that contain details related with the corresponding' M S r 
of the UE. The remaining portion of this step proceeds in the same 
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manner as in step 1.3. 

(2.4) The remaining part of the protocol flo\Y is same as steps 1 4 through 

1.6. 

(ii) By transmzttmg a fresh DMSI: 

In this method, the UE transmits a fresh D M S I that is created using the 

RIC extracted (using fExtract) from the most recent E RAN D received by 

the UE. This method of identity presentation is performed only during the 

following situations: 

• The SN cannot identify the U E wzth zts current T M S I: This may hap

pen if the TMSI-to-DMSIsN mapping is lost from the SN's database. 

• The subscriber moves from an old SN (say S No) to the servzce area 

of a new SN (say SNn ): In UMTS-AKA, the first identity presenta

tion under the service area of SN n happens through transmission of 

a TMSI (say TMSlo) allotted to the UE by SNo and the Location 

Area Identity (LAI) of SNo. Unlike UMTS-AKA, in UMTS-AKA

with-E2EUIC, the first identity presentation under the service area of 

SN n happens through transmission of a fresh D M S I. This, makes the 

following two messages of UMTS-AKA redundant: 

(a) transmission of T M SIo from SNn to SNo. 

(b) transmission of IMSI and TMSIo from SNo to SNn . 

The above two messages enables SN n to learn the 1M S I of the sub

scriber from SNo. SNn uses the received 1M S I to collect AV s from 

the HN. In UMTS-AKA-with-E2EUIC, SNn can directly collect AVs 

from the HN (without communicating SNo) by presenting the received 

DMSI to the HN, thereby improving communication latency. 

• Tzme To Live for DMSI (rTLDMSI) has expzred: The SN uses the 

same DMSI stored in DMSIsN to uniquely identify the subscriber 

as long the subscriber continues to stay within the SN's service area or 

till the SN does not receive another fre~h D M S I from the UE, which 

ever happens earlier. However, this will allow a SN with malicious in-
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tention to link two or more connectIOns 0f the same subscriber through 

the value of DMSIsN , though It will n<;>t be possible to exactly know 

which particular subscriber it is. Thus, \J1 order to prevent the SN from 

linking several communications of the same subscriber, it becomes im

portant to limit the lifetime of the D 111 S [ stored in D M S [SN. For 

this purpose, a field called Time To Live for OMSI (TT LOMS!) is in

troduced in the USIM's flash memory Maximum value of TT LOMs! 

IS to be decided by the operator (operator specific). Immediately af

ter transmitting a freshly generated DM S I, the UE resets TT LOMS! 

to its maximum value. The value of TTL oMS! is decremented by 

one with the tick of every second. Next time whenever the UE has 

to transmit its identity, firstly the valu(' of TT LOMS ! is checked. If 

TTLoMS1 is found to be greater than zero, the UE transmits a TMSI. 

Otherwise, ifTTLoMS! is found to be equal to zero, a fresh DMSI is 

computed and transmitted. This forces the SN to periodically refresh 

D M S I SN even if the UE chooses to stay with the same SN for a long 

duration. 

The E2EUIC protocol flow for subsequent authentications through the trans

mission of a DMSI is same as that of the first mutual authentication in UMTS

AKA-with-E2EUIC (Le., steps 1.1 through 1.6). The only difference is that the 

RI C contained in the most recently received ERA N D is used in this case by 

the UE to create a DMSI, rather than RICFtrst. 

3.6.2 Strengths 

Some of the strong points of UMTS-AKA-with-E2EUIC are as follows: 

• End to end user identity privacy: Knowledg~ of 1M S I IS confined only to 

the UE and the HN; it is never transmitted at any stage of the protocol 

flow and at any portion of the path between the UE and the HN . 

• Relaxed trust requirement: UE-to-SN as w~ll as HN-to-SN trust relation

ship requirement with respect to permanent ,identity is relaxed. Such trust 
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relaxation simplifies roaming agreements b~t\Vcen operators. 

• Reduced number of message exchanges: If the extension is adopted, two 

protocol messages of UMTS-AKA becomes redundant. This will improve 

communication latency during authentication and key agreement. 

• Fast database access: The RIC-Index makes searching through the HN's 

database faster. 

• Minimal impact on the SN: For the extension to be adopted, most of the 

modifications are performed at the USIM and at the HN, ver):' negligible 

amount of adjustment, of that of treating a received DMSI as an I MSI, 

is required at the SN. This, makes the extension easier to adopt for the 

operators, since an operator has to do the necessary modifications only at 

the HN's database and at the USIMs of the subscribers. 

3.7 Example Algorithms for ;fEmbed and fExtract 

In this section, we present an example algorithm to implement the cryptographic 

functions fEmbed and· fExtract, which otherwise is operator specific [42]. If found 

appropriate, an operator may choose to use this algorithm, otherwise it may have 

its own implementation. fEmbed embeds a 32 bit RIC into a 128 bit RAND 

using the secret key Ki to produce a 128 bit E R~N D (Equation 3.6.23), where 

as fExtract extracts the embedded RIC from an ERAN Dusing K-i as parameter 

(Equation 3.6.3). 

The first step of the algorithm is to generate the following two sets of 32 

element integer arrays from the secret key K i: 

(3.7.1) 

(3.7.2) 

such that 
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where 

and 

... I x321 

• 
, , 

Figure 3.8: Generation of Apos and AXOR . 

i,j E {I, 2, 3, ... , 32} 

Xl' XJ,~,}j E {I, 2, ... , 128} 

The elements of AXOR are used to locate 32 unique bit positions in the 128 bit 

RAN D, the bit values in these positions are used to mask the 32 bits of RIC. The 

masking is achieved by performing bit-wise XOR operation between the 32 bits 

determined by AXOR and the 32 bits of RIC. The elements of Apos determine 

32 other unique bit positions of RAND that will be replaced by the masked 

bits of RIC. Finally, the resultant 128 bit number generated after inserting the 

masked bits is encrypted using AES cipher to find ERAN D. Apos and AXOR are 

generated as follows: 

To generate Apos, the bits of Ki(k1, k2, ... k12S ) are grouped into collection of 

seven, starting from left to right. 

(3.7.3) 

Each group yields a decimal number in the range of 1 to 128 (Figure 3.8). 7 bit 
, 

groupings are used since 27 provide 128 possibilitie,s, corresponding to the 128 bit 

positions of RAND. At the end of the first scan, 18 such groups will be formed 

(( kl k2k3k4k5k6k7), (kskgklOku k12k13k14)' ... (k120kl2l k122k123k124k125k126)) leav

ing the two least significant bits k127 and k12S urlgrouped. Thus, there will be 
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, , 

I x321 

PI XOR qyl 

~\ 
(2)\ ' 

Figure 3.9: Embedding of RIC into RAND. 

I Y32 I 

18 decimal numbers in the range of 1 to 128 after the first scan, which mayor 

may not be unique. Only the unique numbers are used to populate Apos' In 

the next scan, the left out two least significant bits are grouped with the five 

most significant bits of Ki to form the next group of seven, successive groups are 

created starting from the 6th most significant bit. 

(3.7.4) 

This scanning process is continued in cyclic manner, till 32 unique decimal num

bers are available to populate Apos. 

To generate AxoR ) a similar process is followed, except that the scan in this 

case proceeds from right to left. Every time an integer is generated, it is checked 

with the elements of Apos) as well as the filled in elements of AXOR for uniqueness; 

only the unique ones being selected to populate A XOR . 

Since the key Ki is a long time shared key, Apos and AXOR needs to be 

generated only once for every UE. If a key K i cannot be used to generate 64 

unique integers by the above process, we refer it to be an unusable key. An 

unusable key should not be allocated to an E2EUIC enabled USIM. 

In the next step, the XOR operations are performed (Figure 3.9). Let us 

denote a particular 32 bit RIC and a particular 128 bit RAND as follows: 

(3.7.5) 

, 

RAN D t = (ql, q2, ... , q128) (3.7.6) 
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The decimal number stored against XI (in Apos) determmes the bit position in 

RAN Dt where PI is to be inserted. And, the decimal number stored against Y I 

(in AxoR) determines the bit value in RAN D t that has to be XORed with PI 

before it is inserted. For example, if X I = 20, YI = 96 'and PI = 1 then a XOR 

operation is performed between PI and the 96th 'lit of RAN Dt . The resultant 

bit is then inserted into the 20th bit of RA N Dt . 

(3.7.7) 

where EEl is bit wise XOR operation. Thus, in order to insert all the 32 bits of 

RIGs into RAN Dt , the following is to be performed: 

(3.7.8) 

where i=1,2,3, ... 32. The resultant 128 bit sequence after inserting all the 32 bits 

of RI Cs into RAN Dt is called a Transformed RA N D (say T RA N Dt in this 

case). T RAN Dt may be represented as follows: 

(3.7.9) 

Finally, an ERAN D is produced by encrypting T RA N Dt using the block cipher 

AES (JAES) with the secret key Ki as parameter. 

(3.7.10) 

At the UE's end, RIGs may be extracted back from ERAN Dt using a similar 

process. First of all, T RAN Dt is extracted from E RAN Dt using f AES. 

(3.7.11) 

Since, we have the property that 

A=BEElC ==} G=A.eB (3.7.12) 

I 

thus, each bit of RIGs can be extracted from T RAN D t as follows: 

(3.7.13) 

where i=1,2,3, ... 32. 
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Table 3.2: Percentage of unusahle keys. 

Iterations Unusable keys Time 6ns) Percentage 

1 0 4 0 , 

10 0 21 0 

100 0 96 0 

1000 1 376 0.100 

10000 15 1282 0.150 

100000 129 9476 0.129 

1000000 1465 90016 0.146 

A single RIC (i.e., RICPresh) is embedded into the same bit positions (de

termined by Apos) of all the RANDs in AV[1..M]. The XOR operations are 

performed ~n order to mask the bit values in these positions, and to ensure that 

no two random numbers of AV[1..M] have any predictable pattern in them. The 

final encryption through AES is carried out to further shuffle all the 128 bits 

so that it becomes extremely hard for an adversary to predict a RIC that is 

embedded into an ERAN D. 

3.7.1 Usability of a Key 

If 64 unique decimal numbers in the range of 1 to 128 can be extracted from a 

key K i, we call this key an usable key for the example algorithm proposed in 

this section. Otherwise, we call it an unusable key. Thus, in order to use the 

example algorithm proposed in this section, the usability of a key K i should be 

properly verified before assigning it to any USIM. 

We wrote a program in Java to test the usability of a series of 128 bit ran

dom numbers (keys), generated using SecureRandom class of java. Every single 

iteration in the program was made to generate 3: 128 bit random number and 
I 

to check its usability, on the basis of whether 64 unique decimal numbers in the 
, 

range 1 to 128 can be generated. We executed the! program for varied number of 

iterations and recorded the number of unusable keys vis-a-vis the total number 
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of keys generated, and the amount of time taken for each run. Our findmgs are 

listed in Table 3.2. 

As evident from the results, the number of lIilllsable keys generated is ex-
, 

tremely small compared to the total number of k~ys. In our experiments, the 
I 

percentage of unusable key vis-a-vis total number of keys never exceeded 0.15%. 
I 

It also illustrates that the time consumed for such evaluation of keys is not very 

large. Moreover, in practice the evaluation of the usability of a key will not be 

done in real time. 

3.7.2 Test for Randomness 

In UMTS-AKA-with-E2EUIC, ERAN D plays a pivotal role. Thus, randomness 

of ERAN D is a vital issue. While randomness of RAND and RIC depends 

on operator specific random number generators and the call pattern of all the 

registered users respectively, the randomness of E RAN D that depends on the 

algorithm used to implement fEmbed/ fExtract, needs to be verified. In this subsec

tion, we use a statistical test suite called the Statistical Test Suite for Random 

and Pseudorandom Number Generators for Cryptographic Applications provided 

by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), to analyse the ran

domness of ERAN Ds that are generated using the example algorithm proposed 

in this section. 

The NIST Test Suite is a statistical package that provides a list of tests 

to test the randomness of random numbers produced by cryptographic ran

dom or pseudo-random number generators. These tests focus on a variety non

randomness that could exist in a number. For our analysis, we have used seven 

of these tests (selected arbitrarily), namely, the frequency (mono-bit) test, fre

quency test within a block, the runs test, tests for the longest-run-of-ones in a 
I 

block, the linear complexity test, the approximate :entropy test and the cumula-

tive sums (cu-sums) test. Details about all these tests are presented in [43]. 

As stated in NIST's Special Publication 800-22 [43], a statistical test is for

mulated to test a specific null hypothesis (Ho). Here, the null hypothesis is that 

a random number being tested is random. Each te~t is based on a calculated test 
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statistic value, which is a function of the random number being tested. The test 

statistic is used to calculate a P-value. If the P-value for a test is equal to 1, then , 

a random number is considered to have perfect randomness. A P-value of zero 

indicates that a random number is completely non-random. A sigmficance level 

(a) is chosen for the tests. If P-value ~ a, then the null hypothesis is accepted; 

i.e., the random number being tested is considered to be random. If P-value 

< a, then the null hypothesis is rejected; i.e., the random number being tested 

is considered to be non-random. Typically, a is cho~en in the range [0.001, O.OlJ. 

For statistical allalysis of E RAN D, we use the strategy adopted by NIST 

that consists of five stages [43J: 

1. Selectwn of a Generator: 

We have used Sun's SHA1 Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG) - 'Se

cureRandom.class', available in 'java.security' package to generate the random 

numbers used in the analysis. 

2. Bmary Sequence Generation: 

We wrote a program in Java called 'Generate~RN.java' that generates 1000 

random numbers (128-bit ) and stores them in a file called 'RAND.txt'. Each 

of the random numbers in this file represents a RAND. We wrote another pro

gram called 'EmbedRAND.java' that generates a fresh 32 bit random num

ber (to represent RIC) and embeds it into each 128 bit random number 

of 'RAND. txt' (using our proposed example algorithm for fEmbed/ fExtract)· 

The resultant 1000 ERAN Ds (128-bit ) are written into another file called 

'ERAND.txt'. Each of the random numbers in 'ERAND.txt' represents an 

ERAND. 

3. Execute the Statistical Test Suite: 

Using the test suite, each of the selected seven tests were performed on the 

random numbers written in the file 'ERAND.txt' (by passing 'ERAND.txt' 

as parameter to the test suite). 

4. Empirical Results: 

Each statistical test generates empirical results, that consists of test statistics 
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and p-values against each of the random numbefs stored in 'ERAND.txt'. An 

output file is generated by the test suite with t.he empirical results for each of 
I 

the statistical tests written in it. Based on these ~esults, a conclusion regarding 

quality of the sequence of random numbers generated by the proposed example 

algorithm can be made. 

5. Interpretation of Empirical Results: 

NIST has adopted two approaches for interpretation of empirical results. In 

the event that either of these approaches fail, the corresponding null hypoth

esis must be rejected. Here, the null hy})othesjs (Ho) js that the sequence 

of random numbers (stored in the file 'ERAND.txt') being tested is ran

dom. In the following portion of this subsection, we carry out both these 

approaches to analyse randomness of the sequence of random numbers stored 

in 'ERAND.txt'. 

(i) Proportion of Random Numbers Passing a Test: The proportion of ran

dom numbers passing a statistical test is the ratio between the number 

of random numbers whose p-values ~ a and the total number of ran

dom numbers (say t) present in the sequence of random numbers being 

tested. For example, if a statistical test tests 1000 random numbers 

(i.e., t = 1000), with the significance level a = 0.01, and with 996 ran

dom numbers having P-values ~ 0.01, then the proportion of random 

numbers passing the test is 1
9C: = 0.9960. The proportion of random 

numbers passing a statistical test for all the seven selected tests per

formed on 'ERAND.txt', considering a = 0.01, are calculated and is 

listed in Table 3.3. 

For a fixed significance level (a), a certain proportion of P-values gen

erated by a particular test are expected to fail. For example, if the 

significance level is chosen to be 0.01 (Le'
l 

a = 0.01), then about 1% of 

the random numbers are expected to fail. Taking this into consideration, 

NIST has determined the following range of acceptable proportions, in 
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Table 3.3: Proportion of random number~ that pass a test. 

Statistical Test P-values 2: Q 

, 
1. FrequeJ?cy (Mono-bit) Test 995 

I 

2. Frequency Test within a Block 996 

3. Runs Test 994 

4. Tests for the Longest-Run-of-Ones 988 

5. Linear Complexity Test 981 

6. Approximate Entropy Test 995 

7. Cumulative Sums (Cu-sums) Test 998 

its Special Publication 800-22 [43]: 

A = P ± ~p(1 ; p) (3.7.14) 

where, p = 1 - Q and t is the sample size. If the proportion of random 

numbers that pass a test falls outside of t,his interval, then there is evi

dence that the sequence of random numbers being tested is non-random. 

For analysis of the sequence of random numbers stored in 'ERAND.txt', 

if Q = 0.01 and t = 1000, the range of acceptable proportion is: 

A = 0 99 3 0.99(0.01) 
. ± 1000 (3.7.15) 

= 0.99 ± 0 0094392 

Fig. 3.10 provides a graphical representation of the proportion of suc

cessful random numbers against each statistical test performed on the 

random numbers stored in 'ERAND.txt'. Since the proportions for all 

the tests lie within the range of acceptable proportions (i.e., between 

0.9805608 and 0.9994392), the sequence of random numbers present in 

the file 'ERAND.txt' can be considered to be random. 

(ii) Uniform Distributwn of P-values: The distribution of P-values is ex-
I 

ami ned to ensure uniformity. In this method (proposed by NIST in 

[43]), the interval between 0 and 1 is divided into 10 sub-intervals (C1, 

C2, ... ClO), and the P-values obtained by performing a particular sta-
I 

tistical test on a sequence of random numbers, which lie within each 
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Figure 3.10: P-value plot 

sub-interval are counted. Uniformity is then determmed VIa an apphca

tion ofaX2 test and the determinatlOn of a P-value corresponding to the 

Goodness-of-Fit Distributional Test on these P-values (1 e., a P-value 

of the P-values). This is accomplished by computmg. 

(3.7 16) 

where F, is the number of P-values in sub-mterval z, and t is the sample 

size. A P-value is calculated such that: 

9 X2 
P-valueT = zgamc ( -) - ) 

2 2 
(3.7 17) 

where igamc is the complementary incomplete gamma functlOn If p-valueT 

2': 0.0001, then the sequence of random numbers can be considered to be 

uniformly distributed. The value of x2 and P-valueT (calculated from 

the empirical results) for each of the test performed on 'ERAND txt' IS 

summarised in Table 3 4. Since the value of P-valueT for all the tests 
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Table 3.4: P-valueT for the statistical tests. 

Statistical Test Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 CIO X2 P-valueT 

Frequency Test 134 93 86 105 107 100 96 103 100 76 20.76 0.013760 

Frequency Test 93 114 129 93 89 98 110 101 93 80 18.10 0.034010 

within a Block 

Runs Test 105 106 125 110 92 94 64 121 105 78 31.32 0.000261 

Test for Longest 97 112 88 90 100 120 78 131 86 98 24.42 0.003684 

Run of Ones 

Linear Complexity 107 84 85 93 77 91 109 105 130 119 25.56 0.002410 

Test 

Approximate En- 113 103 79 103 100 123 86 106 86 101 15.86 0.069863 

tropy Test 

Cumulative Sums 80 102 94 89 138 88 81 98 128 102 33.02 0.000132 

Test 
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are greater than 0.0001, we consider the sequence of random numbers 
, 

stored in 'ERAND.txt' to be uniformly distributed. 

Since the sequence of random numbers stored in 'ERAND.txt' passes both 

the approaches specified by NIST for interpretation of empirical results, we can 

accept the null hypothesis and may conclude that the example algorithm pro

posed for generation of ERAN Os produces a sequence of ERA N Os that are 

sufficiently random for cryptographic use. 

3.8 Summary 

In this chapter, the AKA protocol used for access security in UMTS (i.e., UMTS

AKA) is analysed. It is found that due to the ~xisting trust model used for 

roaming in UMTS, there are vulnerabilities in UMTS-AKA because of which the 

identity privacy of the subscriber gets compromised. To improve this situation, 

a security extension called E2EUIC with respect to UMTS-AKA is proposed. 

The extension is based on our trust model that is proposed in Chapter 2. This 

is a novel solution that prevents transmission of f M S f across the entire network 

(wired as well as wireless); without necessitating any change in the intermediate 

network. Unlike many solutions which look at restricting f M Sf transmission 

only over radio link, E2EVIC takes a comprehensive end-to-end view of the 

problem. A couple of example algorithms needed for implementation of E2EUIC, 

which otherwise are operator specific, were also I?roposed. The usability of a 

series of randomly generated keys in these example ~lgorithms were then analysed 
, 

using programs written in Java. In addition, the randomness of random numbers· 

that are generated by the example algorithms were verified using a statistical test 

suite provided by NIST. 
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Chapter 4 

Relaxing Trust Requirement in 

LTE 

Long Term Evolution (LTE) , which has evolved from UMTS, is standardised 

by 3GPP for inclusion into the fourth generation of mobile networks. Although 

security of LTE has evolved from the security of UMTS, due to different arch i-, 

tectural and business requirements of fourth gener~tion systems, LTE security is 

substantially different and improved compared to its predecessor. 

In this chapter, we analyse Evolved Packet System Authentication and Key 

Agreement (EPS-AKA) protocol, which is the AKA protocol used for access se

curity in LTE. We found that the possibility of user identity privacy compromise 

exists in EPS-AKA as well. Therefore, we adopt our proposed security extension, 

i.e., E2EUIC to EPS-AKA for improved subscriber identity privacy in LTE. 

4.1 Introduction 

As a part of their LTEjSAE initiative for the evolution of GSM, EDGE and 

UMTS architecture, 3GPP has standardised a purely IP based system called 
, 

the EPS. E-UTRAN is the access part of the EPS [13]. It connects with the 

EPC, which is the core network of the EPS. As the EPC has a flat IP based 

architecture, LTE uses IP protocol for both real time and data communication , 

services. It is based on OFDMA to offer high order data rates and data volumes. 
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FIgure 4.1 SImplified securIty archItecture of LTE 

LTE is among the most recent mobile system proposed by 3GPP that sub

stantially enhances security as compared to UMTS [441 Although the security 

architecture of LTE has evolved from the secunty archItecture of UMTS, LTE se

curity architecture IS substantially different from ItS predecessor Unhke UMTS, 

an elaborate set of keys are generated to prOVIde exphcit integnty protection and 

encryption security at the various interfaces m LTE 

4.2 Security Architecture of LTE 

Figure 4.1, depicts a simphfied view of the roaming security architecture of an 

E-UTRAN [45]. In this, we show only the key elements associated wIth the 

EPS-AKA protocol. Each and every user IS regIstered with a Home public 

Land Mobile Network (HPLMN), with their subscrIptIOn and profile mforma

tion stored in a Home Subscriber Server (HSS). In the VIsitIng Pubhc Land 

Mobile Network (VPLM) the User Equipment (UE) connects With an evolved 

NodeB (eNB) through the Uu Interface, for attach, Tracking Area Update (TAU) 
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and service requests. eNB is the new enhanced Base Transceiver Station (BTS) 

that provides the LTE air interface and performs radio resource management for 

the evolved access system. An eNB is connected with one or more Mobility Man

agement Entities (MME) through the Sl-MME interface. The MME IS the key 

control node for the LTE access network and is responsible for authenticating the 

user by interacting with the HSS. For obtaining authentication data, the MME 

communicates with the HSS through the S6a interface. There are two layers of 

security between the UE and the E-UTRAN. The first layer is called the Access 

Stratum (AS) which protects the Radio Resource Control (RRC) plane signalling 

and the User Plane (UP) data between the UE and the eNB. The second layer is 

called the Non Access Stratum (NAS) which protects the control plane signalling 

between the UE and the MME. UE has access to packet data through the Packet 

Data Network Gateway (PDN-GW) via the Serving Gateway (S-GW). 

4.3 EPS-AKA 

EPS-AKA is the AKA protocol adopted by LTE for access security [20J. During 

the initial EPS-AKA (i.e., when the subscriber switches on the UE for the first 

time), the UE has to transmit its 1M S I, since the UE does not have a temporary 

identity at this moment. For subsequent EPS-AKAs, the UE can identify itself 

by transmitting temporary identities. 

4.3.1 The Initial EPS-AKA 

The EPS-AKA procedure during the initial authentication is as follows: 

1. The MME invokes the procedure by requesting an Authentication Vector 

(AV) from the HSS. The request shall include the 1M S I and the MME 

identity. It is recommended that the MME fetch only one authentication 

vector at a time as the need to perform AK'A runs has been reduced in 

EPS through the use of a more elaborate key hierarchy, details of which is 

explained later. 
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2. Upon receipt of the request, the HSS assemhles an U /VIT S-AV (Chapter 

3, Equation 3.3.7). An U /VIT S- A V contains a random part RA N D, an 

authenticaton token AUT N used for authenticating the network to the 

UE, an expected response X RES, a 128-blt Integrity Key J K, and a 128-

bit Cipher Key CK. 

UMTS-AV = (RAND,AUTN,XRES,CK,lK) (4.3.1) 

The AUT N contains a sequence number SQ N used to indicate freshness 

of the AV. An EPS-AV is then derived from the U MTS-AV by replacing 

CK and IK with a Key for Access Security Management Entity (KAs ME ). 

To derive K ASME, a Key Derivation Function (KDF) [20] is used that take 

the following input parameters: C K, I K and MME identity. Thus, 

KASME = K DF(CK, J K, /VI /VI E-~dentzty) 

EPS-AV = (RAND, AUTN, X RES,KAsME ) 

The HSS then sends EPS-AV back to the MME. 

(4.3.2) 

(4.3.3) 

3. After receiving EPS-AV, the MME extracts RAND and AUTN from it 

and sends them to the UE as a challenge. A Key Set Identifier (K SIAsMe) 

is also send along with the challenge. The purpose of the K S I ASM E is 

to make it possible for the UE and the MME to identify a native K ASM E 

without invoking the authentication procedure. This is used to allow re-use 

of the KASME during subsequent connection set-ups. 

4. At receipt of this message, the UE uses the same procedure that is used 

in VMTS-AKA algorithm (Chapter 3, Section 3.6) to verify the AUTN. 

If AUT N is incorrect, the VE rejects the authentication. If AUT N is 

correct, the VE computes RES, I K and C K (using the same procedure 

used in VMTS-AKA algorithm). It then derives the K ASME from the newly 

computed I K and CK. The'VE then responds back to the MME with a 

user authentication response message that includes the computed RES. 

5. Finally, MME checks whether RES is equal' to X RES. If so, the au

thentication is successful. If not, the MME sends an authentication reject 

message to the VE. 
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Key 

KeNB 

KNASmt 

KNASenc 

KUPenc 

K RRCmt 

K RRCenc 

, , 
Table 4.1: Keys derived from K .. ISh;! E. 

Details 

Derived by UE and M~E from "·ASME. After deriving, 

MME forwards it to the eNB. 

Derived by UE and MME from K ASM E for integrity pro-

tection of NAS traffic. 

Derived by UE and MME from KAs M E for encryption 

of NAS traffic. 

Derived by UE and eNB from KeN B for encryption of 

UP traffic. 

Derived by UE and eNB from KeNB for integrity pro-

tection of RRC traffic. 

Derived by UE and eNB from KeNB for encryption of 

RRC traffic. 

At the end of a successful EPS-AKA, a K ASM E is shared between the UE and the 

MME. A set of keys as explained in Table 4.1 are then generated from K ASM E 

for protection of the AS and the NAS [20]. The hierarchy of these keys is shown 

in Figure 4.2. These derived keys contribute to the, fo]]owing security contexts: 

• EPS-NAS security context: This context consists of K ASME and the asso

ciated K SIAsME. 

• EPS-AS security context: This context consists of KeNB, K UPmt , K upenc , 

KRRCint and K RRCenc' 

• EPS security context: It consists of the EPS-NAS and the EPS-AS security 

context. 

In order to activate the EPS-NAS security context, the MME sends a NAS Secu

rity Mode Command (SMC) to the UE, and the UE replies with a NAS security 

mode complete message. The NAS-SMC contain:s the K S r ASME. Similarly, 

to activate the EPS-AS security context, an AS-SMC is send by the eNB to 
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Figure 4.2: Key hierarchy. 

the UE. The MME then allocates a fresh tempor3:ry identifier called Globally 

Unique Temporary Identity (GUTI) [5] to the UE by initiating a GUTI real

location procedure through the NAS. During the GUT I reallocation procedure, 

the MME sends GUT I Reallocation Command to the UE and the UE returns 

"GUT I Reallocation Complete message to the MME. A new GUT I shall be sent 

to the UE only after a successful activation of N AS security. A mapping between 

the GUT 1 and the 1M S1 of the UE is maintained at the MME. The purpose 

of the GUT 1 is to provide an unambiguous identification of the UE, so that the 

subscriber's permanent identity (Le., the 1M SI) is not revealed. 

4.3.2 Subsequent EPS-AKA 

For subsequent authentications (during attach requests, Tracking Area Updates 

(TAU) and service requests), identity presentation of the UE is accomplished by 

transmitting a GUT I through the radio path. The K S I ASM E is also sent along 

with the request. Before transmitting, the UE integrity protects the request using 

NAS security. Upon receipt of the connection request, the MME identifies the 

corresponding K ASME with the help of the received GUTr and the KSrASME . 
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The MME then checks the integrity protection of t~he message. If the integrity 

check succeeds, the MME, depending on the I'vHdE 'policy, may either decide to 

reuse KASME that was established during a previ~l\s AKA (without invoking 

a fresh authentication procedure) or may decide to go for a fresh EPS-AKA 

that will result in the establishment of a new KASAl E. In order to carry out a 

fresh EPS-AKA, the MME locates the I M 81 of the UE in its local database 

through the I M S I -GUT I mapping and continues in the same manner as the 

initial connection (discussed above). In order to reuse a KAsME a fresh set of 

keying material is derived form the K ASM E. Thus, the need to perform frequent 

AKA runs has been reduced in EPS through the use of a more elaborate key 

hierarchy. In particular, connection requests can be authenticated using a stored 

K ASME without the need to perform a fresh AKA. Several successive connections 

may be secured through re-derived security contexts from the current K ASM E. 

4.4 Identity Privacy in LTE 

In order to protect identity privacy of the subscriber during identity presenta

tion, a GUT I is transmitted instead of the 1 M S I. The purpose of the GUT I 

is to provide an unambiguous identification of the UE that does not reveal the 

subscriber's permanent identity (i.e., the I M S I). In spite of this security ar

rangement, there are occasions when the 1M S J may be transmitted in clear 

text. 

4.5 Motivation 

Some of the identity privacy related vulnerabilities in EPS-AKA that motivates 

our work are as follows: 

• During the very first attach procedure the J M SI has to be transmitted 

in clear text (TS 33.401 [20] section 5.1.1), since no GUT I is available for 

identity presentation at this stage . 

• The I M S I has to be transmitted in clear text through the radio link as 
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I 

and when the MME requests for it. The NIlV(E has provision to make such 

a request when it cannot map the received GUT f with the corresponding 

1 M S I. For instance, whenever the UE visi~s a new MME and the new 
, 

MME cannot acquire the 1M SI of the UE from the old fvIlvIE. Such a 

provision, which is practicable only due to the existing trust model adopted 

in LTE, provides an opening for a fake MME to compromise a subscriber's 

IMSl [22J. 

• The MME located in the SN, whose trustworthiness we question, has full 

knowledge about the 1M SIs of all subscribers to whom it provides services. 

• The responsibility of creation and allocation of temporary identities (i.e., 

GUT l) are assigned to the MME, whose trustworthiness can itself be ques

tioned. 

• It is clearly evident that the trust model adopted in LTE is the existing 

trust model discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2. Therefore, all the identity 

privacy related vulnerabilities and the roaming agreements related com

plexities associated with the existing trust model exists in LTE as well. 

4.6 EPS-AKA-with-E2EUIC 

E2EUIC is a security extension for improved identity privacy and relaxed trust 

requirement during roaming between mobile operators. In Chapter 3, we have 

proposed this extension with respect to UMTS-AKA (the AKA protocol used in 

UMTS). In this section, we demonstrate its compatibility with EPS-AKA (the 

AKA protocol used in LTE) [46J. The protocol flow of EPS-AKA when E2EUIC 

extension is adopted to it, is presented in the following subsections. For details 

regarding components like RIC, RIC-Index, ERANDFtrst, RICFtrst, RfCFresh, 

RICNew , RICprev , RICOld , RIC/nUse , iEmbed, JExtra~t' JEncrypt, JDecrypt, SEQUE, 

R, SEQHN, TTLDMs/, ERANDuE, DMSlsN, etc!, refer to Chapter 3, Section 

3.6. 
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4.6.1 The Initial Authentication 

The protocol flow of EPS-AKA-with-E2EDIC duri,ng the imtlal authentIcation 

is as follows: 

(1.1) For the very first connection, the DE initiates an attach procedure by 

transmitting an attach request to the MME. Since the UE does not have 

a valid temporary identity at this stage, a D M 5 I, say D M 5 I l, calculated 

using RICFirst is transmitted along with the request. 

DMSh = MCC/IM NC/lRICP.rstIlERIC (4.6.1) 

where, 

(4.6.2) 

and, 

RICpadded = RICF,rstll5EQuEliR ( 4.6.3) 

(1.2) The MME temporarily stores DMSIt in its local database, as it would 

require this D M S I to uniquely identify the DE for a period of time (till 

it receives the next DMSI from the DE during a successful EPS-AKA), 

if this run of the EPS-AKA eventually succeeds. The MME identifies the 

HN of the DE by inspecting the M CC and M N C portion of D M 5 11. A 

request for a fresh AV is then sent along with D M S It to the HSS. 

(1.3) On receiving the request, the HSS separates RICF,rst from DM 511• It 

then uses the RIC-Index to locate RICF,rst and hence the 1M 5 I and the 

key Ki of the DE in the HSS's/HN's database (Chapter 3, Figure 3.6). 

After this, the E RI C part of the D M 5 I is decrypted using f Decrypt and 

the key Ki. 

(4.6.4) 

The RIC contained in RICPadded is then compared with the RIC part of 

DMSI1 (i.e., RICFirst ), success of this comparison ensures that a malicious 

agent did not create DM5I1 . The SEQUE part of RICPadded (Equation 
I 

4.6.3) is then compared with the value stored against 5EQHN field in the 
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HSS's database. If SEQUE > SEQHN, the r~quest is proven as fresh (not 

a replay of any previous request). Failure of any of these two comparisons, 

leads to rejection of the request. If the request for AV is found to be fresh 

. and from a genuine source (from the above two comparisons), the following 

are performed: 

(a) SEQUE is assigned to SEQHN. 

SEQHN = SEQuE (4.6.5) 

(b) If RICFtrst is stored in any of the RIC fields other than RIClnUse in 

the HN'sjHSS's database, RICFtrst is moved from its current location 

(say L) to RIClnUse and the RIC stored earlier against RIClnUse is 

moved to L. In other words, Land RIClnUse swaps their values. For 

example: if RICF\rst is found in FUCNew then: 

temp = RIClnUse 

RIClnUse = RICNew 

RICNew = temp 

(4.6.6) 

(4.6.7) 

(4.6.8) 

(c) A fresh EPS-AV (Equation 4.3.3) (say AVt) is then generated by the 

HSS. 

After this, HSS selects a fresh not-in-use RIC (RICFresh) from the pool 

of RICs (RIC-Index) using the same procedure presented in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.6. RICFresh is then embedded into the RAN 0 part of EPS-AV 

using the function f Embed. We call the resultant number after embedding 

RICFresh into a RAND as an ERAN D. Thus, 

(4.6.9) 

Therefore, the EPS-AV will now have an ERAN 0 in it, instead of a 

RAND. 

(4.6.10) 
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From now on, an ERAN D is used for all purp~ses where a RAN D is used 

in EPS-AKA (thIS will not have any 11l1pact on the protocol flow, as the 

size of RAN D and ERAN D are same (128 hit)). A copy of RICFresh is 

also stored at the HN's database against the I Ivl S I of the subscriber. For 
I 

this purpose, RIC01d is replaced by RICprev ' RfCprev is replaced RfCNew 

and so on. And finally, RICNew is replaced by RICFresh' An entry in the 

RIC-Index against the IMSI-Pomter of RICFresh is also made accordingly. 

Thus, 

RICold = RICprev 

RICFresh.I M SI-Pointer = add',-ess_of(I M Sf) 

Finally, HSS sends AV1 along with DMSI1 back to the MME. 

(4.6.11) 

(4.6.12) 

( 4.6.13) 

(4.6.14) 

(1.4) On receipt, MME continues the AKA procedure by extracting the ERAN D 

and AUTN part of AV1 (Le., ERANDI and AUTNr). ERANDI and 

AUT Nl are ,then transmitted as a challenge to th~ UE. 

(1.5) The UE and the MME completes the remaining part of the EPS-AKA-with

E2EUIC extension procedure, following the same steps as in EPS-AKA. On 

successful completion of the mutual authentication process, the following 

additional steps are carried out by the UE and the MME: 

(a) The UE saves the recent ERAN Dl that it received from the MME in 

a field (say ERAN DUE) in the USIM's flash memory. 

(b) The MME stores DMSh in a variable say DMSIsN in its local 

database. The value of this variable doys not change till the MME 

does not receive a new DMSI during a successful EPS-AKA with 

E2EUIC. The MME uses DMSfsN = DMSII to uniquely identify 

the UE as long as it does not receive a Ilew D M S I. The same field 
I 

that the MME uses to store the 1M S I can be used as D M S I SN. 
I 
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(1.6) At the end of the AKA procedure, a shared fC\SME is established between 
, 

the UE and the MME. The MME then allocates a new GUT I to the UE by 

initiating a GUT I reallocation procedure through the N AS (as explained 

in Section 4.3). MME stores this GUTI against DMSIsN in its local 

database. The GUT I is also stored in the UE's memory (say in a field 

called GUT IUE ) for identity presentation dunng the next authentication. 

If the UE uses GUT IUE to identify itself in the next authentication, the 

GUTI-to-DMSIsN mapping helps the SN to locate/acquire an AV for that 

authentication. 

4.6.2 Subsequent Authentications 

During all subsequent communications and the corresponding mutual authenti

cation involved therein, the UE may present its identity in two different ways. 

Both these ways are listed below in their order of preference: 

By Transmitting a GUTI 

In this case, the UE transmits the GUTI stored in GUTluE. Out of the two 

options, this one is the preferred choice, since it provides the MME with an option 

to reduce authentication latency by reusing the already established K ASME (as 

explained in Section 4.3.2) for the authentication. Depending on its policy, the 

MME may also choose to invoke a full EPS-AKA-with-E2EUIC by sending a 

fresh request for AV to the HSS. The protocol flow for subsequent connections 

through the transmission of GUT I and when the MME decides to invoke a full 

EPS-AKA, is as follows: 

(2.1) UE extracts GUTluE from its memory and transmits it to the MME. 

(2.2) Through this GUT!, MME identifies the corresponding DMSI (ie. DMSIsN 

stored in its database). MME then sends a requ~st for a fresh AV to the 

HSS along with DMSIsN . 

(2.3) After receiving the request, HSS extracts I the RIC part (say RICr ) of 

DMSIsN . The IMSI-Pomter against RICr leads to the record (in the 
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HSS's database) that contain the I Ivl S I of the iUE. The remaining portion 
I 

of this step proceeds in the same manner as in' Section 4.6.1, Step 1.3. 
I 

(2.4) The remaining part of the protocol flow is Sall1f' as S('ction 4.6.1, Steps 1.4 
I 

through 1.6. 

By Transmitting a DMSI 

The EPS-AKA-with-E2EUIC protocol flow for subsequent authentications through 

the transmission of a DMSI is same as that of the initial authentication (i.e., 

Section 4.6.1, Steps 1.1 through 1.6). The only difference is that the RIC con

tained in the most recently received ERAN D (i.e., ERAN DUE) is used in this 

case by the UE to create a DMSI, rather than RICFtrst. This option is less 

preferred and the UE may be forced to opt for this option when the UE roams 

into the area of a new MME or when the MME cannot identify the UE with its 

current GUT I. This method of identity presentation is performed only during 

the following situations: 

• The MME cannot identify the UE with the presented GUT I: This may hap

pen if the GUTI-to-DMSIsN mapping is lost from the MME's database . 

• The subscriber moves form an old MME (say M M Eo) to the service area 

of a new MME (say M MEn): In EPS-AKA, t,he first identity presentation 

under the service area of MMEn happens through transmission of a GUT I 

(say GUT 10 ) allotted to the UE by MMEo and the Location Area Identity 

(LAI) of MMEo. Unlike EPS-AKA, in EPS-AKA-with-E2EUIC the first 

identity presentation under the service area of MMEn happens through 

transmission of a fresh DM SI. This, makes the following two messages of 

EPS-AKA redundant: 

1. transmission of GUT 10 from MMEn to MMEo. 

2. transmission of 1M S I and GUT 10 from MMEo to MMEn. 

The above two messages enables MMEn to learn the 1M S I of the sub

scriber from MMEo. MMEn uses the received I MSI to collect an EPS-AV 
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from the HSS. In EPS-AKA-with-E2EUIC. ~~I!'vlEn can directly collect an 

EPS-AV from the HSS (without communicating MMEo) by presenting the 

received DM Sf to the HSS, thereby improving communication latency. 

• Tzme To Live for DMSf (TT LDMS1 ) has eXli'lTed. 

4.6.3 Strengths 

Some of the strong points of EPS-AKA-with-E2ECIC extension are as follows: 

• End to end user identity privacy: Knowledge of [M S [ is confined only to 

the UE and the HSS; it is never transmitted at any stage of the protocol 

flow and at any portion of the path between the UE and the HSS. 

• Relaxed trust requirement: MME-to-MME as well as HSS-to-MME trust 

relationship requirement with respect to permanent identity is relaxed. 

Such trust relaxation simplifies roaming agreements between operators. 

• Reduced number of message exchanges: If the extension is adopted, two 

protocol messages of EPS-AKA becomes redundant. This will improve 

communication latency during authentication and key agreement. 

• Fast database access: The RIC-Index makes searching through the HN's 

database faster. 

• Minimal impact on the MME: For the extension to be adopted, most of the 

modifications are performed at the US 1M and at the HSS, very negligible 

amount of adjustment, of that of treating a received D M S I as an f M Sf, 

is required at the MME. This, makes the extension easier to adopt for the 

operators, since an operator has to do the necessary modifications only at 

the HSS's database and at the US1Ms of the subscribers. 

4.7 Summary 

In this chapter, the AKA protocol used for access security in LTE (i.e., EPS-
. 

AKA) is analysed. It is found that with the use of an elaborate set of keys to 
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I 

provide explicit integrity protection and encryption security at the various inter-

faces, access security in LTE is more advanced than that of UMTS. However, the 

trust model used for roaming and the security arrangement for identity privacy 

in LTE remains the same as that of UMTS. The Ul1ly difference being the use 

of a GUT I in place of a T M S I to randomise the t M S [. Therefore, the need 
I 

to relax trust requirement for roaming and to imp.rove the status of identity 

privacy continues to exist in LTE. Towards this, we have shown how E2EUIC 

can be adopted to EPS-AKA for relaxed trust requirement for roaming between 

operators with respect to identity privacy in LTE. 
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Chapter 5 

Relaxing Trust Requirement in 

3GPP Interworking Systems 

Mobile telecommunication systems that are proposed by 3GPP have wide cov

erage, efficient subscriber management and expertise in billing. Whereas, non 

3GPP defined access networks like WLAN, WiMAX, etc., have limited cover

age, but with data transfer rates much higher and cost much cheaper than that 

of 3GPP defined telecommunication systems. With the intention to extend the 

benefit of both these types of networks and to provide ubiquitous services to 

the subscribers, 3GPP has proposed interworking standards like Interworking 

between 3GPP System and WLAN (3GPP-WLAN) and Interworking between 

Non-3GPP Accesses and the EPS (Non3GPP-EPS). Considering the complexi

ties, innate vulnerabilities and untrustworthiness associated with such interwork

ing architectures, several security measures are adopted in these standards. How

ever, a factor that continues to limit interoperability in both these interworking 

standards, is the trust requirement with respect to the subscriber's identity pri

vacy. Moreover, there are occasions, when the identity privacy of the subscriber 

is compromised. 

In this chapter, we adopt the security extension proposed in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.6 (Le., E2EUIC) to the AKA protocol used in interworking standards 

like 3GPP-WLAN and Non3GPP-EPS to achieve relaxed trust requirement for 

roaming between operators with respect to identi~y privacy. 
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5 .1 Introduction 

3GPP System is the telecommunication system that is standardised by 3GPP and 

that consists of a core network and a radio access network [47]. EDGE, UMTS, 

etc., are examples of 3G PP Systems. On the other hand, wireless. technologies 

like IEEE 802.11 standards fall in the category of WLAN. The combination of 

3GPP Systems and WLAN technologies offer the possibility of achieving any 

time, anywhere services, bringing benefits of both technologies to the end users 

and the service providers. Thus, with the intent to extend 3GPP services and 

functionality to the WLAN access environment, 3GPP has proposed the specifi

cation for 3GPP-WLAN [15J. 

3GPP has standardised the EPS, as a part of their LTE/SAE initiative for 

the evolution of GSM, EDGE and VMTS architecture. EPS supports multiple 

access technologies, through an all-IP based core network called the EPC. In 

order to expand the reach of 3GPP services beyond 3GPP defined Access Net

works ~3GPP-ANs) like GERAN, UTRAN, E-UTRAN, etc., 3GPP has proposed 

the TS for Non3GPP-EPS [161. This specification specifies description for pro

viding IP connectivity using Non-3GJ:>P Access Networks (Non-3GPP ANs) like 

WiMAX, CDMA2000, WLAN, etc., to the EPC. Thus, the EPC has opened 

up possibilities for interworking with all kind of access networks (3GPP jNon-

3GPP), thereby promising ubiquitous services to the subscribers, irrespective 

of the access network he/she is attached with. Non-3GPP access can be split 

into two categories, viz.: trusted Non-3GPP access and untrusted Non-3GPP 

access. 3GPP does not specify which Non-3GPP technologies should be consid

ered trusted and which ones to be considered untrusted; this decision is made by 

the operator. 

For interworking standards like 3GPP-WLAN and Non3GPP-EPS, elaborate 

service agreements are required to be carried ou~ in advance in order to resolve 

billing issues, quality of service related issues, and: most importantly, trust issues. 

A security feature that is adopted in the secu~ity architecture of both these 

interworking systems is an IPsec tunnel between t,he subscriber's VE and the core 

network [48J. The tunnel provides end to end confidentiality for signalling data 
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and user data communication between the DE and the core network. This relaxes 

the need for the subscriber and the core network to trust the intermediary access 

networks with signalling data and user data exchang~d through it. Such features 

relaxes trust requirements, simplifies service agreements and therefore facilitates 

interoperability. However, a factor that continues :to limit interoperability in 
, 

both these standards is the trust requirement with respect to the subscriber's 

identity privacy. 

The AKA protocol that provides access security in 3GPP-WLAN and Non3GPP

EPS, is based on the Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) method (491; it 

is called EAP-AKA protocol in cases where the UE is inserted with an USIM 

and EAP-SIM protocol in cases where the UE is inserted with a SIM [50]. The 

scheme used to ensure identity privacy during execution of an EAP-AKA/EAP

SIM procedure, expects the UE to have unconditional trust on the intermediary 

access networks with respect to its permanent identity. As a result, there are 

situations during an EAP-AKA/EAP-SIM procedure, when the identity pr~vacy 

of the subscriber gets compromised. 

5.2 Security Architecture of 3GPP-WLAN 

Figure 5.1 depicts a simplified roaming security architecture of 3GPP-WLAN 

[15J. This architecture is used for access to IP ser,vices provided by the Visitor 

Public Land Mobile Network (VPLMN). In this, we show only the key elements 

associated with the EAP-AKA protocol. The roaming security architecture used 

for access to IP services provided by the Home Public Land Mobile Network 

(HPLMN) is presented in Appendix-A (Figure A.I). 

The UE may be a laptop computer, a smart phone or an ipad that a 3GPP 

subscriber carries with himself/herself. It is eq~ipped with a WLAN card, a 

Universal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC) (which is a smart card that contains 

a SIM application in GSM network and an USIM application in UMTS network) 

and suitable software applications. All long term security credentials, includ

ing the permanent identity (Le., the 1M 5 I), used for subscriber and network 
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Figure 5.1: Simplified roaming security architecture of 3GPP-WLAN. 

authentication shall be stored at the UICC. The 3GPP Authentication Autho

risation Accounting Server (3GPP-AAA Server) is located at the HPLMN. Its 

primary responsibility is to authenticate the 3GPP subscriber based on authenti

cation information retrieved from the Home Subscription Server (HSS) (through 

the Wx reference point) or the Home Location Register (HLR) (through the 

D' /Gr' reference point). The authentication signalling may pass through several 

AAA Proxies (through the Wd reference point). The AAA Proxies that may 

reside in any network between the WLAN and the 3GPP-AAA Server are used 
I 

to relay AAA information between the WLAN and the 3GPP-AAA Server. The 

subscriber may opt for two types of IP accesses, viz.: WLAN 3GPP IP Access 

and WLAN Direct IP Access. The former is for access to an IP network via the 
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3GPP system, where as the later is for access to: an IP network directly from 

the WLAN-AN. 3GPP IP based services are accessed via a Packet Data Gate-
I 

way (POG) located in the subscriber's HPLMN (i~ case of access to IP services 

provided by the HPLMN) or in the VPLMN (in case of IP services provided by 
I 

the VPLMN). In order to protect user dat~ packets transmitted between the UE 

and the POG, a tunnel is established (through the Wu reference point). Using 

the information retrieved from the 3GPP-AAA Server, the POG enforces tunnel 

authorisation and establishment. The WLAN Access Gateway (WAG) is a gate

way via which data to/from the WLAN shall be routed to provide the VE with 

3GPP IP based services. Ww is the reference point between the VE and the 

WLAN-AN. Wn is the reference point between the WLAN-AN and the WAG. 

And, Wp is the reference point between the WAG and the POG. 

5.3 Security Architecture of Non3GPP-EPS 

Figure 5.2, depicts a simplified view of the roaming security architecture for 

Non-3GPP access to EPS. This architecture is used for access to packet switched 

services provided by the VPLMN. In this, we show only the key elements as

sociated with the EAP-AKA protocol. The roaming security architecture used 

for access to packet switched services provided by the HPLMN is presented in 

Appendix-B (Figure B.l). 

The 3GPP AAA Server is located at the HPLMN. Its primary responsibil

ity is to authenticate the subscriber, based on authentication information re

trieved from the HSS (through the SWx reference point). The authentication 

signalling may pass (through SW d reference points) via several AAA Proxies. 

The AAA Proxies may reside in any network between the Non-3GPP AN and the 

3GPP AAA Server and are used to relay AAA information. The SWa reference 

point connects the untrusted Non-3GPP AN with ~he 3GPP AAA Server/Proxy, 

whereas the STa reference point connects the trusted Non-3GPP AN with the 

3GPP AAA Server/Proxy. The Packet Data Network Gateway (PON GW) pro-
, 

vides the VE with connectivity to the external packet data networks (through 
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Figure 5.2: Simplified roaming security architecture of Non3GPP-EPS 

I 

the SGi reference point) by being the point of eXlt and entry of traffic for the UE. 

The Evolved Packet Data Gateway (ePDG) is a gateway with which an IPsec 

tunnel is established by the UE (through the SWu reference point) for untrusted 

Non-3GPP access to EPS. The S2a reference point provides user plane between 

the trusted Non-3GPP AN and the PDN GW. The S2b reference point provides 

the user plane between the ePDG and the PDN GW. Whereas, S6b is the refer

ence point between the PDN GW and the 3GPP AAA Proxy. And, SWn is the 

reference point between the untrusted Non-3GPP AN and the ePDG. 

5.4 EAP-AKA 

The authentication and key agreement protocol adopted to provide access se

curity in 3GPP-WLAN and Non3GPP-EPS Accesses, is EAP-AKA [48]. The 

EAP-AKA protocol that is executed between the UE and the 3GPP-AAA server 
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through an Access Network (AN), is described II1 t~e following paragraphs. 

In order to begin the EAP-AKA procedure, the AN (i.e., the WLAN-AN 

or the Non-3GPP AN) sends an EAP Request/Identity message to the UE. In 

response, the UE sends an EAP Response/Identity Illessage back to the AN that 

contains the identity of the UE in Network Access Identifier (NAI) format [s] 

The transmitted identity may either be a temporary identity allocated to the UE 

in the previous authentication or, in case of the first authentication, the 1M S I. 

The message is then routed towards the proper 3GPP-AAA Server through one 

or more AAA proxies with the help of the realm part of the N AI. 

An identity in NAI format, has the form username@realm as specified in 

clause 3 of RFC 2486 [51]. The NAI realm name shall be in the form of an 

Internet domain name as specified in RFC 1035 [52J and shall identify the user's 

HPLMN, based on its MCC and M NC. Details on NAI realm construction 

are specified in TS 23.003 [5J. The following steps show how to derive the NAI 

format from a given IMS1: 

1. use the whole string of digits as the username part. 
I 

2. convert the leading digits of the 1M S I, i.e., M N C and M CC, into a 

domain name. 

The result will be an identity in N AI format of the following form: 

<IMSI>@ims.mnc<MNC>.mcc<MCC>.3gppnetwo,rk.org 

For example: If the 1 MSI is 234150999999999 (MCC = 234, M NC = 15), the 

identity in N AI format takes the following form: 

234150999999999@ims.mncOI5.mcc234.3gppnetwork.org 

In case the NAI received from the UE contains a temporary identity, the 

3GPP AAA Server extracts the corresponding 1M 51 form this temporary iden

tity by using a procedure explained later in Section 5.4.1. The 3GPP-AAA Server 

then acquires authentication data, to be used for mutual authentication between 

the UE and itself, from the HSS by producing this 1M S I. The authentication 

data comprises of an AV, which is based on the authentication vectors used 

in UMTS (Chapter 3, Section 3.3, Equation 3.3.7). It contains a random part 
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RAN D, an authentication token AUTN used for:authenticating the network to 

the UE, an expected response part X RES, a 128-bit Integrity Key f K, and a 

128-bit Cipher Key CK. 

After an AV is acquired, the 3GPP-AAA Server derives new keying material, 

viz., Master Session Key (MSK) and Extended Master Session Key (EMSK), 

from I K and CK. Fresh temporary identities (fast re-authentication identity, 

pseudonym) may also be generated at this stage, using the mechanism explained 

in Section 5.4.1. The temporary identities are then encrypted and integrity pro

tected with the keying material. The 3GPP-AAA server sends RAND, AUTN, 

a Message Authentication Code (MAC) (generated using the keying material) 

and the encrypted temporary identities to the AN in an EAP Request/ AKA

Challenge message. RAND, AUTN, MAC and the encrypted identities are 

then forwarded to the UE by the AN. 

The UE runs UMTS algorithm (Chapter 3, Section 3.3) on the USIM. The 

USIM verifies that AUT N is correct and hereby authenticates the network. If 

AUT N is incorrect, the UE rejects the authentication. If AUT N is correct, the 

UE computes RES, IK and CK. It then derives the keying material MSK 

and EMSK from the newly computed IK and CK, and checks the received 

MAC with this keying material. If encrypted temporary identities were received 

then the UE stores them for future authentications. The UE calculates a new 

MAC value that covers the EAP message. This MAC value is calculated with 

the newly derived keying material. The UE then sends EAP Response/ AKA

Challenge containing the calculated RES and the newly calculated MAC value 

to the AN. The AN in turn forwards the EAP Response/AKA-Challenge packet 

to the 3GPP-AAA Server. 

The 3GPP-AAA Server checks the received MAC and compares the receive!i 

RES with XRES (that was received earlier from the HSS as part of AV). If all 

checks are successful, the 3GPP-AAA Server sends an EAP success message to 

the AN through a trusted link. The keying material M SKis also included in 

this message for AN technology specific confidentiality and/or integrity protec

tion; the AN stores this keying material to be used in communication with the 
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Figure 5.3: Temporary identity generation. 

authenticated UE. The AN informs the UE about the successful authentication 

with an EAP success message. This completes the EAP-AKA procedure, at the 

end of which the UE and the authenticator in the AN share keying material 

derived during the exchange. 

5.4.1 Temporary Identity Generation 

In order to generate temporary identities, the 3G PP AAA Server encrypts the 

1M S I using AES in Electronic Codebook (ECB) mode of operation (Figure 5.3). 

A 128-bit secret key Kpseu is used for the encryption. A single Kpseu is used for 

generation of temporary identities only for a given period of time determined 

by the operator. Once that time has expired, a new key is used. The 3GPP

AAA Server should keep a number of old keys (upto 16) for interpretation of 

the received temporary identities that were generated with those old keys. The 

number of old keys kept in the 3GPP-AAA Server is set by the operator, but 

it must be at least one, in order to avoid a just-generated temporary identity 

from becoming invalid immediately due to the expiration of the key. Each key 

must have a key indicator value associated with it. For identity presentation 

by a DE, this value is sent along with the temporary identity, so that when the 

3GPP-AAA Server receives the temporary identity, it can use the corresponding 

key for obtaining the respective f M Sf. 
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5.4.2 Security Mechanism Used in EAP-AKA for Iden

tity Privacy 

, 
In order to ensure user identity privacy to the subsc,nbers, the 3GPP-AAA Server 

generates and allocates temporary identities to the UE in a secured way (as dis

cussed in section 5.4). For identity presentation, a temporary identity is trans

mitted by the UE instead of the permanent Identity (i.e., I !vI S I). Two types of 

temporary identities, viz., re-authentication identIties and pseudonyms are allo

cated to the UE. A re-authentication identity is used for identity presentation 

during a fast re-authentication [48] and a pseudonym is transmitted for identity 

presentation during an EAP-AKA. The UE does not interpret the temporary 

identities, it just stores them and uses them at the next authentication. Section 

5.4.1 explains the mechanism used to generate the temporary identities. 

5.5 Access Security in 3GPP-WLAN 
, 

In order to access packet switched services, a UE has to go through two different 

rounds of authentications with the 3GPP-AAA Server. In the first round, the 

user executes the EAP-AKA protocol that registers it to the WLAN-AN. In the 

second round, the user executes EAP-AKA within Internet Key Exchange version 

2 (IKEv2) protocol [53] to establish a tunnel with the PDG, which registers it to 

the PLMN (3GPP core network). The tunnel is used for secured packet switched 

communication between the user and the core network. 

5.5.1 Registration to WLAN-AN 

At first, a connection is established between the UE and the WLAN-AN, using 

a WLAN technology specific procedure. After this, the EAP-AKA procedure 

(Section 5.4) is executed between the UE and the;3GPP-AAA Server, at the end 

of which the UE and the WLAN-AN share keying material derived during the 

exchange. This completes the EAP-AKA procedure required to register the UE 

with the WLAN-AN. 
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5.5.2 Tunnel Establishment 

Post registration, the UE and the PDG exchang~ a pair of messages, to es

tablish an IKEV2 channel, in which the PDG and: UE negotiate cryptographic 

algorithms, exchange nonce and perform a Diffie Hellman excha.nge. In the re

maining part of the authentication process, EAP-AKA (as explained in Section 

5.4) is executed through this channel. During which, the UE sends its identity 

(compliant with NAI format, containing the [M S [ or a temporary identity) 

to the PDG via the IKEv2 secured channel which can only be decrypted 9-nd 

authenticated by the end points (i.e., the UE and the PDG). The PDG sends 

an authentication request message that contains the user identity to the 3GPP

AAA server. The 3GPP-AAA server fetches an AV from the HSS and initiates 

the authentication challenge by sending an EAP message that contains RAND, 

AUT N, MAC and protected identities to the PDG. The PDG in turn forwards 

the challenge along with its identity and a certificate to the UE. The UE checks 

the authentication parameters and responds to the authentication challenge. The 

PDG forwards this response to the 3GPP-AAA Server. When all checks are suc

cessful, the 3GPP-AAA Server sends an EAP success and a key material to the 

PDG. This key material shall consist of the M SK generated during the authen

tication process. The EAP success message is forwarded to the UE over IKEv2. 

This completes EAP-AKA exchange for tunnel establishment between the UE 

and the PDG, at the end of which, the UE and the PDG share keying material 

derived during that exchange. 

5.6 Access Security in Non3GPP-EPS 

Non-3GPP access can be split into two categories, viz.: trusted Non-3GPP access 

and untrusted Non-3GPP access. 3GPP does not specify which Non-3GPP tech

nologies should be considered trusted and which ones to be considered untrusted. 

This decision is made by the operator. 
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5.6.1 Trusted Non-3GPP Access 

In trusted Non-3GPP access, the UE connects with the EPe directly through the 

Non-3GPP AN. For access security, the UE and the 3GPP AAA Server executes 

the EAP-AKA protocol (Section 5..4) between them. At the end of a successful. 

EAP-AKA, necessary key materials for secure'd data communication between the 

UE and the Non-3GPP AN is established. 

5.6.2 Untrusted Non-3GPP Access 

Unlike trusted Non-3GPP access, where the UE connects directly with the EPe; 

in untrusted Non-3GPP access, the UE connects with the EPe via a network 

entity called the Evolved Packet Data Gateway (ePDG) (SWu reference point) .. 

The UE executes EAP-AKA using Internet Key Exchange version 2 (IKEv2) 

protocol [53J to establish an IPsec tunnel with the ePOG. The UE and the 

ePDG exchange a pair of messages to establish an IKEv2 channel in which the 

ePDG and UE negotiate cryptographic algorithms, exchange nonce and perform 

a Diffie Hellman exchange. In the remaining part of the authentication process, 

EAP-AKA (as explaine9 in Section 5.4) is executed through this channel. The 

UE sends its identity (compliant with NAI format, containing the I MSI or 

the temporary identity) to the ePDG via the IKEv2 secured channel which can 

only be decrypted and authenticated by the end points (i.e., the UE and the 

ePDG). The ePDG sends an authentication request message along with the user 

identity to the 3GPP-AAA Server. The 3GPP-AAA Server fetches the AV s from 

the HSS and initiates the authentication challenge by sending an EAP message 

that contains RAND, AUT N, MAC and encrypted temporary identities to the 

ePDG. The ePDG in turn forwards the challenge along with its identity and a 

certificate to the UE. The UE checks the authentication parameters and responds 

to the authentication challenge. The ePOG forwards this response to the 3GPP

AAA Server. When all checks are successful, the 3GPP-AAA Server sends an 

EAP success and a keying material to the epqG. This keying material shall 

consist of the M SK generated during the authentication process. The EAP 

success message is forwarded to the UE over th¢ secured IKEv2 channel. This 
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completes EAP-AKA exchange for tunnel establis\1ment between the UE and 
, 

the ePDG. After completion of the tunnel establishment and the authentication 

process, the UE and the ePDG share keying material that was derived during 

the process. The keying material is used for secured user data exchange through 

the tunnel during further communication between the UE and the ePDG. 

5.7 Motivation 

In-spite of the security measures, there are situations in EAP-AKA where the 

permanent identity of the subscriber is entrusted to intermediary network ele

ments like WLAN-AN, Non3GPP-AN, PDG, ePDG, etc., and is transmitted in 

clear text through the radio channel, to the delight of an eavesdropper. Some of 

the identity privacy related vulnerabilities in EPS-AKA that motivates our work 

in this chapter are discussed in the following subsections. 

5.7.1 Vulnerabilities During Registration to WLAN-AN 

and During Trusted Non-3GPP Access 

Here, we discuss some of the identity privacy related vulnerabilities during regis

tration to WLAN-AN (Section 5.5.1) in 3GPP-WLAN and during Trusted Non-

3GPP Access (Section 5.6.1) in Non3GPP-EPS . 

• The 1M S1 has to be transmitted in clear text through the wireless link for 

identity presentation during the very first authentication . 

• A subscriber, having a temporary identity (say t), may not initiate any 

new authentication attempt for a significant period of time. During this 

period, the key used to generate t could eventually get removed from the 

3GPP-AAA Server (Section 5.4.1). If the 1,lser initiates an authentication 

attempt after this period, using t, the 3GPP-AAA Server will not be able 

to recognise it. In such a situation, the 3GPP-AAA server will request the 

UE for its other identities in the following order: 1. fast re-authentication 

identity, 2. pseudonym. If the 3GPP-AAA Server still does not recognise 
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any of these identities, it will request the UE to send its permanent identity. 

In response to such a request, the UE will have to transmit its 1M 5 I to 

the AN (for onward transmission to the 3GPP AAA Server) in clear text 

through the wireless link, making the 1M 5 I vulnerable to eavesdroppers. 

• A corrupt AN belonging to a third party operator, may utilise the received 

1 M SI for various kind of malicious activities or may pass this identity 

to an unreliable party. To ensure that the subscriber's identity privacy is 

respected, the 3GPP operator will have to have elaborate trust agreements 

with the operator that owns the AN. However. such agreement complicates 

interoperability and limits roaming. 

• A malicious/fake AN may also take advantage of the above situation by 

creating a spurious EAP Request/Identity message and by requesting the 

UE for its permanent identity; in response to which, the unsuspecting UE 

that does not have a mechanism to authenticate the request, will transmit 

its 1M SI in clear text through the wireless link. 

5.7.2 Vulnerabilities During Tunnel Establishment 

A tunnel is used for secured packet switched communication between the UE 

and the PDG in 3GPP-WLAN. Whereas, it is used for secured communication 

during untrusted Non-3GPP access between the UE and the ePDG in Non3GPP

EPS. During tunnel establishment, EAP-AKA message exchanges are performed 

through an IKEv2 protected channel that provides encryption and integrity pro

tection. Thus, threats against identity privacy from passive attackers like eaves

droppers are significantly reduced. However, there exist the following risk when 

the 1M S1 is send through the tunnel set-up procedure: 

• The protected channel is encrypted but not authenticated at the time of 
I 

receiving the user identity (I M S I). The IK~v2 messages, when using EAP, 
, 

are authenticated at the end of the EAP exchange. So in case of a man

in-the middle attack, the attacker may pos~ as a genuine ePDG/PDG and 
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may request the UE for the J M S J. Although; the attack would eventually 

fail at the time of the authentication, the attacker would have managed to 

see the J M SI in clear text by then . 

• The IMS! would be visible to the ePDG/PDG, which in roaming sit

uations will be located in the VPLMN. Such a vulnerability limits the 

HPLMN operator in interoperating with a VPLMN that belongs to an 

untrusted third party operator. 

5.8 EAP-AKA-with-E2EUIC 

In this. section, we adopt E2EUIC to the EAP-AKA protocol, so that enhanced 

identity privacy and relaxed trust requirement for roaming can be achieved in 

interworking systems developed by 3GPP [54]. For details regarding components 

that are used in the extension, like RIC, RIC-Index, ERAN DFtrst, RICFirst, 

R!CFresh, RICNew , RICprev , RICOld, fEmbed, fExtract, fEncrYPt, fDecrypt, SEQuE, 

R, SEQHN, TTLDMSI, etc., Chapter 3, Section 3.6 may be referred. 
I 

The security mechanism adopted for identity privacy in EAP-AKA is sig

nificantly different from that of UMTS-AKA and EPS-AKA. In EAP-AKA, the 

responsibility of generation and distribution of temporary identities are shifted 

from the visited/serving network to the 3GPP AAA Server located in the HPLMN. 

This is done to have more home control, taking into consideration the innate vul

nerability associated with interworking networks. As a result, the use of RIClnUse 

field in the HSS's database, as required according to UMTS-AKA-with-E2EUIC 

and EPS-AKA-with-E2EUIC (Chapter 3, Figure 3.6), becomes redundant. Fig

ure 5.4, depicts the HSS's database for EAP-AKA-with-E2EUIC. 

For successful functioning of EAP-AKA-wit~-E2EUIC, a fresh RIC is al

located to the UE by the HSS during every rU!l of EAP-AKA-with-E2EU~C. 

In order to allocate a fresh RIC, a RIC called RICFresh is chosen randomly 

from the pool of not-in-use RICs at the HSS (using the same procedure as in 

UMTS-AKA-with-E2EUIC (Chapter 3, Section: 3.6)). RICFresh is then cryp

tographically embedded into the RAND part of the A V (equation 3.3.7) using 
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Figure 5.4: HSS's databa.se for EAP-AKA-with-E2EUIC. 

the function f Embed· The resultant random number after embedding RIC into 

RAN D taking Ki a.s parameter is referred to a.s Embedded RAND (ERAN D). 

ERAND = !EmbedKt(RICFresh, RAND) (5.8.1) 

The modified A V after embedding RIC into RA N D looks like the following: 

AV = (ERAND,AUTH,XRES,IK,CK) (5.8.2) 

This ERAN D is now used by the 3GPP-AAA server, instead of the RAND 

(a.s in the original EAP-AKA), to challenge the UE. Since the size of RAND 

and ERAN D is same (i.e., 128 bit), the 3GPP-AAA server will not be able to 

perceive this change and will continue a.s before., The UE having knowledge of 

the long term shared key K i can ea.sily extract RIC Fresh from ERA N D. 

, 

RICPresh = !ExtractKt(ERAN D) (5.8.3) 

In EAP-AKA-with-E2EUIC, the 1M SI is never used for identity presenta

tion. Instead, the DE presents a temporary identity or a D M S I. In either ca.se, 
I 

I 

for successful functioning of the AKA protocol, :the presented identity (i.e., the 
, 
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I . 
temporary identity or the D M 5 I) has to be resolved; to the correspondmg I M 5 J 

by the HSS. In the following subsections, we discuss the mechanism adopted at 

the HSS to resolve a presented identity to its corresponding 1M 5 I. 

5.8.1 Resolving a Temporary Identity to the Correspond

ing IMSI 

In EAP-AKA-with-E2EDIC, the role of temporary identities (i.e., re-authentication 

identities and pseudonyms) remains exactly the same as EAP-AKA (as explained 

in Section 5.4.2). When the DE presents a temporary identity (in NAI format). 

The realm part of the temporary identity in N AI format helps the intermediate 

AAA proxy servers to guide the message to the appropriate 3GPP-AAA Server. 

When such a message reaches the 3GPP-AAA Server, the 3GPP-AAA Server 

resolves the temporary identity to its corresponding 1M 5 I, using the procedure 

discussed in Section 5.4.1. A request for AV is then forwarded by the 3GPP-AAA 

Server to the HSS along with the resolved IMSI. 

5.8.2 Resolving a DMSI to an IMSI 

In order to prevent transmission of the I M 51 in EAP-AKA-with-E2EDIC, a 

D M S I (in N AI format) is transmitted in place of the I M S I. ADM S I is 

created using the RIC extracted from the most recent ERAN D that is received 

by the DE during a successful EAP-AKA. 

DM5I = MCCIIM NCIIRICIIERIC (5.8.4) 

where, ERIC is created by encrypting a padded RIC (say RICpadded) with the 

function jEncrypt, taking the long term secret key K i as parameter. Thus, 

(5.8.5). 

where, 

RICpadd£d = RIC/l5EQuEIIR (5.8.6) 

The realm part of the DMSI in NAI format helps the intermediate AAA 

proxy servers to guide it to the appropriate 3GPP-AAA Server. The 3GPP-AAA 
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Server forwards the D M S I along with a request for A V to the HSS Thus, the 

onus of resolving the D M S I is passed on to the HSS. On receipt of the request 

for AV, the HSS executes a sequence of instructions (Figure 5.5). 

First and foremost, the HSS resolves the D M S I, which is done by locating 

the RIC part of the received DM SI in the RIC-Index and by mapping it to the 

corresponding 1M S I through the IMSI-Po'tnter. The E RI C part of the D M S I 

is then decrypted using f Decrypt and the corresponding key K l. Thus, 

RICpadded = fDecryptKt(ERJC) (5.8.7) 

The RIC contained in RI Cpadded is compared with the RIC part of the D M 5 I, 

the success of this comparison ensures that a malicious agent·did not create the 

DMSI. The SEQUE part of RICpadded is then compared with the value stored 

against SEQHN field in the HSS's database. If SEQUE > SEQHN, the request 

is proven as a fresh request. Failure of any of these two comparisons, leads to 

rejection of the request. If the request for AV is found to be fresh and from a 

genuine source (from the above comparisons), SEQUE is copied into SEQHN 

SEQHN = 5EQuE (5.8.8) 

and a fresh AV is generated using the procedure used in EAP-AKA. 

5.8.3 Embedding a RIC Into the RAND Part of AV 

Whenever a RIC needs to be embedded into a RAN D at the HSS, a new RIC 

(RICFresh) is selected from the pool of not-in-use RICs. In order to select 

RICFresh, a b bit random number (say RN) is generated (using the same proce

dure as in UMTS-AKA-with-E2EUIC (Chapter 3, Section 3.6)). 

RN = fpRNc(seed) (5.8.9) 

This RN is then searched for in the RIC-Index. If the IMSI-Poznter against RN 

in the RIC-Index is found to be null, RN is selected as RfCFresh and the null 

value is replaced with the address of the record in the HSS's database where the 

1M 51 is stored. 

RICFresh = RN I (5.8.10) 
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Start 

I. Read I. which is the identity (IMSUDMSI) 
sent by the 3GPP AAA Server along with 
the request for a fresh A V 

Yes 
I =IMSI ~ 

No 

2. Resolve OMSI to find corresponding IMSI 

4. Generate RN (8 b bit random number) 

No 

12. Set RIC Fre,h= VCR 

7. Set RN.IMSI-Pointer = Address of IMSI ,] 
13. Search VCR in RIC-Index. 

Set VCR.IMSI-Pointer,= Address of IMSI 

8. Search RIC Old in RIC-Index. 

Set RIC Old' IMSI-Pointe.r = null 

15. Search RIC Old in RIC-Index. 

Set RIC Old . IMSI-Pointer = Address of VCR 

~ __ ...J' 

10. Set RIC Old = R1C Prev. 

RICPrev '" RICNew. 

RICNew = RICFresh 

II. Send A V to the 3GPP AAA Server 

Stop 

Figure 5.5: Flow of instructions at the HSS. 
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, , 
RN 1M SI-Powter = Addres~ of I M S I (58.11) 

The oldest RIC value (i.e., RICOld ) stored against: the 1M S liS then returned to 

the pool of not-in-use RIC, by searching for it III 'the RIC-Index and by setting 

the IMSI-Pomter against it to null. 

RICOld.I M SI-Powter ~ null (5.8 12) 

In case the IMSI-Pomter against RN in the RIC-Index is not null, it may be 

inferred that there is a collision, and the value stored in the VCR is selected 

as RICFresh. VCR is then searched for in the RIC-Index and the IMSI-pomter 

against it in the RIC-Index is made to point to the record in the HSS's database 

where the 1M S I is stored. 

RICFresh = VCR (5.8.13) 

VCR.I M SI-Pointer = Address of I M SI (5.8.14) 

In order to replace the RIC stored in the VCR with a fresh RIC, the oldest 

RI C (Le., RI COld) stored against the 1M S I is r copIed into VCR. RI COld is 

then searched for in the RIC-Index and the IMSI-pomter against it is set to the 

address of VCR. 

VCR = RICOld 

RICOld·IMSI-Pointer = Address of VCR 

(5.8.15) 

(5.8.16) 

RI C Fresh is then embedded into the RAND' part of A V (using f Embed). A 

copy of RICFresh is also stored against the 1M S I in the HSS's database. To 

make space for RICFresh, the value in RICprev is copied into RICOld and the 

value in RICNew is copied into RICprev . Finally, the value in RICFresh is copied 

into RICNew ' 

RI COld = RIC Prev , 
, 

RICNew = RICFresh 

(5.8.17) 

(5.8.18) 

(5.8.19) 

The AV is then send to the 3GPP-AAA Server along with the IMSI. The 

3G PP -AAA Server in turn, forwards a challenge containing ERA N D and AUT H 
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I 
(extracted from AV) to the UE (through the No,n-3GPP AN). The rest of the 

I 

process continues in the same way as EAP-AKA. After successful authentication, 
I 

the UE stores the ERAN D received as a challenge in its flash memory, to be used 
I 

for identity presentation during subsequent authe~tications. The RIC embedded 

in ERAND is extracted by the UE only when a DAISI needs to be created. 

5.8.4 Strengths 

The strengths of EAP-AKA-with-E2EUIC may be summarised as follows: 

• End to end user identity privacy: Knowledge of the 1M S I is confined only 

to the UE and the HPLMN; it is nev.er transmitted at any stage of the 

network. 

• Relaxed trust requirement: Since the 1M SI is never revealed to intermedi

ary agents like AN, PDG, ePDG, etc., the HPLMN to AN trust relationship 

requirement with respect to the permanent identity (i.e. 1M Sf) is relaxed. 

This relaxation will facilitate interoperability. 

• No overhead at the intermediary network: The proposed security extension 

has to be implemented only at the UE and the HSS, intermediary elements 

like like AN, PDG, ePDG, etc., can continu~ to maintain status quo. Thus, 

for an operator that adopts this extension, there is no additional cost of 

negotiation, implementation, computation, etc., to get the intermediary 

agents on board. 

• Simplifies a key security arrangement: Since, with the proposed extension, 

the 1M SI is never transmitted at any stage of the EAP-AKA protocol, 

all the vulnerabilities listed in Section 5.7 are eliminated; thereby relaxing 

the need to trust an intermediary network element with the permanent 

identity of the subscriber. Thus, with respect to signalling data (that does 

not reveal the 1M S I any more), the extension removes the need to establish 

·a tunnel between the UE and the core network. However, the need of the 

tunnel with respect to user data continues to exist. 
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i 
• The length of the DMSI m NAI format conforms to the maxzmum length 

expected to be handled correctly: The maximum length of aNAl that is 

expected to be handled correctly by a standard equipment is 72 octets [55]. 

In addition, this NAI shall be transported inSIde the User-Name attribute 

of a RADIUS Access-Request, with standard length up to 63 octets [56]. 

Therefore, it can be assumed that the maximum length of a subscriber 

identity should be 63 octets (i.e., 63 characters) [50]. A DMS! in NAI 

format is of the following form: 

<DMSI>@ims.mnc<MNC>.mcc<MCC>.3gppnetwork.org 

Since the DMSI is a concatenation of the !I,I!CC (2 octets), the M NC 

(2/3 octets), a RIC (4 octets) and an ERIC (16 octets), the maximum 

size of a D M S I in N AI format (considering each character of the relam as 

an octet) is 59 octets, which is less than the expected length of 63 octets. 

5.9 Summary 

In this chapter, the AKA protocol used for access security in Interworking net

works like 3GPP-WLAN and Non3GPP-EPS (i.e., EAP-AKA) is analysed. The 

security mechanism adopted for identity privacy in EAP-AKA is significantly 

different from that of UMTS-AKA and EPS-AKA. In EAP-AKA, the responsi

bility of generation and distribution of temporary identities are shifted from the 

visited/serving network to the 3GPP AAA Server located in the HPLMN. This 

is done to have more home control, taking into consideration the inherent vul

nerability associated with interworking networks. In addition, a security feature 

that is adopted in both these interworking systems is an IPsec tunnel between 

the subscriber's UE and the core network. The tunnel provides end to end con

fidentiality for signalling data and user data communication. This relaxes the 

need for the subscriber and the core network to trust the intermediary access 

networks with signalling data and user data exchanged through it. Such features 

relaxes trust requirements, simplifies service agreements and therefore facilitates 

interoperability. However, a factor that continues to limit interoperability in 

both these standards is the trust requirement on the intermediary elements like, 
I 
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AN, PDG, ePDG, etc., with respect to the subscriber's identity privacy. To 
I 

improve this situation, we have adopted E2EUI~ extension to EAP-AKA. In 

EAP-AKA-with-E2EUIC, the need to trust the intermediary network elements 
I 

with the 1M S I of the subscriber is eliminated. In addition, with respect to sig-

nalling data (that does not reveal the 1M S I any' more), the extension removes 
, , 

the need to. establish a tunnel between the UE and the core network. 
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Performance Analysis 

6.1 Introduction 

In this thesis, we have proposed a security extension called E2EUIC for the 

AKA protocols used in mobile systems developed by 3G PP. E2EUIC improves 

user identity privacy and relaxes trust requirement for roaming. For the success 

of E2EUIC, it is important that it meets its security goals without adding much 

overhead (in terms of computation and space) to the existing network compo

nents. While doing so, it should also steer clear of introducing any additional 

vulnerability into the AKA procedure. A failure to do so would provide oppor

tunities to adversaries, which in the first place this extension is trying to nullify. 

In order to validate the same, in this chapter, we analyse E2EUIC to exam

ine its correctness, efficiency and robustness through various analysis like formal 

analysis, overhead. analysis, complexity analysis and security analysis. 

6.2 Formal Analysis 

Authentication logics are one of the most widely used tools for analysing cryp

tographic protocols. They investigate how the beliefs of the agents/participants 
I 

of a protocol evolve during exchange of messag~s that leads to statements like 

the protocol goal: "A believes that K is a good ~ey for communicatwn with B". 
I 

If a protocol goal cannot be derived, it could be that some of the needed pre-
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requisites are missing or it could also be that thhe is a failure in the protocol. 

Authentication logics does not explicitly find the failure but it gives the protocol 

designer or analyser a hint where the failure mi~ht be (57J. Thus, verifying a 

protocol with a formal method of authenticatIon logic increases confidence in , 

the protocol, even though it may not give 100% guarantee that there is no bug. 

In this section, we perform a formal analysis ~f the proposed security exten

sion (i.e., E2EUIC) using an enhanced BAN logic [58J called AUTLOG [59][60J. 

A similar analysis is performed by 3GPP in [61J. AUTLOG is based on a formal 

semantics and it is proven in [59J that the AUTLOG calculus is correct with 

respect to this formal semantics. A formal analysis using AUTLOG consists of 

four steps: 

1. The necessary prerequisites are explicitly stated. 

2. The messages are formally described. 

3. The protocols goals are explicitly stated. 

4. The formal calculus is applied to show how the protocols goals can be 

derived from the messages and the prerequisites using the rules of the 

calculus. 

In the remaining part of this section, we carry out all the above four steps to 

prove that E2EUIC meets its security goals. 

6.2.1 Prerequisites 

The UE recognises K i and believes that it is a good key for communication with 

the HN: 

UE has Ki 

U E recognises K i 

U E believes H N ?:+ ,U E 

(6.2.1) 

(6.2.2) 

(6.2.3) 

Since the UE is capable of verifying freshness of, SEQ contained in the AUT N 

part of the received challenge [62], it believes in SEQ's freshness. 

U E believes fresh{S EQ) (6.2.4) 
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The UE regards ERA N D as an atomic message 

I 

(ERAN D)UE == ERAN 0 (6.2.5) 

The challenge received by the UE contains a Message Authentication Code 

(M AC) in the AUT N part of the challenge. MAC is an encryption of SEQ 

and ERAN D with key Kz. The UE believes that it has not said MAC itself. 

U E believes .(U E said enc(Kz, SEQ, ERAN D)) (6.2.6) 

The UE believes that the HN controls the freshness of RIC and that if the HN 

says E RAN D along with an AUT N with a fresh S PQ in it, the Rf C contained 

in the E RAN D is also fresh. 

U E belzeves H N controls fresh(RIC) (6.2.7) 

U E believes (H N says (SEQ, ERAN D) 

~ H N belzeves Jresh(RIC)) ·(6.2.8) 

ERAND is an encrypted form of RIC. With knowledge of Ki, the UE can 

easily extract RIC from ERAN D. Thus, UE is able to identify ERAN D with 

enc(K'l, RIC). 

(ERAND)uE == enc(Ki, RIC) (6.2.9) 

The UE believes that the HN has jurisdiction and belief concerning 1M S I as a 

shared secret between the UE and the HN. 

. IM~ 
U E bel'leves H N controls H N f-----t U E (6.2.10) 

U E believes H N believes H N ~ U E (6.2.11) 

The UE believes that the HN has jurisdiction on the fact that without access 

to the RIC-Index, RIC cannot be linked in any way with the corresponding 

IMSI/MSIN: 

I 
UE believes HN controls ,(RIC == IMSI) (6.2.12) 

U E belzeves (H N says E RAN D ~ 

HN believes 'UAKz, F(RAND) == MSIN)) (6.2.13) 
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UE believes (HN belzeves .(jx(Ki,ERAND), == MSIN) 

--+ HN belU'~.7Je·8 -.(RIC == MSfN)) (6.2.14) 

UE sees the following: 

U E sees ERAN D, {SEQ}enc(Kt,ERAND) 1 enc(Kz, SEQ, ERAN D) (6.2.15) 

6.2.2 Security Goals 

I MSI should be a shared secret between the UE and the HN (HLR/HSS). The 

same should not be disclosed by the UE to any third party including intermediary 

elements like SN, MME, WLAN AN, Non-3GPP AN, etc. 

. IMSI 
G 1: U E belzeves U E +------+ H N 

When ever temporary identities (i.e., TMSI, GUTI, re-authentication identi

ties, pseudonyms, etc.) fails to protect the permanent identity, a backup mech

anism is followed according to our proposed extension, so that identity privacy 

can still be ensured to the subscriber. According to this mechanism (E2EUIC), a 

DM 51 (created with the RIC that is extracted from the most recent ERAN D 

received by the UE) is transmitted in lieu of the 1M 5 I. During every successful 

run of an AKA protocol with E2EUIC extension, if the UE receives a fresh RIC, 

it can easily protect its permanent identity. 

G2: U E believes U E has RlC 

G3: U E believes fresh(RIC) 

It should not be possible for anyone except the HN (that has access to the 

RIC-Index) to map a DM 51 with its corresponding 1M 51. 

G4: UE believes .(DM5.1 == IMSI) 

6.2.3 Proving the Security Goals 

Here, we derive the security go~ls from the prerequisites. The number iri front of , 

the implication arrow shows which equation lead to the implication, the symbol 
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Figure 6.1: Deduction of security goals. 

above the arrow refer to the rule of calculus (Appendix-C: Rules of AUTLOG 

Calculus) which has been used for this implication. Figure 6.1, depicts step 

by step deduction of the security goals. Each circle in the figure represents an 

equation in this section (circle 1 represents Equation 6.2.1, circle 2 represents 

Equation 6.2.2 and so on). The label against each circle represents the rule/rules 

of AUTLOG that is/are used to derive the particular implication. 

HI 
6.2.15 --+ U E has ERAN D 

6.2.1,6.2.16 lEt U E has (Ki, ERAN D) 

6.2.17 ~ UE has enc{Ki,ERAND) 

HI,H3 
6.2.15,6.2.18 ~ UE has SEQ 

6.2.17,6.2.19 H2,C3) (enc{Ki, SEQ, ERAN D))UE 

(6.2.16) 

(6.2.17) 

(6.2.18) 

(6.2.19) 

== enc{{Ki, SEQ, ERAN D)UE) (6.2.20) 
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Cl 
6.2.2 --+ (K~, SEQ, ERAN D)UE == 

(( Ki)UE, (S P-Q)UE, (E RA N O)UE) (6.2.21) 

6.2.5, 6.2.21 ~ (Ki, SEQ, ERAN D)UE _ (KI, SEQ, ERAN D) (6.2.22) 

6.2.22 ~ enc((Ki, SEQ, ERAN D)UE) == 

enc(Kz, SEQ, ERAN D) (6.2.23) 

6.2.20,6.2.23 ~ (enc(Ki,SEQ,ERAND))UE 

== enc(Kl, SEQ, ERAN D) (6.2.24) 

6.2.15,6.2.24 C 
-t U E believes U E sees enc(Ki, SEQ, ERAN D} (6.2.25) 

6.2.25,6.2.3,6.2.6 
Al 
--+ U E believes H N said (SEQ, ERAN D) (6.2.26) 

6.2.4 ~ U E believes fresh(SEQ, ERAN D) (6.2.27) 

6.2.26,6.2.27 
NV 
---+ U E believes H N says (SEQ, ERAN D) (6.2.28) 

6.2.28, 6.2.8 ~ U E believes H N beheves fresh(RIC) 

6.2.7, 6.2.29 ~ I U E believes f resh( RI C) I (G3) 

6.2.15,6.2.9 ~ UE believes UE sees enc(Ki,RIC) 

6.2.31, 6.2.1 ~ U E believes U E sees RIC 

6.2.32 ~IUE believes UE has RIcl (G2) 

J I . IMBI I 6.2.10,6.2.11-+UE bel1,eves (HN +------t UE) (Gl) 

6.2.28, 6.2.13 ~ U E believes 

(6.2.29) 

(6.2.30) 

(6.2.31) 

(6.2.32) 

(6.2.33) 

(6.2.34) 

H N believes 'Ux(Ki, ERAN D) == M SI N) (6.2.35) 

6.2.35,6.2.14 ~ UEbelievesHNbelieves'-,(RIC _ MSIN) (6.2.36) 
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6.2.12,6.2.36:!..; UE believes .(RIC == MSIN) (6.2.37) 

E4 
6.2.37 -t U E bel'leves 

.(MCC, M NC, RIC == MCC, M NC, !vi 5 IN) (6.2.38) 

6.2.38 ~IUE believes .(DMSI == IMSI) I (G4) (6.2.39) 

Hence, it is proven that E2EUIC meets its security goals. 

6.3 Computational Cost 

In this section, we analyse the computational cost of E2EUIC, using a method

ology proposed in [63]. The core idea of this methodology is to determine the 

amount of basic operations required for implementation of an algorithm, reduc

ing all other operations in terms of these basic operations. For computational 

cost analysis of the proposed extension, all the other operations used in the ex

tension are reduced to the following basic operations: byte-wise AND, byte-wise 

OR, shift (bytes) and logical comparison operation. For XOR operations, we 

exploit the following rule: 

x EB Y = x' Y + y' X (6.3.1) 

Since negations are negligible compared to AND/OR logical operations, a bit

wise XOR is considered as the sum of two bit-wise ANDs and one bit-wise OR. 

The methodology can be used to calculate the computational overhead of some 

of the key computations involved in the extension as follows: 

1. Encryption/Decryption with AES: Let N EncryptAES and N DecryptAES be the 

number of basic operations needed by AES to encrypt a 128 bit plain

text and to decrypt a 128 bit cipher-text, respectively, using a 128 bit key. 

Granelli et. al [63] found that 1720 byte-wise AND, 1268 byte-wise OR 

and 408 shift (byes) are involved in a 128/128 AES encryption, whereas, 

5176 byte-wise AND, 3860 byte-wise OR and 1272 shift (byes) are involved 

in a 128/128 AES decryption. Thus, 

N EncryptAES = 3396 (6.3.2) 
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N DecryptAES = 10308 (6.3.3) 

2. Encrypt RIC: Let N EncryptRiC be the number of basic operations needed 

to encrypt a padded RIC to form an ERIC. 128/128 AES algorithm is 

used to carry out this encryption. Therefore, 

N EncryptRIC = N EncryptAES = 3396 (6.3.4) 

3. Decrypt ERIC: Let NDecryptERIC be the number of basic operations needed 

to decrypt an ERIC to find a padded RIC. 128/128 AES algorithm is 

used to carry out this decryption. Therefore, 

NDecryptERIC = NDecryptAES = 10308 (6.3.5) 

4. Search RIC: Let NSearchRIC be the number of basic operations needed to 

search a RIC in the RIC-Index. The RIC-Index contains n = 2b number 

of entries arranged in sequential order, where b is size of the RIC in bits. 

A RIC can be searched using binary search in log2n logical comparison 

operations. Thus, from Chapter 3, Equation 3.6.2, 

(6.3.6) 

5. Select RICFresh: Let NSelectRlCPreah be the number of basic operations 

needed to select a not-in-use RIC as RICFresh. At first a b bzt random 

number (RN) is generated, using a standard PRNG (in say NRn number of 

operations). For this purpose, the PRNG based on ANSI X9.31 Using AES 

can be used. In this PRNG, 256 bit-wise XOR operations (which amounts 

to 64 byte-wise AND and 32 byte-wise OR operations) and 3 rounds of 

the AES encryption algorithm are performed to generate a pseudo random 

number [39]. Thus, 

N Rn = 64 + 32 + 3 x N EncryptAES 

= 10284 
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RN is then searched in RIC-Index in NSca/(hRIC number of operations. 

If the pointer against RN is null (with this comparison requiring 1 com

parison operation), then RN is selected as RfCFrcsh by setting the IMSI

Pointer against it to the address of the concerned f M S I. Otherwise, the 

value in VCR is selected as RICFresh. VCR is then searched in the RIC

index in NSearchRIC number of operations and the IMSI-Pointer against it 

is set to the address of the concerned 1M S I. Thus, 

NSelectRICFre.h = NRn + 2 x NSearchRIC + 1 

= 10284 + 2 x In[J2(m x s) + 1 

= 10285 + 2 x l092(m x s) 

(6.3.8) 

6. Embed RI C into RAND: Let N EmbedRIC be the number of basic operations 

needed to embed a RIC into a RAN D. Considering the example algorithm 

proposed in Chapter 3, Section 3.7, we found that a total of 32 bit-wise 

XOR operations (which amounts to 8 byte-wise AND and 4 byte-wise OR 

operations) and 1 round of the AES encryption algorithm are performed 

to embed a 32 bit RIC into a 128 bit RAN D. Thus, 

NEmbedRIC = 12 + NEncryptAES 
(6.3.9) 

= 3408 

7. Extract RIC from ERAN D: Let NExtractRIC be the number of basic op

erations needed to extract the RIC that is embedded into an ERAN D. 

Considering the example algorithm proposed in Chapter 3, Section 3.7, we 

found that a total of 32 bit-wise XOR operations (which amounts to 8 

byte-wise AND and 4 byte-wise OR operations) and 1 round of the AES 

decryption algorithm are performed to extract the 32 bit RIC from a 128 

bit ERAN D. Thus, 

N ExtractRIC = 8 + 4 + N DecryptAES 
(6.3.10) 

= 10320 

8. Return RICOld: RICOld is searched in the RIC-Index in NSearchRIC oper

ations. RICOld is then returned to the pool of not-in-use RICs by setting 
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Table 6.1: Number of basic operations in the key computations of E2EUIC. 

Key computations Number of basic operations 

l. N EncryptAES 3396 

2. N DecryptAES 10308 

3. N Encrypt RIC 3396 

4. N DecryptERIC 10308 

5. NSearchRIC [og2(m x s) 

6. N SelectRICPre.h 10285 + 2 x [og2(m x s) 

7. NEmbedRIC 3408 

8. N ExtractRIC 10320 

9. N ReturnRICold [og2(m x s) 

the IMBI-Pointer against RICOld in the RIC-Index to either null or to the 

address of VCR, depending on whether RN was selected as RICFresh or 

VCR was selected as RICFresh. Thus, if NReturnRICOld is the total time 

taken for this purpose, 

N ReturnRICOld = N Search RIC 
(6.3.11) 

The number of basic operations required to execute the key computations in

volved in E2EDIC extension are summarised in Table 6.1. 

6.3.1 Computational Cost at the UE 

The proposed extension (Le., E2EDIC) provides a backup mechanism that is 

used to identify the subscriber in situations where temporary identities fail to 

identify the subscriber. According to this mechanism, a DM SI is transmitted 

in lieu of the permanent identity (i.e., the 1M S 1). The following computations 

are introduced at the DE, when the DE identifies itself with a DMSI: 

1. Extract RIC from the most recently received ERAN Din NExtractRIC num

ber of operations. 
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2. Generate R, a 128 - -(32 + b) bit random number. For this purpose, the 

PRNG based on ANSI X9.31 Using AES can be used. In this PRNG, 

256 bit-wise XOR operations (which amounts to 64 byte-wise AND and 32 

byte-wise OR operations) and 3 rounds of the AES encryption algorithm 

are performed to generate a pseudo random number [39J. Thus, the number 

of operations to generate R (say N R) is as follows: 

NR = 64 + 32 + 3 X NEncryptAES 
(6.3.12) 

= 10284 

3. Increment SEQuE in 1 operation. 

4. Create ERIC from the padded RIC in NEncryptRIC number of operations. 

Thus, the computational overhead (say NUE ) introduced at the UE when a 

D M S I is transmitted, can be calculated as follows: 

NUE = NExtractRIC + NR + 1 + NEncryptRIC 

= 12 + N D~crYPtAES + N R + 1 + N EncryptAES 

= 12 + 10308 + 10284 + 1 + 3396 

= 24001 

(6.3.13) 

Therefore, the overall computational overhead introduced at the UE by E2EUIC 

extension during an AKA is as follows: 

{
o 

NUE = 
24001 

-when a temporary identity is transmitted. 
(6.3.14) 

-when a DMSI is transmitted. 

6.3.2 Computational Cost at the HN 

In an AKA with E2EUIC extension, whenever the HN receives a request for 

authentication data along with a DMSI, it has to firstly resolve the DMSI into 

the corresponding IMSI. After this, it has to generate a fresh AV (or an array 

of authentication vectors (i.e., AV[1..MJ, depending on operator's policy). It 

then embeds a fresh RIC (RICFresh) into the RAND part of the AV/AVs. 

The following computations (executed in say N Resolve number of operations) 

are introduced at the HN when a DMSI has to be resolved: 
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1. Search the RIC-Index for the RIC contained in the received D M S I in 

NSearch.RIC operations. This leads to the record in the HN's database 

(A u C jHLR) that contains the corresponding 1M S I and the K z. 

2. Decrypt the ERIC part of the DM S I to filld RICpadded in N DecryptRIC 

operations. 

3. Compare the RIC contained in RI Cpadded with the RIC part of the received 

DMSI in 1 comparison operation. 

4. Compare SEQuE part of RICpadded with the SEQHN field maintained in 

the HN's database in 1 comparison operation 

5. Set the RIClnUse field maintained against the corresponding I MSI to the 

RI C contained in the received D M S I in a maximum of m comparison 

operations. As already discussed (Chapter 5, Section 5.8), this step is not 

required in EAP-AKA-with-E2EUIC. Thus, 

N Resolve = N SearchRIC + N DecryptRIC + m + 1 + 1 

= l092(m X s) + NDecryptAES + 2 

= l092(m X s) + m + 10310 

(6.3.15) 

The following computations are introduced at the HN, when RICFresh has to be 

embedded into the RAND part of a single A V. 

1. Select RICFresh in NSelectRICFreoh operations. 

2. Embed RICFresh into RAND in NEmbedRIC operations. 

3. Return the RICold to the pool of not-in-used RICs and store RICFresh in 

the HN's database in N ReturnRICOld operations. 

Thus, the following computations (executed in say N Embed number of operations) 

are introduced when RICFresh has to be embedded into the RAND part of all 

the AVs of AV[l..MJ: 

NEmbed = M X (NSelectRICFre.h + NEmbedRIC + NReturnRIColJ 

= M x (10285 + 2 x log2(m x s) + 3408 + log2(m x s)) 

= M x (13693 + 3 x log2(m x s)) 
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The total computational overhead (say NHN ) introduced at the HN by E2EUIC 

extension during an AKA is equal to N Resolve + N Embed. Thus, 

N H N = N Resolve + N Embed 

= log2(m X s) + m + 10310 (6.3.17) 

+ M X (13693 + 3 X log2(m X s)) 

If we consider the value of b to be 32 bit and the value of m to be 4 (as proposed 

in Chapter 3, Section 3.6), the value of Log2(m X s) can be derived using Chapter 

3, Equation 3.6.2 and Chapter 3, Equation 3.6.1 as follows: 

Thus, 

Log2(m x s) = Log2(n) 

= O(b) 

= 32 

NHN = 24135 

where, we have considered M to be 1. 

6.4 Time Complexity 

(6.3.18) 

, (6.3.19) 

In this section, we derive the time complexity (in terms of the growth in sub

scriber base s) that an operator can expect at the UE and the HN when the 

proposed security extension is adopted. From equation 6.3.14, we can infer that 

the following time complexity is introduced at the UE. 

TUB = 0(1) (6.4.1) 

From Equation 6.3.17, the time complexity introduced at the HN can be derived 

as follows: 

THN = log2(m X s) + m + 10310 

+ M x (13693 + 3 x Log2(m x s)) (6.4.2) 

= 0(10g2S), m and M being a constants. 

where, s is the maximum number of subscribers that the extension is expected 

to handle. 
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6.5 Space Overhead 

In order to adapt E2EVIC extension to an AKA protocol (VMTS-AKA, EPS

AKA and EAP-AKA), additional memory space is required at the VE and at 

the HN. In this section, we make an estimate of the amount of space required at 

the VE and the HN. 

6.5.1 Space Overhead at the UE 

In order to store the most recently received ERA N D, the VE needs 128 bit of 

space in the DE's flash memory. And, in order to maintain a 32 bit DMSI 

counter, an additional 32 bit are required. Thus, the amount of space (say SUE) 

required by the extension at the VE is: 

SUE = 160 bit (6.5.1), 

6.5.2 Space Overhead at the HN 

Against every 1M SI in the HN's database, m = 4 RIGs and a 32 bit SEQHN 

value are stored. Thus, every recOl'd in the HN's database will need an additional 

160 bit space. In order to have provision for the maximum number of subscribers, 

i.e., s, the total amount of additional space (say SRIG) needed at tne HN's 

database is: 

SRIG = 160 x s bit (6.5.2) 

In the RIC-Index there are n entries. Each of these entries has a 32 bit RIG 

and a 32 bit IMBI-pointer, with a total of 64 bit. Thus, the total amount of space 

(say SRIG-Index) needed at the HN's memory to accommodate the RIC-Index is: 

SRIG-Index = 64 x m x s bit 
(6.5.3) 

= 256 x s bit, considering m as 4. 

Thus, the total amount of space (say STatal) required by the extension at the the 
(/ 

HN is: 

STatal = SRIG + SRIG-Index 
(6.5.4) 

= 416 x s bit 
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where, 8 is the maximum number of subscribers that the extension is expected 

to handle. 

Results of the analyses performed in Section 6.3 through Section 6.5 are 

summarised in Table 6.2. 

6.6 Communication Overhead 

E2EUIC is an extension for the existing AKA protocols used in 3GPP mobile 

systems. In order to adopt E2EUIC to the AKA protocols used in 3GPP mobile 

systems, no additional messages are needed. The same messages that are used 

in the existing AKA protocols are used to exchange information needed for suc

cessful functioning of E2EUIC. Thus, no communication overhead is introduced 

by E2EUIC to the existing AKA protocols. On the contrary, when E2EUIC 

is adopted to UMTS-AKA and EPS-AKA, it reduces two protocol messages, 

which otherwise ~re required when the current visited/serving network needs 

to acquire the 1M S1 of a roaming subscriber from the previous visited/serving 

Table 6.2: Computational cost, time complexity and space overhead of 

E2EUIC. 

At the DE At the HN 

Computational No extra computational 24135 basic operations are 

cost cost is introduced when introduced when a DMSI 

a temporary identity is is received and is to be re-

transmitted by the UE. solved to its corresponding 

However, 24001 basic op- IMSI at the HN. 

erations are introduced 

when a DMSI is trans-

mitted. 

Time complexity 0(1) 0(l0928) 

Space overhead 160 bit 416 x s bit 
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network (Chapter 3, Section 3.6; Chapter 4, Section 4.6). 

6.7 Security Analysis 

In this section, we discuss E2EUIC in terms of security threats that are perceived 

against it. 

6.7.1 Replay Attack 

A replay attack is a form of network attack in which a valid data transmission 

is maliciously or fraudulently repeated at a later instance, masquerading it as 

a regular transmission. This is carried out either by the originator or by an 

adversary who intercepts the data and retransmits it [64J. 

In an AKA with E2EUIC, an adversary may try to launch the following two 

replay attacks: 

1. A previously transmitted challenge (containing an ERA N D and an AUT N) 

is replayed again towards the UE. 

2. A previously transmitted DMSI is transmitted again for identity presen

tation to the HN (through the SN). 

An attack of the first kind will fail because the UE will reject such a challenge 

after verifying freshness of the sequence number SQN contained in the AUTN 

part of the challenge. The second type of attack will also not succeed because 

the HN will reject such a request after verifying its freshness by comparing the 

sequence number SEQUE contained in the presented DMSI with the sequence 

number SEQHN maintained in its database. 

6.7.2 Known Plain Text Attack 

Known-plaintext attack (KPA) is an attack where the attacker has samples of 

both the plain text, and its encrypted version (i.e.; the cipher text). The attacker 

uses these for cryptanalysis of the cipher text to reveal secret information such 
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as secret keys and code books [65]. In an AKA with E2EUIC extension, if the 

adversary listens to the radio link and meticulously collects several messages 

exchanged between the UE and the SN (MME in case of LTE and AN in case of 

interworking networks), samples of the following plain text and its corresponding 

cipher text will be available to it: 

1. A RIC (plain text) and zts correspondmg ERIC {ctpher text}: The attacker 

can obtain one such pair by extracting the RIC and the E RI C part of a 

DMSI (Equation 3.6.4). 

2. An ERAND (cipher text) and the RIC {plam text} embedded mto zt: To 

obtain one such pair, the attacker has to pair up the RIC contained in 

the most recently transmitted DMSI (by the UE) with the most recent 

ERAN D that was sent to the UE (by the SN). 

Therefore, the method used to encrypt a plain text to obtain the respective cipher 

text has to be cryptographically strong to be resistant against known plain text 

attacks. In order to achieve this, the following measures are taken in the example 

algorithms that we have proposed (Section 3.7): 

1. While creating a 128 bit ERAN D from a b bit RIC, the b bit RIC is 

masked, randomised and converted into a 128 bit value, before it is ci

phered using AES. As stated in [66], the most efficient key-recovery attack 

for the current AES standard is exhaustive key search. Which means, 

obtaining information from given plaintext-ciphertext pairs about other 

plaintext-ciphertext pairs cannot be done more efficiently than by deter

mining the key by exhaustive key search. The expected effort of exhaustive 

key search depends on the length of the cipher Key, which in this case is 

2127 applications of AES. 

2. For generating a 128 bit ERIC from a b bit RIC, the b bit RIC is first 

padded with a 32 bit sequence number SEQ and a 128 - 32 - b bit random 

number. The resultant 128 bit value is then encrypted using AES to obtain 

ERIC. 
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6.7.3 DoS and DDoS Attack 

A Denial-of-Service attack (DoS attack) is an attempt to make a service unavail

able to its intended users. Such an attack involve~ flooding the target device 

with fake communications requests, such that the target device cannot respond 

to legitimate request or responds so slowly as to be considered effectively un

available [67][68]. A Distributed Denial of Service Attack (DDoS) occurs when 

multiple systems flood the target device with computationally intensive service 

requests simultaneously [69]. In this case, an attacker llses several mobile devices 

to simultaneously launch attack against a particular network server {70J. 

The following type of DDoS attack is possible against the HN in 3GPP 

mobile systems. Several fake UEs simultaneously initiates AKA procedures by 

transmitting multiple arbitrarily selected 1M SIs towards the HN. Such an at

tack will make the HN busy with the burden of generating several A V s at the 

same time. This would deny services to genuine subscribers or will increase re

sponse time of the HN to genuine requests. A similar attack in an AKA with 

E2EUIC extension would involve simultaneous transmission of multiple arbitrar

ily generated D M SIs from several fake UEs towards the HN. This attack will 

not be as effective, because with no knowledge of the key K i, it is impossible 

for the attacker to generate a valid DM SI. Even if the attacker generates spu

rious DMS1s or replays previously transmitted DMSIs, such requests will be 

rejected straight away by the HN. This is because, the HN will detect an invalid 

DMSI immediately after it receives it, by comparing the RIC with the ERIC 

part of a received DMSI and by verifying the freshness of the sequence number 

SQNUE contained in the received DMSI. Thus, the consequences of a DDoS 

attack against an AKA with E2EUIC should not be worse than the already pos

sible attack of initiating a large amount of authentication attempts presenting 

different forged permanent identities. 

6.7.4 Fake Serving Network (Impe~sonation) 

A fake serving network is an impersonated SN / AN that drowns the signals of 

a legitimate SN / AN . with its own signals and presents itself to the UE as a 
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genuine SN / AN [21]. Such a SN can request the UE for its permanent identity, 

in response to which the UE has to transmit its 1 M 5 1 in plain text. In an AKA 

with E2EUIC, the subscriber is not vulnerable to such an attack because the 

UE in this case transmits its D M S I (instead of the 1 M S /) when it receives a 

request for the permanent identity. 

6.7.5 Corrupt Serving Network 

A corrupt serving network is a genuine serving network having legitimate service 

agreement with the HN, but with malicious intention. Such a serving network 

may clandestinely share precious identity confidentIality related information en

trusted to it by the UE and the HN [71]. In an AKA with E2EUIC extension 

(unlike UMTS-AKA, EPS-AKA and EAP-AKA), the 1M S 1 of a roaming UE 

is never disclosed to the SN. A dynamic and short lived DM5/ is transmitted 

in place of the 1M SI. This protects the identity privacy of the subscriber even 

from SNs/ ANs with malicious intention. 

6.7.6 Eavesdropping 

Eavesdropping is the act of secretly listening to the private conversation of oth

ers without their consent or knowledge [25]. In mobile networks proposed by 

3GPP, the UE and the SN (MME in case of LTE and AN in case of interworking 

networks) are connected through a wireless link, which is vulnerable to eaves

droppers due to its open nature. All the mobile systems proposed by 3GPP, 

provides opportunities to eavesdroppers by allowing transmission of the / M 51 

in clear text through the wireless link. This situation is improved when E2EUIC 

is adopted to the AKA protocol used in these networks, where a dynamic identity 

called D M S 1 is transmitted instead of the 1 !\If S I. 
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6.8 Summary 

In this chapter, the security extension that we have proposed for relaxed trust 

requirement for roaming in 3GPP mobile systems ~or improved subscriber iden

tity privacy (i.e., E2EUIC) is analysed using variou,s methods. A formal analysis 

of E2EUIC using an enhanced BAN logic called AUTLOG proves that E2EUIC 

meets its security goals. A computational cost analysis shows that E2EUIC can 

be adopted to the AKA protocols used in 3GPP mobile systems with the exist

ing infrastructure. A time complexity analysis of E2EUIC provides the operator 

with an idea of the complexity it can expect with respect to increase in number 

of subscribers, if E2EUIC is to be adopted. A space overhead analysis gives 

an estimate of the amount of memory space needed at the UE and the HN to 

implement E2EUIC. A communication overhead analysis makes an assessment 

of the number of messages to be introduced/removed when E2EUIC is to be 

adopted to the existing AKA protocols. A security analysis of E2EUIC proves 

its robustness against threats that are perceived against it. 
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Review of Literature and 

Discussion 

The authentication and key agreement protocols that are used for access security 

in mobile systems developed by 3GPP do not ensure perfect identity privacy to 

the subscribers from eavesdroppers and visited/serving networks. In order to 

improve this situation, several works are proposed in the literature. In this 

chapter, we review the state of the art and some of the proposals in this area. 

7.1 Introduction 

The permanent identity of the subscriber is an important information that is used 

for purposes like identity presentation, authentication, authorisation, billing, etc. 

Its knowledge should be restricted to the DE and the HN. Exposure of the same 

to a third party, leads to compromise in identity privacy of the subscriber. An 

inherent problem with access security in mobile 'systems is that the identity of 

the subscriber has to be presented through the vulnerable wireless media before 

any kind of ciphering is possible. 
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7.2 Identity Privacy in 3GPP Mobile Systems 

In order to find the status of the subscriber's identity privacy in mobile systems 

developed by 3GPP, we looked into some of the pronunent technologies developed 

by them, viz., UMTS, LTE, 3GPP-WLAN and Noh3GPP-EPS. The state of the 

art security architecture and the authentication and key agreement protocols 

used in these technologies are presented in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2, Section 3.3), 

Chapter 4 (Section 4.2, Section 4.3) and Chapter 5 (Section 5.2, Section 5.4). It 

is observed that the security mechanisms used for identity privacy in these te~h

nologies, as presented in Chapter 3 (Section 3.4), Chapter 4 (Section 4.4) and 

Chapter 5 (Section 5.5, Section 5.6), are based on replacing the permanent iden

tity with temporary identities and pseudonyms. The main focus in these tech

nologies is to protect the permanent identity from adversaries in the radio link, 

whereas the intermediary networks like the serving networks are treated trust-

'worthy. As a result, in situations when the temporary identities/pseudonyms 

- fail to identify the subscriber, the serving networks are given complete liberty 

to request the subscriber for its permanent identity. Such a request forces the 

subscriber to transmit its permanent identity in clear text through the vulner

able radio link. Thereby, providing eavesdroppers and fake/malicious serving 

networks with openings to compromise the subscriber's identity privacy. 

7.3 Related Work 

In the past few years researchers have proposed several schemes and authentica

tion protocols for improved subscriber identity privacy in mobile networks. Some 

of the initial works in this area were focused on improving identity privacy of the 

subscriber over the radio access link between the UE and the SN. The need to 

protect the identity privacy of the subscriber over the entire path between the 

UE and the HN is now well recognised. In [72], Herzberg et al. pointed out that 

in an ideal situation no entity other than the subscriber himself and a responsible 

authority in the subscriber's home domain should know the real identity of the 

user. Even the authority in the visited network should not have any idea about 
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the real identity. In [73], Samfat et at. specJf1ed the reqUIrement of hiding the 

subscriber identity from foreign authorities. In [7], Barbeau et at. expressed the 

need for concealment of the IMSI to be pushed up from the radio access network 

to the interface between the SN and the HN. 

7.3.1 Proposals to Improve Identity Privacy Over the Ra

dio Access Link 

Many schemes were proposed to improve identity privacy of the subscriber over 

the vulnerable radio access link between the UE and the SN. 

Asokan [74], proposed a solution to protect information about movements 

and activities of mobile entities from onlookers through limited disclosure of 

information. In this solution, which uses both public and shared key crypto 

system, the UE sends an encrypted message and its group identifier to identify 

itself. 

Lin et al. [75J proposed a protocol that uses secret key cryptographic tech

niques in combination with public key cryptographic techniques. In this protocol, 

a secret authentication key is established between the subscriber and the SN for 

mutual authentication. During identity presentation, the identity of the sub

scriber is protected from eavesdropping by encrypting it with the HN's public 

key. 

Horn et al. [76J proposed an efficient public key protocol for mutual authen

tication and key exchange designed for third generation mobile communication 

systems. In this protocol the signature of the subscriber is encrypted with the 

session key K between the DE and the SN. This is done to protect the sub

scriber's identity. If the signature is not encrypted, an attacker would be able to 

detect the identity of DE by verifying the signature. 

In order to provide subscriber anonymity, Park et at. [77J introduced a new 

method of computing temporary identity. In this method, a temporary identity 

is initially computed by the DE and updated by both the UE and network side 

during every execution of the protocol. The method is based on public key 
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cryptosystems that include digital signature and Diffie-Hellman key exchange. 

The challenge-response authentication mechanism used in this method uses nonce 

that are uniquely generated by protocol entities. 

Barbeau et al. [7] proposed three different solutions that uses one-time 

aliases: a coupon-based solution, a primary key infrastructure based solution 

and an anonymous number-based solution. Each'solution, provides identity con

cealment against a passive attacker which can eavesdrop over the radio access 

link and an active attacker which can inject messages over the radio access link. 

Juang et al. [78] proposed a scheme in which random numbers, message 

authentication codes and one way hash functions are used. The HN generates 

a secret token Wi which is distributed to the UE during an authentication and 

key agreement via a secure /channel. For identity presentation, the UE does not 

transmit its IMSI in plain text through the radio link. Instead, it generates and 

transmits a token Pi that is generated by performing a XOR operation between 

Wi and the IMSI. 

Forsberg et al. [79] proposed some countermeasures to UE tracking, like 

ciphering the radio resource controller messages, periodic temporary identity 

reallocation on one cell and use of discontinuous sequence numbers. 

7.3.2 Proposals to Provide End to End Identity Privacy 

Several schemes and protocols are proposed to provide identity privacy to the 

subscriber over the entire path between the UE and the HN. In such schemes, 

efforts are made to protect the permanent identity of the subscriber even from 

the SN. 

Samfat et ai. [73] proposed an alias based method that protects the identity 

of the subscriber from unauthorised third party. The design of this method 

is borrowed from KryptoKnight, an authentication and key distribution service 

developed by IBM research [80]. In this method public key cryptography is used 

for computation of aliases. 

He et al. [81] proposed an anonymous-ID-based scheme that uses both sym-
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metric and asymmetric crypto systems. In this scheme, an anonymous ID that 

is created by using blind signature technique is used to replace the real ID of 

an authorised mobile device. With this scheme, the authors have designed an 

architecture that is able to provide mobile subscribers with complete control over 

their location privacy while allowing the administration to authenticate legiti

mate mobile subscribers. 

Koien et al. [82J proposed a privacy preserving 3-way authentication and key 

agreement protocol that uses secure multi party computation, identity based en

cryption and deffie hellman exchange to protect subscriber identity and location 

data from eavesdropping. It also provides location privacy with respect to the 

HN. 

Godor et ai. [83J [84J proposed an algorithm that uses public key infrastruc

ture, public key certificates and sequence numbers to prevent transmission of 

IMSI in clear text. Public keys are used for secured communication of the mes

sages, certificates are used for mutual authentication, and sequence numbers are 

used to avoid replay attacks. 

Yang et ai. [85J proposed a novel app'roach of anonymous and authenticated 

key exchange protocols for a roaming subscriber and a visiting server to establish 

a random session key in such a way that the visiting server authenticates the sub

scriber's home server without knowing exactly who the subscriber is. A network 

eavesdropper cannot find out the subscriber's identity either. In addition, visited 

servers cannot track the roaming subscriber's movements and whereabouts even 

ifthey collude with each other. The proposed approach is generic and built upon 

secure two-party key establishment protocols. 

Li et ai. [86J proposed an enhanced authentication and key agreement proto

col that is based on wireless public key infrastructure. This protocol is designed 

to overcome the existing vulnerabilities such as as disclosure of user identity, 

man-in-middle attack, etc., in EPS AKA which is the AKA protocol used in 

LTE/SAE architecture. 

Varadharajan et al. [87J proposed three privacy preserving protocols for 

mobile communications. The protocols are based on hybrid scheme involving 
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a combination of public key and symmetric key' hased crypto systems. Each 

subscriber is issued a subliminal identity (a form of alias) by the HN at the time 

of initial registration. A subscriber's sublimmal ldentity can be updated at the 

end of each authentication session as a part of the protocol. 

A scheme called the hybrid approach of authentication protocol is proposed 

by AI-Fayoumi et al. in [88]. In this scheme, both symmetric and asymmetric 

keys are used combined with hash technique. Authentication between the UE 

and the HN relies on the long term shared secret key Ki, where as authentication 

between the UE and the SN depends on a public/private key pair and a session 

key. In this scheme, the concepts of temporary identity and key refreshment are 

adopted. Temporary identities generated at the HN protects the subscribers true 

identity, and key refreshment can make the authentication process more secure. 

Another hybrid scheme was proposed by Zhu et al. that uses both asymmet

ric and symmetric key crypto systems [89]. This scheme, which is based on hash 

functions and smart cards uses public key crypto systems, but the user equipment 

only do symmetric encryption and decryption. The scheme takes only one round 

of message exchange between the mobile user and the visited network, and one 

round of messages exchange between the visited network and the corresponding 

home network where keys between the mobile user and the visited network are 

for one time usage. In order to hide the real identity of the subscriber, a random 

number, a one way hash function and XOR operation is used. 

Jiang et al. [901 proposed two sets of mutual authentication and key exchange 

protocols with anonymity property for roaming service by using secret-splitting 

principle and self-certified scheme. The proposed authentication protocols use 

the temporary identity of a subscriber instead of the real one. The tempo

rary identity is prearranged and distributed by the home network in advance 

or temporarily generated by encrypting the real identity. In the secret splitting 

scheme, the HN generates a pseudonym from a secret m-bit random number 

and the permanent identity of the subscriber using a strong one way hash func

tion and XOR operation. The self-certified scheme combines the advantages of 

certificated-based and identity-based public key crypto systems. 
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Sattarzadeh et al. [91] proposed a mechanism. called improved user identity 

confidentiality. In this mechanism, anonymous tickets are employed as aliases 

for the IMSI. The IMSI is never exposed over any interface including the wired 

path. The TMSI plays the same role as in UMTS-AKA. It uses UMTS symmetric 

cryptography algorithms to ensure anonymity of tickets. A separate module 

called anonymous ticket manager module is introduced at the HN to handle 

ticket related functions. 

Tang et al. [92] proposed a scheme that employs one-time alias technique 

with a secure trust delegation mechanism. It does not introduce security vulner

ability to the underlying authentication scheme and is able to conceal the real 

identity of the subscriber with respect to both eavesdroppers and visited serving 

networks. The scheme achieves identity concealment without sacrificing authen

tication efficiency. Due to the low complexity, the scheme adds little overhead 

to the UE for privacy protection, and a moderate overhead is added on the fixed 

network part. 

Pereniguez et at. [93] studied the problem of providing identity privacy and 

fast network access in the context of the next generation heterogeneous net

works, where EAP is a preferred framework for carrying out the authentication 

process independently of the underlying technology. The authors have proposed 

a privacy framework that is able to maintain user anonymity during authentica

tion and fast re-authentication processes that are based on EAP. It relies on a 

multi layered pseudonym model that defines a n-tuple of pseudonyms that are 

frequently renewed. 

Yang et al. [94] proposed two roaming protocols for improved subscriber 

anonymity. The first protocol that is based on identity based signature, whereas 

the second one is based on group signature. 

He et al. [95] proposed a secure and light weight authentication scheme 

with user anonymity. It is simple to implement for mobile user since it only 

performs symmetric encryption/decryption operation. Having this feature, it is 

more suitable for the low power and resource limited mobile devices. In addi

tion, it requires four message exchanges between the user equipment, the serving 
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network and the home network. Thus, this protocol achieves both computation 

and communication efficiency. 

He et ai. [96] proposed a scheme that uses low cost functions such as one 

way hash functions and XOR operations to achieve security goals. It uses nonces 

instead of timestamps to avoid the clock synchronisation problem. Therefore, 

an additional clock synchronisation mechanism is not needed. It only requires 

four message exchanges between the user equipment, the serving network and 

the home network. 

Zhou et ai. [97] proposed a protocol that uses modular exponentiation, hash 

operation and XOR operation to hide the real identity of the subscriber. It is 

suitable for mobile devices due to its acceptable computation cost, high level 

security and lower interaction rounds. 

Chen et ai. [98] proposed a scheme that uses symmetric cryptographic and 

hash operation primitives to provide identity privacy to the subscriber. Besides, 

it takes only four message exchanges among the user equipment, the serving 

network and the home network. 

He et ai. [99] proposed a privacy preserving universal authentication protocol 

called Priauth. It uses group signature scheme to achieve anonymity. It requires 

the roaming user and the foreign server to be involved in each protocol run, and 

the home server can be off-line. 

Feng et ai. [100] proposed an anonymous identity authentication based on 

the self certified public key system. 

Liu et at. [101] proposed a novel privacy preserving registration protocol 

that achieve user anonymity against home server and eavesdroppers via a robust 

temporary identity, local user revocation with untraceability support, and secure 

key establishment. 

Jiang et ai. [102] proposed an enhanced authentication scheme with privacy 

preservation based on a concept called quadratic residue assumption. 
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7.4 Discussion 

In the early days of mobile communications, when researchers started recognis

ing identity privacy as an important security issue, several schemes and protocols 

were proposed to improve identity privacy of the subscriber over the radio ac

cess link between the UE and the SN. Some of these schemes and protocols, as 

discussed in Section 7.3.1, are the ones proposed by Asokan [74], Lin et ai. [75], 

Horn et ai. [76], Park et ai. [77], Barbeau et al. [7], J uang et ai. [78], Forsberg et 

ai. [79], etc. A basic assumption in these proposals is that the SN is trustworthy. 

In present day context, where multiple operators collaborate among each other 

to extend their services across a wider coverage area, such trust requirement is 

a limiting factor. Realising this, researchers are now concentrating on provid

ing identity privacy to the subscriber over the the entire path between the UE 

and the HN. In these solutions, the need to protect the identity privacy of a 

subscriber from the SN is well recognised. 

Several schemes and protocols were proposed to provide end to end identity 

privacy to the subscriber. In many of these proposals, asymmetric key cryp

tography is used, viz., the protocols proposed by Samfat et ai. [73], Godor et 

al. [83][84], Yang et ai. [85], Li et ai. [86], He et al. [99], Feng et ai. [100], 

etc. In asymmetric key cryptography, two keys are used: the public key known 

to the public, and the private key known only to the subscriber [103J. Asym

metric key cryptographic algorithms are slow because they are designed to work 

through computationally intensive mathematical functions, like factoring of large 

prime numbers, etc. They are almost 1000 times slower than symmetric tech

niques [104][105]. Considering the limitations on processing power and energy 

consumption at the DE, such solutions are not suitable for mobile systems. 

Symmetric key cryptographic techniques are fast and suitable for the UE, 

whereas asymmetric key cryptographic techniques can provide identity privacy 

in a natural way. In order to exploit the advantages of both, in many proposals 

for end to end subscriber identity privacy, a hybrid approach is adopted. Where, 

a combination of both asymmetric key and symmetric key crypto systems are 

used. Some ofthese protocols are the ones propose? by He et al. [81], Varadhara-
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jan et al. [87], AI-Fayoumi et al. [88], Zhu et ai. [89]. Koien et al. [82], etc. In a 

majority of such proposals, the UE do only symmetric key encryption/decryption 

whereas the HN do asymmetric key encryption/decryption. In mobile systems, 

the HN needs to process several simultaneous request from the subscribers at 

the same time. Hence, computationally intensive algorithms should be avoided 

at the HN, because such algorithms may increase the overall processing time 

of the subscriber's requests [106]. Since a protocol with a hybrid approach can 

introduce significant amount of computational overhead at the HN, a protocol 

that uses computationally light cryptographic operations like symmetric key en

cryption/ decryption operations is more desirable. Moreover, there are several 

criticisms against some of the much discussed hybrid protocols that were pro

posed recently. Wong et al. [107] found that Varadharajan et al.'s protocols are 

vulnerable to several attacks. Lee et al. [108] demonstrated that the scheme 

proposed by Zhu et al. [89] has three security weaknesses viz., it cannot achieve 

perfect backward secrecy, it cannot achieve mutual authentication, and it cannot 

protect against a forgery attack. Thus, in order to improve the shortcomings of 

the scheme proposed by Zhu et al., Lee et al. proposed and enhancement. But, 

Wu et al. pointed out that Lee et al.'s proposed fix fails to preserve anonymity 

as claimed and then proposed yet another fix to address the problem [109]. How

ever, Wu et al.'s fix is not without limitations. Mun et al. [1l0] found weaknesses 

in Wu et al.'s scheme such as failing to achieve anonymity and perfect forward 

secrecy, and disclosing of legitimate users password. Therefore, they proposed a 

n~w enhanced scheme that uses elliptic curve diffie hellman to overcome these 

weaknesses and improve performance. Moreover, Chang et al. [1l1] found that 

Lee et al.'s scheme cannot provide anonymity under the forgery attack and the 

heavy computation cost may consume battery power expeditiously for mobile 

devices. Therefore, Chang et al. proposed a novel authentication scheme to 

overcome these weaknesses. Youn et al. [1l2J showed that even Chang et al.'s 

scheme fails to achieve anonymity by providing four attack strategies. More 

recently, Zeng et al. demonstrated that due to an inherent design flaw in the 

original Zhu et al.'s scheme, the latter and its successors are unlikely to provide 

anonymity [1l3J. The communication and computation complexity of the proto-
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col proposed by Koien et at., as agreed by the author's themselves, is overall qUIte 

high. In this protocol, the UE is burdened with'many asymmetric encryption 

and decryption operations. 

Keeping the c(;)llstraints of mobile computing, environment in mind, several 

schemes and protocols were proposed recently. In these proposals, computa

tionally light techniques that use symmetric key based crypto systems, hash 

functions, XOR operations, temporary identities, alias, etc., are used. Some of 

these protocols are the ones proposed by Jiang et ai. [90], Sattarzadeh et al. [91], 

Tang et at. [92], Pereniguez et al. [93], He et al. [95], Zhou et al. [97], He et al. 

[96], Chen et ai. [98], Liu et ai. [101], Jiang et ai. [102], etc. All these proposals 

claim to achieve end to end subscriber identity privacy. However, none of them 

are in the general lines of approach with the authentication and key agreement 

protocols used in mobile systems developed by 3GPP. Therefore, if any of these 

schemes are to be adopted, they will bring about major changes to the existing 

security arrangement. 

For a mobile operator that already has a big subscriber base, changing over 

to a completely new AKA protocol is a big challenge. Moreover, the AKA pro

tocols used in mobile systems standardised by 3GPP have already proven their 

efficiency with respect to other security features, through their successful real 

time implementations over the years. Therefore, an ideal scheme for enhanced 

identity privacy in a 3GPP defined mobile system would be the one that can 

be easily configured into the existing AKA protocol. At the same time, im

plementation of such a scheme should be restricted only to the home operator. 

Visited/serving networks that may even belong to third party operators should 

not be expected to participate equally. A simple yet effective solution that takes 

these critical issues into consideration is therefore needed. Taking cognisance of 

this, we proposed E2EUIC, a security extension for the AKA protocols used for 

access security in 3GPP mobile systems. 

In order to evaluate the performance of E2EUIC, we present a performance 

comparison in Table 7.1. In this table, we compare the AKA protocols used 

in 3GPP mobile systems (viz., UMTS-AKA, EPS-AKA and EAP-AKA) when 
, 
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Table 7.1: Performance comparison. 

Cryptographic operations en Z < 0) 
Z b1l en ~ <tS a en < en en i:: 0) 0 0 0.. 

E J:: ..., 0.. a: asymmetric encryption/decryption .... >, u Cl 0 U <tS M 
s: symmetric encryption/decryption I... ~ 0.. 

0) -;:: E ..c 
..0 .... := 

h: hash operation E 0.. ~ 
::I >, 

0) 

Z 
..., 

x: XOR operation :;; :§ 
i:: 
0) s:: Protocols at the UE at the SN at the HN 'tl .... .... 

Samfat et al. [73J 1a+3s+ Ih+3x 2a+1h+1x 3a+6Hlh+6x 4 Yes Yes No 

Asokan et al. [74J 1a+4s 4s la+b:.+lh 5 No Yes No 

Lin et al. [75J 3a+1s+2h 2a+3s+2h la+ls+5h 4 No Yes No 

Park et al. [77J 2a+3s+4h+ Ix 2a+3s+6h 2a+2~+4h+lx 5 No Yes No 

Juang et al. [78J 6h+2x 2h 6h+2x 7 No Yes No 

koien et al. [82J 5a+1h 5a+3s 2a+3s 8 Yes Yes No 

Godor et al. [83J 3a 3a 3a 5 Yes Yes No 

Yang et al. [85J 1a+6h+2x 1a+5h+lx Ih 3 Yes Yes No 

Li et al. [86J 2a 2a 1a 5 Yes Yes No 

Varadharajan et al. 5s+2h 1a+4s+3h 2a+2s+2h 6 Yes Yes No 

[87J 

AI-Fayoumi et al. [88J 1a+3s+1h la+1s+1x la+2s 4 Yes Yes No 

Zhu et al. [89J 2s+2h+3x 1a+1s+2h+lx 2a+b+5h+3x 4 Yes Yes No 

Sattarzadeh et al. 6h None 6h 6 Yes Yes No 

[91J 

Tang et al. [92J Is 3s 2s 4 Yes Yes No 

He et al. in [96J 5h 3h 7h 4 Yes Yes No 

Zhou et al. [97J 2a+3h+2x 2h+1x la+5h+2x 4 Yes Yes No 

Chen et al. [98J 2s+9h 2s+3h 2s+6h 4 Yes Yes No 

Feng et al. [lOOJ 3a+1s+5h+1x 6a+2h 4a+ls+3h 5 Yes Yes No 

Lee et al. [108] 2s+4h+3x 2a+2s+4h+lx 2a+ Is+5h+3x 4 Yes Yes No 

UMTS-AKA 5h+1x None 5h+lx 5 No - -
UMTS-AKA-with- 2s+5h+2x None 2s+5h+2x 5 Yes No Yes 

E2EUIC 

EPS-AKA 6h+2x None 6h+2x 5 No - -
EPS-AKA-with- 2s+6h+3x None 2s+6h+3x 5 Yes No Yes 

E2EUIC 

EAP-AKA 8h+1x None 4s+lOh+lx 24 No - -
EAP-AKA-with- 2s+8h+2x None 6s+lOh+2x 24 Yes No Yes 

E2EUIC 
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E2EUIC is adopted to it, with some of the protocols discussed in this chapter. 

The protocols are compared in terms of the number/kind of cryptographic oper

ations used, the number of message transmissions involved, identity privacy from 

the SN, impact on the SN, and on the basis of whether a protocol is in general 

line of functioning·with the AKA protocols used in 3GPP mobile systems. The 

following cryptographic operations, listed according to their decreasing compu

tational complexity, are used in the various proposals and are considered for the 

performance comparison. 

1. Asymmetric encryption/decryption (a). 

2. Symmetric encr:yption/decryption (s). 

3. Hash operation (h). 

4. XOR operation (x). 

Asymmetric operations are computationally intensive, whereas symmetric en

cryption/decryption and hash operations are computationally light and are suit

able for resource-limited mobile devices. XOR operation is a combination of just 

two AND and one OR operation and thus can be easily executed in a mobile 

device. 

In DMTS-AKA protocol (Chapter 3, Section 3.3), 5h+1x cryptographic op

erations are performed at each of the DE and the HN, with no cryptographic 

operations at the SN. The same is applicable for EPS-AKA and EAP-AKA, as 

both of them are based on UMTS-AKA. However, in EPS-AKA (Chapter 4, 

Section 4.3), due to the need to generate an additional KAsME, which involves 

1h+lx operations, a total of 6h+2x cryptographic operations are performed at 

each of the DE and the HN. And, in EAP-AKA (Chapter 5, Section 5.4), due 

to the need to generate new keying materials, encrypted and integrity protected 

pseudonyms, message authentication codes, etc., which involves 5h+4s opera

tions at the HN and 3h operations at the UE, a total of 8h+ Ix and 4s+ 10h+ Ix 

cryptographic operations are performed at the UE and at the HN respectively. 

This difference in computational complexity between the various AKA protocols 
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used in 3GPP mobile systems does not have any impact on the performance of 

E2EUIC. Across all the AKA protocols used in 3GPP mobile systems, E2EUIC 

can be equally adopted with a fixed cryptographIc overhead of 2s+ Ix operatIOns. 

From the performance comparison in Table 7.1, it is clear that while several 

of the proposals in this area treat the 8N as trustworthy by focussing only on 

the radio path, many do not take the limitations of the UE and the load on 

the HN (to process several simultaneous request) into consideration, by using 

computationally intensive asymmetric encryption/decryption. Whereas, none of 

the proposals, to the best of our knowledge, are in general lines of approach 

with the AKA protocols used in mobile systems developed by 3GPP. And, none 

of them consider the importance of keeping the 8Ns away from making any 

major changes to the existing mode of operation in a 3GPP mobile system. 

E2EUIC is in general lines of functioning with the AKA protocols used in 3G PP 

mobile systems. Hence, it can be easily adopted as an extension to the AKA 

protocols used in 3GPP mobile systems. Moreover, it can be implemented at the 

operator's level (i.e., at the HN and the 81M of the UE), without tasking the 

intermediary 8N, with an execution and implementation cost which is feasible 

with the current infrastructure. In E2EUIC, computationally light symmetric 

encryption/decryption and XOR operations are used. When E2EUIC is adopted 

to an AKA protocol, no additional messages are introduced, as the information 

needed to be exchanged between the agents are communicated as a part of the 

existing messages in the AKA protocol. 
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Conclusion and Future Work 

8.1 Conclusion 

To facilitate roaming in mobile systems, so that a subscriber of one operator 

can use the services of another operator when inside the latter's coverage area, 

a-priori roaming agreements with respect to issues like billing, quali'ty of service, 

security, etc., needs to be established between mobile operators. A factor that 

directly affects such agreements is the level of trust requirement expected from 

an operator. Lower is the trust requirement with respect to a particular issue, 

more is the convenience for an operator to come to an agreement with another 

operator. 

The AKA protocols used to provide access security in mobile systems stan

dardised by 3GPP does not ensure perfect identity privacy to the subscribers. 

There are occasions during authentication and key agreement when the perma

nent identity gets compromised over the vulnerable wireless link between the user 

equipment and the visited/serving network. Moreover, the serving network that 

may even belong to a third party operator, is fully trusted with the permanent 

identity of the subscriber. This situation can be attributed to the existing trust 

model adopted in the mobile systems developed by 3GPP, where the subscriber 

and the home network has to confer a high amount of trust on the visited/serving 

network (HN """"""+ SN; VE""""""+ SN). Such trust requirement not only makes identity 

privacy of the subscriber vulnerable, but also complicates roaming agreements. 
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If we relax the requirement of having to trust the visited/serving networks 

from the UE/HN, it then improves the subscriber's identity privacy. Moreover, 

it opens up an opportunity to have on-demand/on-the-fly roaming agreements 

between the mobile operators, instead of the current a-priori agreements. This 

would ensure that a subscriber will be serviceable in any location as long as there 

is at least one network serving that location. With more and more operators 

taking a plunge into the competitive mobile/cellular market, with each of them 

promising an ubiquitous service to the subscriber, interoperability amongst them 

is a key issue. Thus, the benefits of a relaxed HN ---t SN /UE ---t SN trust 

requirement would be difficult to ignore in the foreseeable future. 

Taking the benefits of a relaxed HN ---t SN /UE ---t SN trust requirement 

into consideration, we have proposed a new trust model where the only trust 

requirement is the need for the UE to trust the HN (UE -t HN); all the other 

trust requirements like the need for the HN to trust the SN (HN ---t SN) and 

the need for the UE to trust the SN (UE ---t SN) is relaxed with respect to the 

subscriber's permanent identity. 

To implement our proposed trust model, we devised a security extension 

called E2EUIC for enhanced identity privacy and relaxed trust requirement for 

roaming agreements. E2EUIC is developed as a common solution that can be 

adopted to all the AKA protocols used for access security in the mobile and in

terworking systems proposed by 3GPP. E2EUIC takes an end to end approach, 

where the knowledge of the permanent identity is res.tricted to the UE and the 

HN. The permanent identity is never transmitted at any stage of the path be

tween the subscriber and the HN. Thereby, eliminating the need to transmit the 

permanent identity through the vulnerable radio link and the need to trust the 

SN with the permanent identity. Thus, when E2EUIC extension is adopted to 

an AKA protocol used in a particular 3GPP mobile system, the benefits are 

two folds; one: it ensures an enhanced identity privacy to the subscriber, and 

two: it relaxes trust requirement for roaming between the operators. In order 

to demonstrate the adaptability of E2EUIC, we have presented its functioning 

with some prominent 3GPP mobile systems lik~ UMTS, LTE, 3GPP-WLAN 
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and Non3GPP-EPS. We also performed a statistical analysis, a formal analy

sis, an overhead analysis and a security analysis of E2EUIC, to verify its logical 

correctness, feasibility of implementation (in terms of computation, complexity 

and memory space) and its robustness. Results of these analysis were found 

satisfactory. 

8.2 Future Work 

There is scope for extending the work reported in this thesis in the following 

directions: 

• E2EUIC relaxes trust requirement for roaming with respect to identity 

privacy of the subscriber. In order to realise the full benefit of our proposed 

trust model, there is a need to relax trust requirement for roaming with 

respect to other security aspects like ciphering and integrity protection as 

well. Therefore, as a future work, one may explore the use of end to end 

ciphering solutions like IPSec to further relax trust requirement for roaming 

in 3GPP mobile systems. 

• While it is important to protect the identity privacy of the subscriber from 

adversaries, it is equally important for mobile operators to allow law en

forcement agencies to intercept identity of the subscriber for prevention of 

crimes. In an AKA protocol with E2EUIC, even though the permanent 

identity of the subscriber is concealed from adversaries using DM SI s, de

tails of D M S I to 1M S I mappings are maintained in the HN. As a future 

work, these mappings can be used to devise a mechanism that allows lawful 

interception with E2EUIC. 

• Unlike the existing AKA protocols used in 3GPP mobile systems, in an 

AKA protocol with E2EUIC the permanent identity is not shared with the 

visited/serving network. Therefore as a future work, the impact of this in 

the existing mechanism used for billing of the roaming subscribers needs 

to be studied. 
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Appendix A 

HPLMN IP Services in 

3GPP-WLAN 

In this appendix, we present a simplified version of the roaming security archi

tecture for access to IP services provided by the HPLMN in 3GPP-WLAN. The 

functionality of the components used in this architecture are same as the com

ponents used in the roaming architecture for access to IP services provided by 

the VPLMN in 3GPP-WLAN (Chapter 5, Figure 5.1). Here, the difference is 

that the PDG, with which the UE establishes a tunnel, is located in the HPLMN 

instead of the VPLMN. 
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Figure A.I: Simplified roaming security architecture for access to IP services 

provided by HPLMN in 3GPP-WLAN. 
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Appendix B 

HPLMN IP Services in 

Non3GPP-EPS 

In this appendix, we present a simplified version of the roaming security archi

tecture for access to IP services provided by the HPLMN in Non3GPP-EPS. The 

functionality of the components used in this architecture' are same as the com

ponents used in the roaming architectures for access to IP services provided by 

the. VPLMN in Non3GPP-EPS (Chapter 5, Figure 5.2). Here, the difference is 

that the PDN Gateway is located in the HPLMN instead of the VPLMN. And, 

an additional component called Serving Gateway (SGW) is used in the VPLMN. 

The role of SGW is to route user data packets. 
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Figure B.1: Simplified roaming security architecture for access to IP services 

provided by HPLMN in Non3GPP-EPS. 
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Appendix C 

Rules of AUTLOG 

In this appendix, we present some of the rules of AUTLOG calculus [59] which 

are used in the formal analysis of Chapter 6, Section 6.2. The symbols that are 

used in defining these rules along with their usage are as follows (more details 

about these symbols can be found in [59]): 

• P, Q, R represents agents, who communicate with each other. 

• M represents messages which could be one of the following: names of 

agents, key components, computed messages, list of messages and derived 

keys. 

• Mp represents a message in view of P or in other words a message that 

is localised towards P. Here, P does not necessarily understand Mp. 

For example, P receives a list including a cryptogram and a hash value: 

P sees ({X}K,h(M)), where P cannot decrypt the ciphertext but knows 

M. 

• X, X" Y, ~, Z represents messages which could be one of the following: , 

names of agents, key components, computed messages, list of messages, 

derived keys and localised messages (M p). 

• K represents a public key scheme that consist of a public component K+ 

and a private component K-. 
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Appendix C. Rules of A UTLOG 

• K- 1 represents an inverse key which is the corresponding component for 

public key schemes and equal to K in symmetric case. 
I 

• h denotes all hash functions including message authentication codes. 

• 0- denotes signatures without message recovery. 

• enc(K, M) = {M}K denotes encryption of a message M with K and a 

signature with message recovery (i.e., cleartext M can be derived from 

{ M} K under knowledge of the inverse key K -1 ). 

• F represents any function in {o-, h, enc} 

• H is a one way function out of {o-, h} 

•. <p and 'l/J represents a formulae of the following kind: 

p 4 Q: K is a shared key/secret between P and Q. 

fresh(M): Message M has been created in the current protocol run. 

M == N: M is equivalent to N. 

P sees M: Agent P was able to read M as a submessage of a received 

message. 

- P said M: Agent P has sent the message M and has been conscious 

of sending it at that time. 

P says M: Agent P has sent the message M knowingly and recently. 

P has M: P knows message M and can use it for further computa-
I 

tions. 

P recognises M: Either P has a reason to believe that M is not a 

random string but willingly constructed or that M is a random string 

already known to P. 

P controls <p: P is able to decide whether <p is correct or not. 

P believes <p: P has strong evidence that <p is correct. 

- '<p: Negation. 
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- r.p 1\ 7/;: Conjunction, 

Following are some of the rules of AUTLOG ca.lculus that are used in the 

formal analysis of E2EUIC (the characte-rs written in bold, preceding each of the 

rules (MP, K, J, HI, etc.) are the names of the rul~s as stated in [59]): 

MP: If r.p and (r.p -+ 7/;) then 7/; 

K: P believes cp A P believes( r.p -+ 7/;) -+ P believes 7/; 

J: (P controls cp 1\ P believes cp) -+ cp 

HI: P sees X -+ P has X 

H2: P has Xl A ... 1\ P has Xn -+ P has (Xl, .. " Xn) 

H3: P has X -+ P has F(X) 

FI: freshXt -+ fresh((X I , .'" Xn)) 

SE2: P sees enc(K, X) 1\ P has K- I -+ P sees X 

NV: P said X -+ fresh(X) -+ P says X 

AI: R sees F(K, X) 1\ P 4 Q 1\ -,p said F(K, X) -+ Q said (K, X) 

C: P sees M A Mp == Y -+ P believes P sees Y 

C3: P has M -+ H(M)p == H(Mp) 

E2: X == YAY == Z -+ X = Z 

E3: X == Y -+ F(X) == F(Y) 
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